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ABSTRACT:This thesis disusses linguisti onstraints on srambling and exibility in word order inspoken Persian (Farsi) and presents a omputational model for eÆient implementation ofthese onstraints for a subset of Persian. Linguisti phenomena whih we have studied,inlude loal srambling, long distane srambling, extraposition of lauses, topialisation,ase tendeny and the disourse marker ra. The work extends previous work on Persianbased on Government and Binding (GB) theory by onsidering the pragmati aspets ofPersian grammar and long distane srambling.After the introdution, we begin by examining the main strutures, onepts and on-straints on loal srambling in main lauses. A onstraint based aount of loal sramblingin Persian will be presented. We then onsider the extraposition of embedded lauses inPersian, as well as ontrol and topialisation in Persian. We propose a new approah forapturing extraposition of embedded lauses, fronting and srambling in a uniform theory,onsistent with previous ndings about Persian grammar and the Government and Bindingtheory. The struture that we propose for omplement lauses in Persian is analogous to thestruture of embedded lauses and we show that ase attration in Persian relative lausesan be easily aptured by this struture.In the next part of the thesis, we survey the main ahievements of previous omputationalwork on proessing Persian syntax. Then we review some formalisms whih have been ex-tended for representing srambling in omputational linguistis. We ontrast the main meh-anisms to deal with srambling and exible word order in GPSG, HPSG, dierent extensionsto CG and TAG, and LFG. Then after a summary of work on parallel natural languageproessing, we present a ompetition-based parser for analysing a subset of Persian. Theparsing system, whih avoids the ineÆieny of the previous approahes for parsing Persian,uses fuzzy sets for resolving onits and ompetition among dierent possible alternatives.The study argues for a resoure based model of srambling that takes into aount gradientgrammatiality and shows the onsequenes of suh model for implementing onstraints onsrambling in spoken Persian.Finally, we highlight the underlying dynami framework whih has motivated our study.For this purpose, we turn to dynami theories in Computer Siene suh as CCS (Calulusof Communiating Systems) and -alulus Milner [1993℄. Borrowing some onepts fromthese theories, we will disuss how ommuniating linguisti proesses an be dened andonstruted. The notion of grammatial hannels for ommuniation between proesses willbe introdued under a general ommuniation based approah to syntax and grammar. Wewill argue that present proess models in Computer Siene are not powerful enough for thispurpose, and some possible diretions for further researh will be disussed.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
1.1 Goals and MotivationThis thesis analyses a range of linguisti phenomena in Persian and in addition developsproposals for formal and omputational frameworks for proessing these. The essential goalsof this work are twofold. Firstly, to speify onstraints that govern the exibility of wordorder and srambling in Persian. Seondly, to develop methods for eÆient proessing ofsrambling onstraints in Persian. This is a step towards the possibility of using the resultsin developing real natural language proessing appliations for spoken Persian.While there have been numerous studies of formal linguisti representation of Persian,little work on omputational analysis of Persian has been done. Those few omputationalworks whih deal with Persian have either ignored the linguisti onstraints on Persian suhas speiity, ontrol and srambling onstraints, or they have restrited their study to writtenPersian. Written and spoken Persian dier in many respets, espeially in word order andsrambling onstraints. We have foused on the syntati analysis of spoken Persian, withpartiular attention to the onstraints on word order.1.2 Linguisti PhenomenaA major area of ontroversy among Persian linguists has been the disourse and syntatifuntions of the postposition ra. The disourse-oriented amp [Mogaddam, 1992a℄ or Mo-gaddam [1992b℄ tries to give justiation for dierent uses of ra based only on onstraints in1
2disourse, while the other syntatially-oriented amp Karimi [1990℄ tries to analyze syntationstraints on those ases. In this thesis we look at both sides and examine the disourse andsyntati funtions of ra in Persian. For this purpose we have looked at analogous markersin neighboring languages with more limited or wider appliation than ra. Another topi ofour study has been the extraposition of embedded lauses in Persian, and we have proposed astruture for representing omplement lauses in Persian. We will show that the same stru-ture an be used for representing embedded relative lauses and we will propose a solutionfor the interesting phenomenon of ase attration in Persian relative lauses.From a formal perspetive, the onstraints on srambling (loal and long distane) inPersian have not been fully studied. Therefore we have studied dierent formalisms whihhave been proposed for srambling, and we laim that these formalisms fail to apture all thesrambling onstraints in Persian.In Persian, dierent examples of surfae word order an exist for a sentene. Theseword order possibilities dier in grammatiality. The anonial word order in Persian an belabeled as the most grammatial word order and variations from this anonial word ordermay have redued grammatiality. But some variations are perfetly grammatial in speidisourse ontexts. This is espeially important for proessing Persian; sine the subjetis unmarked and the diret objet an also be unmarked, the anonial word order andsrambling onstraints provide further lues for the disambiguation of grammatial funtionssuh as subjet and objet. In addition, Persian is a highly pro-drop language and subjetsand other onstituents an be missing.Examples of long distane srambling in Persian, ontrol and garden paths have rarelybeen onsidered in omputational systems. Complex examples of long distane srambling inwhih the srambling onstraints interat with ontrol phenomena have not been studied.Based on this study we propose a framework for proessing ases with srambling whihis in the spirit of LFG and GPSG. In the literature, the ID/LP framework has been one ofthe hoies and some of the approahes have tried to use this framework or extend it. Sofar few approahes have tried to introdue a probabilisti and robust version of word orderonstraints that takes into aount performane parameters as well as ompetene syntatiparameters. Uszkoreit [1987℄ tried to introdue omplex word order rules, but he does notadd stohasti or probabilisti notions to these rules. Reently, notions suh as probability,
3optimality, possibility, plausibility, aeptability and graded grammatiality have been addedto linguisti theories. Despite the fat that srambling and word order introdue degrees ofaeptability and graded grammatiality, the neessary aeptability or plausibility notionshave not been added to the srambling rules. In our study, we extend the word order rules byintroduing a stohasti version of them. In this work, we use aeptability and plausibilityinterhangeably to refer to all these notions. We have only onsidered a limited subset ofaeptability notions and future work is needed to fully inorporate all these notions.Uszkoreit [1991℄ also reviewed some possible strategies for ombining dierent kinds ofonstraints in delarative grammars with a detahable layer of ontrol information. In ourframework we propose adding an additional ompetitive layer to the stati linguisti frame-work, thereby ombining stohasti word order rules and degrees of speiity for ra as anativation value for linguisti proess strutures. There have been previous proposals for in-troduing ompetitive and dynami frameworks, but eah approah looks at dynamism froma dierent perspetive. Our work has foused on dynami approahes based on theoreti-al omputer siene and more speially on proess algebrai proposals suh as Fujinami[1996℄. A parallel ompetitive based parser has been implemented and some of the perfor-mane onstraints on srambling in Persian fall out naturally from the arhiteture of theparser.We argue for a Resoure Limitation Priniple (RLP) and a Resoure Barrier Priniple(RBP) in Persian. These priniples further onstrain the possible examples of srambling inPersian. We further laim that the RLP and RBP onstraints an be used for ategorizingfree word order languages.1.3 OrganizationThe thesis is divided into two parts: (1) Linguisti (2) Computational. Part 1 onsists ofChapters 2 and 3, whih ontain linguisti analysis of Persian. In Chapter 2, we begin witha general disussion on Persian grammar and loal srambling in main lauses. Sine loalsrambling in Persian is losely onneted to the semantis of nouns and speiity in thesemantis of nouns, speiity and deniteness will be disussed in Setion 2.2. Then aftera short introdution to the struture of onstituents in Persian, we disuss verb morphology.The majority of verbs in Persian are omplex verbs and the study of srambling inside a
4verbal omplex needs separate researh that we don't disuss. Finally the anonial wordorder in Persian and onstraints on loal srambling are formulated.In Chapter 3 we examine embedded lauses in Persian. Firstly, we disuss the anonialposition of omplement lauses and disuss the problems that a non-extraposed proposal willfae. In partiular we look at the interation of extraposition of omplement lauses withextraposition of relative lauses and the interation between extraposition and topialization.These problems serve to motivate our treatment of omplement lauses as being anoniallypre-verbal. We propose analogous strutures for representing omplement lauses and em-bedded lauses in Persian and in this way we show that the same priniples in Persian areresponsible for two dierent phenomena, namely topialisation and ase attration in Persian.Suh an approah is a step towards the formalisation of ase tendeny in Persian. We willalso look losely at ontrol in Persian whih interats with long distane srambling.The seond part of the thesis onsists of Chapter 4 through Chapter 6, whih ontains aliterature review, linguisti formalisms for representing srambling, our implementation. InChapter 4 we will review the main parsing approahes for Persian. Chapter 5 is primarilyonerned with the treatment of word order and srambling in dierent formalisms. Weontrast dierent mehanisms for this purpose in GPSG, HPSG, dierent extensions to CG,TAG, and LFG. We also highlight some weaknesses of funtional omposition in CCG forrepresenting srambling. The V-Tag formal system also uses very omplex mehanisms thatare muh more easily aptured in LFG. The main weakness of LFG ompared to the otherformalisms is the lak of a proper solution for extending it with probabilities. Then wewill disuss another point of dierene between LFG and the other formalisms whih is itsway of enoding relations. Finally some proposals and questions are raised about funtionalunertainty in LFG.In Chapter 6, a parallel implementation of a parser for a subset of Persian that integratesthe preeding proposals of the thesis will be disussed. The parser avoids the ineÆienyof previous approahes for parsing Persian and uses fuzzy sets for resolving the onits andompetition among dierent possible alternatives. The solution is designed by ombining neu-ral network and symboli approahes to parsing. We will investigate the interation betweenompetition and resoure limitation for the parsing system.Finally Chapter 7 is the onlusion, and we will outline the major ontributions of this
5thesis and possible diretions for further researh. In this hapter we also highlight somediretions for future work on a dynami framework whih has motivated our study.
Chapter 2
Persian Grammar: Main Clause
In this hapter and the following hapter I will present an overview of Persian Grammar. Iwill onentrate on the dialet of Modern Persian whih is spoken in Tehran1. The main fouswill be on the issue of word order and exibility in movement of onstituents in Persian. Wewill rst introdue major onstituents in Persian.In this hapter, I shall onentrate on onstrutions of Persian exluding Persian embeddedlauses that will be the topi of the next hapter.2.1 IntrodutionPersian is a free onstituent order language. It is an Indo-European language { a southwestern Iranian language from the Indo-Iranian branh. Persian has been the language ofthose Indo-Europeans who had moved to the south of the Persian plateau. These people hadalled their oupied regions the land of Eras or Aryans2 [Karimi, 1989℄. Sine these peoplewere in ontat with other nations, espeially the Semiti people who lived to the west of theplateau, and more reently the Turks, their language has hanged. The Arabization of Persianwords is vividly illustrated in the Arabization of the name of the language Farsi whih wasone alled Parsi to whih \Persian" refers3.The anestor of modern Persian is old Persian (6th-3rd BC). Old Persian displays stru-1There are many dierenes between the spoken and written languages of Persian. For a survey, see[Daryabandari, 1993℄.2Iran and Aryan are from the same root.3In Arabi, there is no /p/ sound. 6
7tural similarities to other anient Indo-European languages. It exhibits seven ases, threegenders (feminine, masuline and neuter), and three numbers (singular, plural and dual)[Karimi, 1989℄. Most of the ase, number and gender inetions are no longer present inModern Persian, and Persian has beome a morphologially simple language.The major onstituent order of Persian (as Duth and Turkish) is mainly SOV. Persian,like Italian and Turkish, is a pro-drop language. In other words the subjet of a sentenean be absent (and the ending of the verb determines the person and number of the subjet).Pronouns and noun phrases of Persian have no ase marking inetion. Persian, like Englishand Arabi, is a head-initial language (exept for VP). That is the omplements of a phrasalategory follow its head.Before plunging into the details of phrases like NP, PP and S, some simple sentenes ofPersian are shown. In these examples SPCF stands for speiity-marker whih marks speinoun phrases (for [-NOM℄4 ase); and EZ stands for ezafe (see Setion 2.2.2).(2.1) aliAli manI raSPCF did.saw-3S`Ali saw me.'(2.2) manI raft-amwent-1S beto madrese.shool`I went to the shool.'(2.3) uhe/she xordate-3S sibapple ra.SPCF`He/She ate the apple.'(2.4) sibapple aliAli xord.ate-3S`Ali did apple-eating.' = `Ali ate apples.'(2.5) dad-amgave-1S manI sib-eapple-EZ qermezred raSPCF beto u.he`I gave him the red apple.'4Every spei noun phrase that is not subjet.
8It is important to note that the writing system of Persian is an extension of Arabiwriting and, as Arabi, for some vowels namely (o,e,a) there are no orresponding letters inits alphabet. As a result one of the most important markers of Persian (i.e. Ezafe-marker) isnot always shown in the texts. Readers of Persian texts learn little by little when the markershould be assumed to be present; in our work we expliitly show this marker by -e (as is thease for beginners in this language).2.2 Noun Semantis and MorphologyIn this setion we will review the morphology of Persian noun phrases, and will disussdeniteness, indeniteness and speiity for nouns. We will also onsider other morphemesand litis that attah to nouns in Persian.2.2.1 Speiity/DenitenessLanguages of the world an be divided into groups in whih they have either a denite markeror a speiity marker. In some languages we might not see either of the two. In Persian,there is a marker that follows spei noun phrases under ertain onditions, but there is nodenite marker. Turkish and Albanian also have a marker for speiity. In ontrast English,German and Kurdish are languages whih have denite markers.By speiity we have a meaning in mind, whih implies that a noun phrase refers toa partiular individual member (or members) of a lass rather than to the lass as a whole[Karimi, 1989℄. In English, noun phrases with this meaning an be expressed in several ways[Weissberg and Buker, 1991℄:1. Referring to assumed or shared information, e.g.:(2.6) In reent years the growth of desert areas has been aelerating in the world.2. Pointing bak to old information, e.g.:(2.7) Iranian Banking authorities are developing a omputerised monetary system.The system will be used throughout the ountry.3. Pointing forward to speifying information, e.g.:
9(2.8) The man who was here was arrested.The spei/non-spei reading an be tested by using it and pronoun one, respetively:(2.9) Mary was looking for a bike, and She found one. (non-spei)She found it. (spei)The following diagram from [Karimi, 1989℄ further laries the distintion between spei-ity with respet to denite, indenite, and generi NP's.Noun-Phrases HHHHHSpei HHHDenite Indenite Non-Spei HHHGeneri IndeniteIn this diagram the dierene between the denite NP's and spei NP's is that theformer is presumed to be known to the hearer whereas the latter is not.In summary spei noun phrases, denite or indenite have one feature in ommon: theydenote a spei individual.In Persian there is no artile or suÆx for marking deniteness, but there is a suÆx /-i/for marking indenite noun phrases and a postposition ra5 for marking spei noun phrasesunder ertain onditions. But it doesn't ome after spei subjets.Nouns in Persian are generally treated as generis when they are not followed by anysemanti marker6, although there are ounterexamples. Other aspets of the semantis ofPersian noun phrases are not very straightforward; and any modiation of a noun phrasemay hange its semantis [Windfuhr, 1979℄. These ases are illustrated by further examples:1. Bare noun in subjet position:In this position, bare nouns an at as spei subjets, if they are already mentionedin the previous ontext. Alternatively they an at as generis.5The postposition ra in spoken language may appear as ro or as /-o/.6By semanti marker we are onsidering -i and ra that follow the nouns in Persian.
10(2.10) gorg`wolf darin jangaljungle ast.is-3S'`The wolf is in (the) jungle.'wolves are in jungle.2. -i marked nouns in subjet position:When a noun is marked with -i it is usually treated as an indenite.(2.11) gorg-iwolf-IND darin jangalJungle ast.is-3S`a(some) wolf is in (the) jungle.'In (2.11) -i may be an indenite marker. In this ase we are referring to some wolf.Persian grammarians, in addition to `-i of indeniteness' (ya tankir) onsider anotherrole for -i as `-i of unit' (ya vahdat). In English, a omparable ambiguity exists with a(n)e.g. I am looking for a ar, where a may imply one partiular ar or any ar [Windfuhr,1979℄. In Persian, if -i is a `-i of unit' then we an have the same meaning by deleting-i and putting yek (one) before the noun:(2.12) yekone gorgwolf darin jangalJungle ast.is-3S`a wolf is in (the) jungle.'Still there are ases where -i may be none of the above. In (2.13) -i ats as a restritiverelative lause marker and the -i marked gorg is more spei7 than the orrespondinggorg in the previous examples.(2.13) gorg-iwolf-RES kethat toyou goft-i,said-3S, darin jangalJungle ast.is-3S`The/a ertain wolf that you said is in (the) jungle.'Other modiers of a noun also ontribute to an inrease in the speiity of the noun.7In Persian, speiity is a ontinuous notion
113. Bare noun as a spei objet: In this example gorg (wolf) is a spei objet whihshould be mentioned in the previous disourse.(2.14) us/he gorgwolf raSPCF did.saw-3S`S/he saw the wolf.'We an make nouns plural by adding the plural suÆx -ha:(2.15) us/he gorg-hawolves raSPCF did.saw-3S`S/he saw the wolves.'By this we also add to the speiity of the noun and ra beomes obligatory8.(2.16) * us/he gorg-hawolves did.saw-3S`S/he saw the wolves.'4. Bare noun as a spei objet (speies):In the next example gorg refers to the speies of wolves.(2.17) gorgwolf raSPCF nabayadshouldn't sekar=kard.hunt=did-3S`One shouldn't hunt wolves.'5. Bare noun as a non-denite objet (speies):While in the following, gorg refers to the generi noun.(2.18) gorgwolf nabayadshouldn't sekar=kard.hunt=did-3S`One shouldn't hunt wolves.'The exat meaning of the sentene an be represented by a new noun-inorporatedprediate, wolf=hunting; the sentene means one shouldn't do wolf=hunting,8As we disuss later, ra is obligatory for spei diret objets
12There is also an -i suÆx for making abstrat nouns or adjetives from adjetives andonrete nouns, as shown in(2.19) bazar + /-i/ ==> bazari`market' `ommon of the market'(2.20) pir + /-i/ ==> piri`old' `oldness'To onlude this setion we present another example of the hange of the semantis of anoun by aÆxing -i to it. In the following example, adding -i to abejo(beer) makes it a ountnoun [Windfuhr, 1979℄:(2.21) abejobeer uhe xord.drank-3S`He drank beer.'(2.22) abejo-ibeer uhe xord.drank-3S`He drank (a glass of) beer'2.2.2 EzafeEzafe is used in most onstrutions in Persian. It is speied by the ourrene of a morpheme-e before phrasal omplements and modiers that follow the head [Samiian, 1983℄. When -eattahes to a word that ends with a vowel, a y is also inserted before -e. An example is shownin (2.23).(2.23) ro + -e ! ro-yeThe funtion of Ezafe in NP's is very similar to no in Japanese. In NP's, Ezafe sometimesats like `of' as in \destrution of the ity" and it also omes before the adjetives (in Persianadjetives ome after the noun that they modify):(2.24) xord-an-eeat-ing-EZ sibapple`Eating the apple'
13(2.25) sib-eapple-EZ qermezred`red apple'Ezafe is also present in prepositional phrases and omes after the preposition:(2.26) baray-efor-EZ aliAli`For Ali'Ezafe an be found in adjetive phrases (AP):(2.27) montazer-ewaiting-EZ aliAli`Waiting for Ali'Aording to Samiian [1983℄, ezafe in Persian is not a preposition and it is transforma-tionally inserted inside phrases. But ezafe also has a syntati funtion. Aording to Karimi[1989℄ ezafe in Persian transfers the ase of the head noun to its omplements. [Karimi andBrame, 1986℄ has argued that all phrases ontained in an ezafe onstrution are noun phrasesand it further argues that adjetives in Persian struturally behave like nouns.In the next hapter we will further disuss some interesting examples of ezafe ase marking.Here are more examples of ezafe onstrutions:(2.28) sib-eapple-EZ qermez-ered-EZ aliAli`The red apple of Ali'(2.29) roy-eon-EZ dar-edoor-EZ madrese-eshool-EZ siamak.Siamak`On the door of Siamak's shool.'In ( 2.28) the noun phrase is spei. In general noun phrases ontaining a genitive nounphrase are spei in Persian [Karimi, 1989℄.
14In passing, it should be mentioned that ezafe in Persian is a liti [Shaghaghi, 1993℄. Inthe following setion we will refer to some other litis9 in Persian.2.2.3 ClitisIn Persian there are suÆxes whih are attahed to the verb, preposition and to the head ofthe genitive onstrutions, and o-index with nouns in these onstrutions.Here are the set of these suÆxes in Persian.Pers/No Single plural1st -am -im2nd -i -id3rd -ad/# -andTable 2.1: Subjet InetionsPers/No Single plural1st -am -eman/aman2nd -et/at -eton/aton3rd -es/as -eson/asonTable 2.2: Oblique (Diret or Indiret Objet, Preposition and Genitive)The oblique suÆxes that are attahed to the verb, preposition, and to the head of the gen-itive onstrutions are instanes of liti pronouns. As Hashemipour [1989℄ has shown, unlikethe subjet verb inetions these are litis and not inetional aÆxes. Hashimpour arguesthat these meet the riteria of litis given by Pullum and Zwiky. Beause [Hashemipour,1989℄: First, they are positioned relative to syntati onstituents (zero-level heads in X-barnotation and not roots or stems). Seond, unlike verb inetion, liti pronouns are optional. Third, the liti pronouns exhibit a low degree of seletion with respet to their host.9We will restrit our study to the litis that replae nouns. Shaghaghi [1993℄ studies the litis in Persian,based on the test riteria for litis in [Zwiky and Pullum, 1983℄ and [Zwiky, 1983℄. Here is a list of somelitis in Persian :indenite and restritive /-i/ ; short forms of ra , va (and), ast (to be) and ham (too)
15As we see again here, there is a distintion between the subjet suÆxes and the non-subjetones whih are litis, we refer to them as oblique litis.The subjet suÆxes attah to the verb and usually agree with the subjet of the sentene.subjet: man raft-am ! raftamI went-1S I wentdiret objet: u ra did-am ! didam-eshe SPCF saw-1S I saw-himdative : be u goft-am ! goftam-esto him told-1S told-himpossessive: ketab-e u ! ketab-esbook-EZ he his bookPreposition: az u ! az-asfrom he from himThese suÆxes are used in the proess of topialisation in Persian.(2.30) aliAli ra,SPCF [ketab-es℄[book-his℄ raSPCF xund-am.read-1S`As for Ali, I have read his book.'(2.31) ali,Ali ketab-esbook-his ma'rufpopular ast.is-3S`Ali, his book is popular.'(2.32) aliAli ra,SPCF [did-am-(es)℄.[saw-1S-(him)'Ali, I have seen him.'(2.33) aliAli ra,SPCF [goft-am-(es)℄.[siad-1S-(him)`Ali, I told him.'As we disussed earlier, ra only appears after the nouns whih were not subjets (ra asa spei oblique marker). Again we an see a distintion between subjet and non-subjetnouns here. In the ase of the non-subjets we observe that the spei10 oblique markerra appears during the so-alled proess of topialisation. But it doesn't appear after a noun10Note that an element o-indexed with a liti pronoun is always spei.
16whih is o-indexed with a liti with a subjet funtional role. As we have seen, the solutionof Karimi aptures in a prinipled way many of the omplexities of ra in Persian. We willlater disuss this issue further.2.3 Major ConstituentsIn this setion we will onsider the nominal and verbal onstituents of Persian suh as nounphrase, prepositional phrase, adjetive phrase, omplex verbs and nally main lause. As wesaid earlier, the disussion of embedded lauses is left to the next hapter.2.3.1 Noun PhraseNoun Phrase is one of the phrasal onstrutions of Persian, in whih the order of ategoriesis xed. In the following, the general order of NP is shown [Samiian, 1983℄:(2.34) NP ! N (NP) (AP) (PP) (NPjS)The Noun (N) is the head of the phrase. The seond noun phrase is an attributive nounthat modies the rst noun:(2.35) sabzi-evegetable-EZ as.stok`Stok vegetable.'The AP (Adjetive Phrase) also modies the rst Noun. This AP should have no om-plement, e.g. :(2.36) sib-eapple-EZ bozorg-ebig-EZ qermez.red-EZ`The big red apple.'The prepositional phrase is of time or loation; e.g.(2.37) sib-eapple-EZ roy-eon-EZ zamin.ground`The apple on the ground.'
17The last NP is a genitive noun phrase as in:(2.38) sib-eapple-EZ ali.Ali`Ali's apple.'We ould also modify a NP with a sentene (i.e. a relative lause), this sentene an alsobe extraposed to the end of the sentene whih ontains the NP:(2.39) sib-eapple-EZ qermez-ired-REL raSPCF [Rel[Rel kethat did-i℄see-2s℄ xord-am.ate-1SI ate the red apple that you saw.(2.40) sib-eapple-EZ qermez-ired-REL raSPCF xord-amate-1S [Rel[Rel kethat did-i.see-2S℄I ate the red apple that you saw.A more detailed analysis of the noun phrase domain is available in [Samiian, 1983℄.2.3.2 Prepositional PhrasePP's in Persian onsist of a preposition followed by a NP :PP HHPrep NPDepending on the preposition an Ezafe may be added to the end of it. For eah prepositionthis Ezafe is either obligatory, optional or forbidden after the preposition11:(2.41) ro-ye zaminon-EZ ground (Obligatory)`On the ground'11dar is a preposition that an vanish before time and loation noun phrases.
18(2.42) to(-ye) madresehIn(-EZ) shool (Optional)`In shool'(2.43) dar madresehIn shool (forbidden)`In shool'Prepositions stritly subategorise for an obligatory noun phrase, but there are someprepositions that at like nouns and an our alone or form PP's that beome the omplementof some prepositions. e.g.(2.44) ro-yeon-EZ zaminground`On the ground'(2.45) onthat roon`That surfae'2.3.3 Adjetive PhraseIt is not obvious whether the ategory AP exists in Persian, sine adjetives behave synta-tially like nouns. Nevertheless the general format of AP in Persian as shown by Samiian[1983℄ is : AP HHAdj NP(2.46) montazer-ewaiting-EZ aliAli`Waiting for Ali'
19(2.47) Montazer-an-ewaiting-PluralMarker-EZ qatartrain`People waiting for the train'2.3.4 Verbal ComplexSo far the nonverbal phrasal ategories of Persian have been onsidered. In this setion wewill onsider the struture of Persian verbs. In addition to simple verbs, in Persian there arealso more sophistiated omplex verbs. In this setion we will rst disuss the morphology ofverbs in Persian, and then we will examine omplex verbs.Verb MorphologyVerbs in Persian have two roots: present-tense and past-tense; by adding aÆxes to these rootswe derive the appropriate verb. In addition to these two roots, the partiiple form of the verbis formed by adding -e to the past-tense root.Here are some examples of simple verbs of Persian and their morphology:


















































Figure 2.1: Persian Verb Morphology SystemThese aÆxes plus some auxiliaries like bud-an (i.e to be) that ome after the verb, produethe possible forms of the verb. These forms may orrespond to one or more types of the verbaording to a tense/aspet lassiation14.Complex VerbsIn Persian there exists a mehanism for deriving verbs from adjetives and nouns. The newverbs that are reated in this manner are alled omplex verbs. The mehanism is often usedfor deriving verbs from foreign or borrowed nouns and adjetives. At present most Persianverbs are of this kind, and even simple verbs are being replaed by these omplex verbs. Theseomplex verbs an be ompared to the similar idiomati verbs in English like `go duth', `takea seat' and `make a speeh' [Aghbar, 1981℄. V HNP VV HAP V14The interested reader an see [Windfuhr, 1979℄ and [Kamyar, 1992℄ for further disussion and referenes.
22V HPP VComplex verbs in Persian onsist of a preverbal adjetive, noun or prepositional phraseargument followed by an auxiliary root whih is a simple verb root, but the adjaeny ofthese two parts is not always neessary and depends on the omplex verb. In Turkish thepreverbal argument should immediately preede the auxiliary part, but the auxiliary verbsan be seleted from a more restrited set ompared to Persian. Here are some examples ofomplex verbs:(2.49) komakhelp kard-and.do-3P`(they) helped.'(2.50) zaminground na-xord-i.NEG-eat-2S`(You) didn't fall.'(2.51) bozorgbig shod-im.beome-1P`(We) grow.'It is lear by now that all the grammatial aÆxes attah to this auxiliary root15. Thenumber of verbs that at as the auxiliary is limited, and the subategorisation of a omplexverb is not the same as the subategorisation of the auxiliary from whih it is derived. Eahomplex verb has its own subategorisation frame.2.3.5 Sentene and ClauseThe phrasal ategories that we have desribed make up the major onstituents of Persianlauses. By assigning one important (propositional) role or adjunt (modal) role to eahonstituent in a lause we an obtain grammatial lauses. These lauses an be nested oroordinated like other phrases to obtain more omplex lauses.15Mohammad and Karimi in their reent work propose that these verbs are instanes of light verbs like suruin Japanese and similar ases in other languages [Mohammad and Karimi, 1993℄.
23In the following we have shown three ommon types of Persian kernel sentenes: Intransitive(2.52) aliAli raft.went-3S`Ali went.' Transitive(2.53) aliAli ketabbook raSPCF xand.read-3S`Ali read the book.' Stative(2.54) aliAli mehrabankind ast.is-3S`Ali is kind.'(2.55) aliAli darin baqgarden ast.is-3S`Ali is in the garden.'The subategorisation frame of a verb determines the arguments whih should exist in awell-formed lause16. These arguments are usually marked by some grammatial markers asin most free word order languages.In Persian if there is an argument orresponding to the subjet role, it normally agreeswith the verb endings, but there is no marker for it:(2.56) manI raft-am.went-1S` I went.'The diret objet, when it is spei, should be marked by plaing the spei marker raafter it:16Persian verbs have been studied under the model of ase grammar [Aghbar, 1981℄.
24(2.57) aliAli siamakSiamak raSPCF did.saw-3SAli saw Siamak.Turkish and Persian use a very analogous mehanism for objet marking, and the notionof speiity is a determining fator for both. [Browne, 1970℄ is one of the early works thatdisusses this similarity17.In Persian, lausal arguments appear anonially before the verb. But they are usuallyobligatorily extraposed to the end of the sentene, these arguments are usually marked by alause marker ke that omes in front of the extraposed lause:(2.58) aliAli goftsaid kethat sibapple raSPCF did.saw-3S`Ali said that he saw the apple.'(2.59) aliAli iwhat raSPCF goft?said`What did Ali say?'Still there are linguists who believe that the anonial position for lausal arguments isafter the verb, and there is no obligatory extraposition (see [Karimi, 1989℄).Other grammatial funtions and roles are often marked by grammatial markers (likeprepositions). For example dative relations are often aompanied by be:(2.60) aliAli ketabbook raSPCF dadgave-3S beto man.I`Ali gave the book to me.'When the markers are not present, the argument roles are distinguished by other featuresof the arguments (suh as animate agent, inanimate instrument) or the default SOV order ofPersian.17Karimi argues that the spei objet marker in Persian ra is a spei oblique marker. The orrespondingmarker in Turkish is only a spei ausative marker. In this regard, the marker in Persian has a more generalfuntion ompatible with oblique marking in Iranian languages. Note that from disourse point of view thereis a dierene between Persian and Turkish unmarked objets.
252.4 Constraints inside a Clause Boundary2.4.1 Passive and CausativeThe phenomenon of passivisation in Persian is a ontroversial issue. Sine Persian is a freeword order language and the objet of a sentene an easily be preposed to the beginning ofthe sentene, there is no need for a mehanism like passivisation to prepose the objet, andit seems that the main reason for making passive sentenes in languages like English is tobring the objet into the fous. There are some Persian linguists (e.g. Moyne [1974℄) whobelieve that in Persian there is no passive. On the ontrary, however most linguists laimthat there does exist suh a proess in Persian and believe that for passivisation there is astrit morpho-syntati proess. But all linguists agree that this proess is not a general wayfor passivisation and is appliable only to a sublass of verbs. In this proess, the passive isexpressed by the (perfet) partiiple of the verb (Past root + -eh ) and the full paradigm ofshav (to beome) (i.e. shodam shodi shod shodim et ) e.g. :(2.61) a. ketab ra xand-am b. ketab xand-eh sho-d.book SPCF read-1S ==> book read-PRTCPL beame-3S`I read the book.' `The book was read.'It is important to note that the most obvious dierene between the passive in Persianand European languages like English is the fat that the passive in Persian has no overt agent.The proess desribed above is not a general one beause for omplex verbs this proess isnot often appliable and there is usually a omplex passive verb for eah transitive omplexverb, with the same preverb argument but a dierent auxiliary part18:(2.62) baqi gozastan ==> baqi mandan`to leave' `to be left'(2.63) kotak zadan ==> kotak xordan`to beat' `to be beaten'18This auxiliary part is usually from shav (to beome) or from xord (to eat).
26A general mehanism for passivisation exists in Persian that is always used in ommonspeeh and is appliable for most transitive verbs (both simple and omplex)19. In this proessthe agent is deleted and the verb inetion is hanged to third person plural form [Windfuhr,1979℄, e.g:(2.64) ali man ra did. man ra did-and.Ali I SPCF saw-3S ==> pro I SPCF saw-3P`Ali saw me.' `I was seen.'In this proess the assumption is that the agent of the at is unknown and need not bementioned [Moyne, 1974℄.As is now lear, the so alled passive in Persian is a transformation that hanges thesubategorisation frame of a transitive verb. There is yet another onstrution - alled theausative onstrution, that an hange the subategorisation frame of a verb by introduinga ausative agent into it; the new verb will be a transitive verb that agrees with the ausativeagent. For some verbs there exists a morphologial proess for reating their ausative oun-terparts but this is not a general rule (see Dabir-Mogaddam [1982℄):(2.65) Root + an/ain ! ausativedav + an ! davand`run' `make s.o. run'(2.66) uhe dav-id.ran-3S`he ran.'(2.67) uhe aliAli raSPCF dav-an-d.run-CAUSE-3S`he made Ali run.'19See Samareh [1989℄.
272.4.2 Verb PreposingIn Persian it is possible to bring the verb of a sentene to its beginning. This phenomenon ofverb preposing is triggered by a disourse funtion of some sort in main lauses. The preposedverb reveals an emphati interpretation or an interrogative interpretation [Karimi, 1989℄20.In the following examples the rst sentene is an instane of emphati interpretation, whilethe seond is an example of interrogative interpretation. The two are distinguished by havingdierent prosody.(2.68) raftwent-3S ramin.raminRamin went.(2.69) raft-iwent-2S to?you`Did you go?'2.4.3 Loal Srambling inside a ClauseCanonial word order of PersianThe movement of ategories inside Persian lauses is so free that even if we do not onsiderthe free movement of prepositional phrases, there still exists a high level of movement forother ategories (but of ourse restrited by a set of onstraints). For example all the ordersof onstituents whih are shown in Table 2.3 are possible in main lauses21 Karimi [1989℄:S:Subjet O:Objet V:VerbSV VOSOV OVSVS VOSV VSOOV SVOTable 2.3: Possible Orders Inside a ClauseThese possible orders are restrited by the following onstraints:20In Persian verb preposing is not the only mehanism for making interrogative sentenes; hange of into-nation is another ommon mehanism.21Karimi [1989℄ proposes that in subordinate lauses, preposing of verb is not possible beause omp positionis already full in these lauses.
281. If a noun phrase is spei, but there is no ra after it then it an't be the objet.2. ra does not appear with subjets, objets of prepositions or prediate nominals.3. Objets whih ome after the verb should be spei (+spei). i.e ra is obligatory22.4. The subjet agrees with the verb. But the subjet an be left out, speially when theverb is not third person.5. If neither subjet nor objet is spei and both agree with the verb then the objet isthe noun phrase before the verb (in this ase the objet omes in its anonial position).That is, the possible word orders in this ase are SOV and OVS.The ra marking in 1-2 above helps to larify the funtional relation (objet or subjet) ofa noun phrase and restrits the set of possible interpretations and hene possible word ordersin a sentene.Note that the anonial position for dative objets and destination adverbials is afterthe verb. Hene in this regard Persian is a split word order language and the noun phrasesorresponding to these should be treated separately.ExtrapositionIn this setion we will review some examples of extraposition in Persian. Sine we are notdealing with embedded lauses in this hapter, we will postpone the disussion on extraposi-tion of embedded lauses to the next hapter. Most of this setion is based on [Qolamalizade,1993℄.Gholam-ali-zadeh onsiders many examples of extraposition in Persian. We will look atthe extraposition of adjetive phrases and prepositional phrases.Adjetive phrases in Persian are usually extraposed from inside a noun phrase, if thatnoun phrase is immediately preeding the verb of the sentene.(2.70) uhe ketab-ibook-RES binazirspeial xarid.bought-3S`He bought a speial book.'22Karimi [1989℄ laims that any noun phrase that omes after the verb should be spei, but this is toorestritive.
29(2.71) uhe ketab-ibook-RES xaridbought-3S binazir.speial`He bought a speial book.'There are some performane restritions on extraposition of adjetives; the larger thedistane between the head of the extraposed phrase and the extraposed element, the lesslikely the extraposition.(2.72) * uhe ketab-ibook-RES azsalesman-EZ dastforus-enext-EZ kenar-estreet xyabanbought-3S xaridspeial binazir.`Ali bought a speial book from the street salesman.'In the previous examples -i is the restritive marker and adjetives an be extraposed ifthey are restritive modiers23 of the head noun. In the following sentene, the head pezesk isnot marked with a restritive marker and hene it is not possible to extrapose the adjetive24.(2.73) * uhe anthat pezesk-edotor-EZ astis hazegh.expert`He is that expert dotor.'In addition to adjetives, prepositional phrases modifying a noun phrase an be extraposed[Qolamalizade, 1993℄25.(2.74) kelas-ilass-RES darin term-eterm-EZ ayandenext taskilmaking xahadwill shodbeome-3S darbareabout nahv-esyntax-EZ zaban-elanguage-EZfarsi.Persian.`A lass for Persian syntax will be set up in the next term.'23-i is a restritive marker in Persian. We will disuss it thoroughly in the next hapter when we presentrestritive relative lauses. Any restritive modier of a noun an be semantially derived from a orrespondingrestritive relative lause, modifying the head noun.24From disourse point of view, the extraposition moves the adjetive to a bakground position and the traebeomes more foused or polarised.25He also onsiders other interesting examples of extraposition of PPs from adjetive phrases. These happensin prediative sentenes and the extraposition in these ases an alternatively be onsidered as a ase of loalsrambling inside the verbal omplex.
30Again the prepositional phrase should be a restritive modier in order to be extraposed,i.e the head noun should be marked with /-i/. For the extraposition to our, the distanebetween the trae of the extraposed phrase and its landing site is important. But in ontrastto the extraposition of the adjetive phrase, we see more freedom for this. In other words theextraposition is not restrited to the elements preeding the verb.Gholam-Ali-zadeh onsiders many performane reasons for extraposition of [restritive℄modiers. For example the greater the length of a modier, the more likely it is to beextraposed [Hawkins, 1994℄. Or the more the modier introdues a gap between the argumentsof the verb, the more likely it is to be extraposed. We also observe that the type of the modieris a fator for extraposition. For example extraposition of adjetives is more diÆult than theextraposition of prepositional phrases. Probably adjetives are generally shorter than PP's,f. Hawkins [1994℄. As we will see in the next hapter the nite lauses have more freedomin this regard.In Chapter 6 we will propose two further performane onstraints whih restrit the ex-ibility of word order in Persian.2.4.4 Wh-questionsIn Persian it is not neessary to bring the interrogative pronoun to the beginning of thesentene and for making a wh-question we an substitute an argument in a sentene with theappropriate wh-pronoun, e.g.:(2.75) hasanHasan kiwho raSPCF did?saw-3S?`Whom did Hasan see?'But it is still possible to bring the Wh-pronoun to the beginning of a lause (and sometimesby rossing the boundary of a lause).(2.76) kiwho raSPCF hasanHasan did?saw-3S?`Whom did Hasan see?'In general Wh-pronouns are treated as similar to personal pronouns in Persian.
312.5 ConlusionIn this hapter after introduing the semanti notions of speiity and deniteness, we dis-ussed the spei marker and indenite marker of Persian language. We also studied otherinetions that attah to the noun (e.g. Ezafe and litis). Then we showed the internalstruture of noun phrases and prepositional phrases in Persian and gave examples of omplexverbs in Persian. Following this we speied the onstraints on onstituent order inside Per-sian main lauses and reviewed examples of extraposition and topialisation of noun phrases.In the next hapter, we will disuss embedded lauses and long distane srambling in Persian.The interation between disourse marking and srambling will also be disussed.
Chapter 3
Persian Embedded Clauses
In the previous hapter we looked at the onstituent strutures in Persian ompetene gram-mar and the onstraints on loal srambling. In Chapter 6 we will look at a parser, a per-formane model for proessing these onstituents, that takes into aount the exibility ofword order and the word order onstraints. In addition, we will investigate the existene ofperformane onstraints on srambling in Persian. Do suh onstraints exist in Persian?Before delving into the proessing model for srambling in Persian, we need to examineembedded lauses in Persian, and analyse examples of omplex fronting and long distanesrambling out of the omplement lauses (whih normally appear post-verbally as subjuntivenite lauses). The rst problem that we will takle, in order to give an aount of sramblingout of these lauses is the anonial position of embedded lauses in Persian. Speially wewill address the question whether the omplement lauses in Persian originate anoniallybefore the main verb of the sentene or after it. I will argue in favor of the traditional aountaording to whih omplement lauses are loated preverbally and I will show that they areonly subjet to (long distane) srambling after they have been extraposed to postverbalposition.In addition to these questions we should deal with ontrol, whih interats with long dis-tane srambling in Persian. As we will show in Chapter 6, as a result of a ompetitionbetween long distane srambling and ontrol in Persian, examples of garden paths [Croker,1995℄ an arise in Persian. Sine garden paths generally pose further diÆulties for naturallanguage proessing models in Chapter 6 we will takle the performane aspet of the pro-essing model and look at the possibility of speifying performane onstraints in order to32
33impose further onstraints on the system.In order to look at ontrol in Persian, we need also to disuss innitives and non-nitelauses in Persian. In Persian, ontrol normally ours in subjuntive nite lauses whih areto some extent analogous to the subjuntive lauses in Greek1. Although, the existene of on-trol in Modern Greek is ontroversial (see Patrikakos [1995℄), the evidene from Hashemipour[1989℄ on nite ontrol in Persian suggests that the analogy with Greek may be misleading.also look at the existene of ontrol in non-nite lauses and its possible link with ontrol inextraposed nite lauses.In the following we will rst study Persian embedded lauses. We will address the issueof the rightwards movement of embedded lauses in Persian. We will also refer to other workwhih has tried to aount for the properties of postverbal lauses in an alternative mannerand argue against them.We will further disuss the phenomenon of fronting (analogous to topialisation in otherlanguages) and long distane srambling, and dierent examples of these phenomena will bedisussed based on the preverbal anonial position assumption.Next we will onsider dierent examples of ontrol in Persian and argue for the existeneof ontrol in Persian nite and non-nite lauses. Finally we will propose a new approahfor apturing extraposition of embedded lauses, as well as fronting and srambling in them,in a uniform theory onsistent with previous ndings about Persian grammar and generallinguisti theory. This forms the starting point for the implementation of a parser for Persiansentenes. We propose a struture for representing embedded lauses and their extraposition.This struture takes into aount the existene of barriers in front of long distane movementand it an aount for ase attration in Persian embedded lauses.3.1 Finite Clausal ArgumentsThe position after the verb is the plae where nite lausal arguments appear in Persian. Forverbs whih subategorise for a lausal argument (e.g. say in he said that ...) the lausalargument (if present) appears at this position. In the following we show some instanes of1Greek was the oÆial language of Iran for more than 100 years after the apture of Iran by Alexander theGreat (around two enturies BC), during the rule of Greek Seluid in Iran and in the rst era of Parthian rulein Iran.
34nite lausal arguments.(3.1) uhe aqidebelief daradhave-3S [ke[that ahmadAhmad sibapple raSPCF xord℄.ate-3S℄`He believes that Ahmad ate the apple.'(3.2) uhe fekr=kardthought=do-3S [ke[that ahmadAhmad iwhat xordeheaten ast℄.is-3S℄`He wondered what Ahmad has eaten.'(3.3) uhe fekr=kardthought=do-3S [ke[that ahmadAhmad e-torwhat-way sibapple raSPCF xordeheaten ast℄.is-3S℄`He wondered how Ahmad has eaten the apple.'(3.4) uhe gofttold-3S beto manI [ke[that ahmadAhmad sibapple raSPCF xord℄.ate-3S℄`He said to me that Ahmad ate the apple.'It is important that in most ases the lausal argument of the verb an also appear as asimple NP or PP2. In these ases the phrase orresponding to the lausal argument anoni-ally appears before the verb:(3.5) uhe inthis majaraadventure raSPCF beto manI goft.told-3S`He told me this adventure.'(3.6) uhe (inithis ra)SPCF beto manI gofttold-3S [ke[that AliAli zeranglever ast℄i.is℄`He told me that Ali is lever.'2See Setion 3.3 for examples of this for ontrol verbs suh as `try' or `persuade'.
35In the last example the NP in o-indexes with the whole sentential argument. Exampleslike this have motivated some linguists suh as Moyne and Carden [Moyne and Carden, 1974℄to propose that3 :1. Sentential arguments originate in pre-verbal position in Persian.2. they are dominated by an NP.3. they are moved to the post-verbal position by an obligatory extraposition rule.To my knowledge Karimi [1989℄ is the only linguist who presents arguments indiating thatPersian nite sentential omplements are not dominated by an NP node, and as a result theydo not originate in the pre-verbal position. As in Duth, the issue about whether sententialarguments originate post or pre-verbally may be ontroversial4.3.2 Non-nite Clausal ArgumentsIn general the innitives of Persian (like Arabi) are treated as noun phrases and they anappear anywhere in the sentene5. It has been proposed under a transformational frameworkthat all nite sentential arguments of Persian are derived from these non-nite lauses [Moyneand Carden, 1974℄. That is (3.8) is derived from (3.7):(3.7) uhe [raft-an-e[go-INF-EZ ahmadAhmad beto sinama℄inema℄ raSPCF goft.told`He said Ahmad's going to the inema.'(3.8) uhe gofttold-3S [ke[that ahmadAhmad berav-adgo-3S sinama℄.inema℄`He told Ahmad to go to the inema.'But there are some restritions on these non-nite lauses. At rst sight, it seems that innon-nite lauses the position immediately after the verb is oupied by a subjet or objet.This is why (3.9) is ambiguous.3For a survey of this refer to Karimi [1989℄.4We will further disuss this issue in Setion 3.3.5Note that these are atually noun phrases. As a result, unlike nite lauses they annot o-index with anexpletive like element.
36(3.9) uhe [nasihat=kard-an-e[advie=giving-INF-EZ ahmad℄Ahmad ra℄ goft.SPCF told`He said [Ahmad's advising (someone)℄.'`He said [(someone) to advise Ahmad℄.'The position preeding the verb is also reserved for indenite objets. If the positionimmediately after the verb is oupied by an objet - rather than subjet - then the subjetmay not be expressed at all6:(3.10) * nasihat=kard-an-eadvie=giving-INF-EZ ahmadAhmad -e-e hasan.Hasan`Hasan's advising Ahmad.'There are other onstraints governing these lauses whih we will illustrate by the followingexamples:(3.11) raft-an-ego-INF-EZ ahmadAhmad beto sinama.inema`Ahmad's going to the/a inema.'(3.12) raft-an[-e℄go-INF-EZ sinama-einema-EZ ahmad.Ahmad`Ahmad's going to a inema.'Here "going=inema" ats as a non-nite omplex prediate, and the generi destinationnoun seems to be inorporated semantially in the innitival lause. There is a yet moreommon mehanism for expressing the same lause:(3.13) inemainema raft-an-ego-INF-EZ ahmad.Ahmad`Ahmad's going to a inema.'6In this regard, this kind of lausal noun phrase is more general than its ounterpart in Arabi, and morerestrited ompared to Turkish. In Arabi, the innitive appears before the other onstituents of the lauseand expressing the subjet and the objet in these lauses at the same time is sometimes impossible. In Turkishall the onstituents appear before the verb but there is no diÆulty in expressing the subjet.
37Noun inorporation is possible for other instanes of innitives and destination phrases.But we annot inorporate dative arguments. This is illustrated in the following examples:(3.14) a. qazafood dadan-egive-INF-EZ ahmadAhmad beto man.I`Ahmad's giving of food to me'b. * qaza dadan-e man-e ahmad.The innitives an be further modied by adjetives or relatives. Examples of these areshown in the following:(3.15) nasihat=kardan-eadvie=giving-EZ ziyad-every-EZ hasanHasan`Giving too muh advie to Hasan'`Hasan's giving too muh advie'(3.16) a. ziyadvery nasihat=kardan-eadvie=giving-EZ AliAli`To give advie to Ali too muh.'b. AliAli raSPCF ziyadvery nasihat=kardan[*advie=give-INF -e hasan℄`To give advie to Ali too muh [* by hasan℄'. ziyad Ali ra nasihat=kardan[* -e hasan℄The issue of modiation of innitives by adjetives and adverbs needs further investi-gation. In general innitives in Persian an have dierent strutures and there has been nosatisfatory analysis to over dierent examples of Persian innitival lauses7. We will endthis setion by giving examples of dierent interpretations of non-nite lauses inside a lause.7A ontrastive study of Persian and Urdu innitives might be useful. See Butt [1995℄for some examples ofinnitives in Urdu.
38(3.17) uhe [did-an-e[meet-INF-EZ ahmad℄Ahmad℄ raSPCF goft.told`He said (someone) to meet Ahmad.'`He said (desribed) Ahmad's at of seeing.'(3.18) uhe [qaza[food xord-an-eate-INF-EZ ahmad℄Ahmad ra℄ goft.SPCF told`He desribed Ahmad's eating.'`He said Ahmad should eat food.'In the previous examples we gave two interpretations for the Persian sentenes. Theseinterpretations are the losest translations of the above sentenes into English.In passing we should note that the funtion of Ezafe as a genitive marker in innitivesontrasts with its funtion in noun phrases. There, it was transformationally inserted as amehanism for ase-sharing of the head of the noun phrase and the Ezafe onstrut; whilehere in innitives, it is a ase marker for the arguments of innitives. The interation betweenthese two roles needs further investigation8.3.3 Control ConstrutionsNow that we have explained the lausal arguments of Persian, we an onsider omplex asesof ontrol onstrutions in Persian.The fundamental mehanism of ontrol is the o-indexation between the unexpressedsubjet of an embedded lause and its ontroller in a lause dominating it. Hashemipourin her dissertation onsiders a range of ontrol phenomenon in Persian [Hashemipour, 1989℄.She onentrates on ontrol phenomenon in nite embedded lauses, and does not onsiderontrol in non-nite lauses of Persian. In Persian, unlike many other languages, ontrol anour in nite lauses.As [Hashemipour, 1989℄ argues both obligatory and non-obligatory ontrol are possiblein Persian. The following examples illustrate the latter ase. The lexial subjet of the8Note that (3.16-b) and (3.16-) were the NP-disloated version of (3.16-a).
39embedded nite lause, present in (3.19), an be absent as in (3.20). However, (3.20) onlyadmits an interpretation in whih Ali is the understood subjet of the omplement lause.(3.19) aliAli beto AmirAmir pisnahadproposal karddid [ke[that sibapple raSPCF hasanHasan be-xor-ad℄.SUB-eat-3S℄`Ali proposed to Amir that Hasan eat the apple.'(3.20) aliAli beto AmirAmir pisnahadproposal karddid [ke[that {{ sibapple raSPCF be-xor-ad℄.SUB-eat-3S℄`Ali proposed to Amir to eat the apple.'That is (3.20) does not allow an interpretation in whih Hasan or some third person is theunderstood subjet, as might be expeted if the absent subjet was onstrued as an ordinarypronominal.Hashemipour onsiders the ontrol phenomenon in majbur kard-an (i.e. to persuade) in(3.90) to be instanes of obligatory ontrol. In (3.90), the embedded subjet position must bebound by a matrix nominal s(emantially)-seleted by the matrix verb. This position annotbe lled by a lexial noun phrase and as a result (3.21) is ungrammatial. The obligatoryontrol in (3.21) ontrasts with the non-obligatory ontrol in (3.19).(3.21) * aliAli amirAmir raSPCF majburpersuade karddid [ke[that hassanHassan sibapple raSPCF be-xor-ad℄.SUB-eat-3S℄`Ali persuaded Amir [for Hassan℄ to eat the apple.'(3.22) aliAli amirAmir raSPCF majburpersuade karddid [ke[that {{ sibapple raSPCF be-xor-ad℄.SUB-eat-3S℄`Ali persuaded Amir to eat the apple.'In the following we show Hashemipour's lassiation for dierent kinds of ontrol verbs:The following examples are instanes of ontrol verbs in Persian:to persuade:
40dastur-dadan `to order'ejaze-dadan `to allow'esrar-kardan `to urge'goftan `to say'pisnahad-kardan `to proposesefares-kardan `to reommendtaqaza-kardan `to request'Table 3.1: Control by the Matrix Objet of a Prepositionqol-dadan to promisesay-kardan to trytunestan to be ablexastan to wantTable 3.2: Subjet Control(3.23) aliAli manI raSPCF majburpersuade (be(to ini)thisi) karddid [ke[that sibapple raSPCF be-xor-am℄i.SUB-eat-1S℄i`Ali persuaded me to eat the apple.'(3.24) aliAli manI raSPCF majburpersuade beto inithisi [ke[that sibapple raSPCF be-xor-am℄iSUB-eat-1S℄i kard.did-3S`Ali persuaded me to eat the apple.'(3.25) aliAli manI raSPCF majburpersuade beto [xord-an-e[eat-INF-EZ sib℄apple℄ kard.did-3S.`Ali persuaded me to eat the apple.'(3.26) aliAli manI raSPCF majburpersuade karddid-3S beto [xordan-e[eat-INF-EZ sib℄.apple℄.`Ali persuaded me to eat (not any other ation) the apple.'(3.27) aliAli manI raSPCF majburpersuade beto [sib[apple xord-an℄eat-INF℄ kard.did-3S.`Ali persuaded me to eat apples.'majbur kardan to persuade, to ausevadar kardan to ompelTable 3.3: Objet Control
41The above are instanes are lear examples of objet ontrol, beause the matrix objetis bound with the subjet of the embedded lause (whether nite or non-nite). It is notpossible for the embedded lause to have another subjet that is not bound with the matrixobjet (for the ase of objet-ontrol in persuade.possible for another NP Note that in (3.26) the extraposing of the non-nite lause isdiÆult and there must be some hange of intonation for the sentene to be grammatial. Inthe last example sib (i.e. apple) omes before the non-nite verb and has an indenite andgeneri meaning.to promise(3.28) aliAli beto manI (ini(thisi ra)SPCF) qolpromise dadgave [ke[that sibapple raSPCF be-xor-ad℄i.SUB-eat-3S℄i`Ali promised me to eat the apple.'(3.29) * aliAli beto manI inithisi raSPCF [ke[that sibapple raSPCF be-xor-ad℄iSUB-eat-3S℄i qolpromise dad.gave.`Ali promised me to eat the apple.'(3.30) aliAli beto manI [[ xord-an-eeat-INF-EZ sibapple ra℄SPCF℄ qolpromise dad.gave.`Ali promised me to eat the apple.'(3.31) ? aliAli beto manI qolpromise dadgave [[ xord-an-eeat-INF-EZ sibapple ra℄.SPCF℄.`Ali promised me to eat the apple.'Notie that extraposing of the nite lausal argument is obligatory in this ase - unlikeexample (3.24). As with majbur kardan (i.e. to persuade) we an also form an indenitereading for apple by putting it before the verb in the non-nite lause.to expet
42(3.32) aliAli (ini(thisi ra)SPCF) entezarexpetation (az(from man)me) daradhave [ke[that sibapple raSPCF bexor-am℄i.SUB-eat-1S℄i.`Ali expets me to eat the apple.'(3.33) ? aliAli inithisi raSPCF [ke[that sibapple raSPCF bexor-am℄iSUB-eat-1S℄i (az(from man)i) entezarexpetation darad.have.`Ali expets me to eat the apple.'(3.34) aliAli [xord-an-e[eat-INF-EZ sibapple ra℄SPCF℄ (az(from man)i) entezarexpetation darad.have.`Ali expets me to eat the apple.'to hope(3.35) aliAli (be(to ini)thisi) omidvarhopeful astis [ke[that sibapple raSPCF be-xor-am℄i.SUB-eat-1S℄i.`Ali hopes that I eat the apple.'(3.36) aliAli beto inthis [ke[that sibapple raSPCF be-xor-am℄SUB-eat-1S℄ omidvarhopeful ast.is`Ali hopes that I eat the apple.'(3.37) a. aliAli beto [sib[apple xord-an-eeat-INF-EZ hasan℄Hasan℄ omidvarhopeful ast.is`Ali hopes that Hasan eat=apple.'b. * aliAli beto [hasan[Hasan xord-an-eeat-INF-EZ sib℄apple℄ omidvarhopeful ast.is`Ali hopes that Hasan eat apples.'(a) shows that the subjet an only be expressed if the objet omes immediately beforethe innitive. The innitive an only mark a bare noun to its immediate left and another toits right. The objet an go to both positions. But if it appears in the left position we willget an indenite/generi reading for the objet of the lausal argument e.g. (a).
43A subjet an only appear in the right position. Note that it is also possible for theinnitive to be modied by an adverb. An example of this was shown in (3.15), repeatedhere as (3.38). This is an example of non-obligatory ontrol in Persian that is proposedby Hashemipour for Persian nite lauses. If one does not express the subjet, it will beautomatially bound by the matrix ontroller. We have illustrated this for the non-niteexample and the nite example is derived similarly.Note that [Hashemipour, 1989℄ does not disuss non-nite ontrol. The orrespondingnon-nite examples better illustrate the notion of ontrol9.(3.38) nasihat=kardan-eadvie=giving-EZ ziyad-every-EZ aliAli`Giving too muh advie to Ali' 'Ali's giving too muh advie'In (3.39) if we leave out the subjet of the non-nite lause, it will be interpreted asontrolled by Ali. This is an example of ontrol in Persian non-nite lauses.(3.39) aliAli beto [sib[apple xord-an℄eat-INF℄ omidvarhopeful ast.is`Alii hopes that hei=j will eat apple.'to try(3.40) aliAli (?( baray-efor-EZ ini)thisi) say=kardtry=did [ke[that sibapple raSPCF be-xar-ad℄i.SUB-buy-3S℄i.`Ali tried to buy the apple.'(3.41) aliAli baray-efor-EZ inthis [ke[that sibapple raSPCF be-xar-ad℄SUB-buy-3S℄ say=kard.try=did.`Ali tried to buy the apple.'(3.42) aliAli baray-efor-EZ [[ xarid-an-ebuy-INF-EZ sib℄apple℄ say=kard.try=did.`Ali tried to buy the apple.'9In this regard the ontrol phenomenon in Greek diers the same phenomenon in Persian. Control inPersian subjuntive nite lauses may be derived from non-nite ones, this needs further researh.
44As we have shown in the examples of this setion, the ontrol phenomenon in Persianappears in both nite and non-nite lauses. In other languages, ontrol normally exists onlyin non-nite lauses.3.4 Struture of Clausal ArgumentsBased on the disussion on ontrol phenomenon for tensed and untensed lauses of Persianwe propose the following struture in Figure (3.1) for Persian tensed lausal arguments. Inthis struture if the lausal argument is extraposed, the NP (i.e. in) may be absent, otherwiseit must be present. NP HHNP CL-ARGHke SFigure 3.1: A Struture for Persian Tensed Embedded ClausesWe an represent the struture of the Persian untensed embedded strutures as in Figure(3.2). In this diagram, the position orresponding to in in Figure (3.1) is empty.NP< sib xordan -an > HHHe CL-ARG<sib xordan -an >Figure 3.2: Struture for Untensed Clausal ArgumentsBased on these two strutures, we an represent both tensed and untensed lausal stru-tures by the general struture of Figure (3.3). In this struture we treat tensed and untensedlauses of Persian in parallel to eah other.In this struture:1. If the lausal argument is non-nite (not tensed) then the lausal argument is not
45NP HHHNP [ +tense℄e [-tense℄ CL-ARGFigure 3.3: General Struture for Persian Clausal Argumentsdominated by a noun phrase (NP) (i.e. the plae is empty or e).2. If the lausal argument is nite, then extraposition is possible and the dominating NPargument is normally empty.3. If the lausal argument is nite but it is not extraposed, then it must be dominated byan NP.Note that as we explained in Persian, the non-nite lauses behave as NPs, but we do notimply that [+tense℄ is a feature of NP in the above gure only lausal arguments have [tense℄feature.The struture whih we desribed is in line with the proposal of Moyne and Carden [Moyneand Carden, 1974℄ for lausal arguments in Persian: Sentential arguments originate in pre-verbal position in Persian. They are dominated by an NP. They are moved to the post-verbal position by an obligatory extraposition rule.But as Soheili-Isfahani [1976℄ and others have shown, the extraposition is not alwaysobligatory.In (3.43) we see an example of subjet omplement.(3.43) (ini)(thisi) be-nazar-mires-ehis-seeming [ke[that aliAli sibapple raSPCF xord-eheaten ast℄i.is-3S℄i`It seems that Ali has eaten the apple.'Note that the extraposition is obligatory and (3.44) is not grammatial.
46(3.44) * inthis [ke[that aliAli sibapple raSPCF xord-eheaten℄ ast℄is-3S be-nazar-mires-ad.is-seeming.`It seems that Ali has eaten the apple.'In the above examples in is a noun phrase whih o-refers with the extraposed subjetomplement10. In fat in in Persian (i.e. this) an be onsidered as a kind of expletive like itin English, but in Persian it an be further modied by other nouns, and as we have shown,is not obligatory.In (3.45) we see an example of objet omplement.(3.45) ? [inthis haqiqat℄ifat [ke[that iraqIraq beto IranIran hamlehinvasion kard℄idid℄ raSPCF hameall mi-dan-and.CN-know-3S`Every one knows this fat that Iraq invaded Iran.'(3.46) [inthis haqiqat℄ifat raSPCF hameall mi-dan-andCN-know-3S [ke[that iraqIraq beto iranIran hamlehinvasion kard℄i.did℄.`Everyone knows this fat that Iraq invaded Iran.'Note that in the previous examples the non-extraposed (enter-embedded) examples arenot used, while the following type of enter-embedded omplement lause is often used.(3.47) hameall azfrom [inthis haqiqat℄ifat [ke[that iraqIraq beto IranIran hamlehinvasion kard℄idid℄ agahaware hastan-and.be-3S`Everyone is aware that Iraq invaded Iran.'(3.48) hameall azfrom [inthis haqiqat℄ifat agahaware hast-andbe-3S [ke[that iraqIraq beto iranIran hamlehinvasion kard℄i.did℄`Everyone is aware that Iraq invaded Iran.'The examples show that the extraposition is obligatory for subjet omplements, while itis optional for the omplements other than subjet and objet omplements; that is omple-ment lauses preeded by a preposition. Note that objet omplements are extraposed most ofthe time. Soheili-Isfahani [1976℄ states that the non-extraposed examples (enter-embedded)10This is an instane of noun omplement struture in Persian.
47are diÆult to omprehend. Aording to Soheili Isfahani enter-embedding redues om-prehensibility and this may be related to a limitation on the human apaity of temporarymemory.3.5 Relative ClausesSo far we have onsidered lausal arguments of Persian. Here we will disuss relative lausesof Persian. In Persian, NPs (whether marked by a preposition or not) an be further modiedby relative lauses. These relative lauses normally ome immediately after the NP whihthey modify :(3.49) mard-i/*mardman-REL [ke[that did-i℄saw-2S℄ sibapple raSPCF xord.ate-3S`A/The man whom you saw ate the apple.'(3.50) mardman sib-i/*sibapple-REL raSPCF [ke[that did-i℄saw-2S℄ xord.ate-3S`The man ate the apple you saw.'(3.51) manI beto madrese-ishool-REL [ke[that aliAli mi-rav-ad℄CN-go-3S℄ raft-am.went-1S.`I went to the shool that Ali is going.'These relative lauses are always marked by a lause marker ke that omes at the beginningof the relative lause. The modied noun phrase is usually marked by a relative marker -i atthe end. In general -i is an indenite marker whih doesn't appear after denite nouns. Morespeially this marker is a spei indenite marker [Shariat, 1971℄ and as Peterson [1974℄has disussed, it funtions in a similar way to a/some in English [Soheili-Isfahani, 1989℄. Buthere this suÆx is required on the head of a restritive relative lause, but not on the head ofa non-restritive relative lause [Comrie, 1981℄.
483.5.1 Restritive/Non-restritive Relative ClausesRelative lauses of Persian are ategorised into restritive (or attributive) and non-restritive(or desriptive) ones. Example (3.51) shows an example of a restritive relative lause. Therelative lause ke Ali mi-rav-ad serves to delimit the potential referents of madrese (i.e.shool): the speaker assumes that the sentene man be madrese raft-am does not providethe hearer with suÆient information to identify the shool (the hearer would probably haveto ask \whih shool?"), so the additional information as a relative lause is added to indiatespeially whih shool is being talked about. An example of non-restritive relative lausesof Persian is shown in (3.52).(3.52) aliAli [ke[that midanestknew anthat ra℄SPCF℄ saketsilent mand.remained-3S`Ali, who knew it remained silent.'In this sentene, it is assumed by the speaker that the hearer an identify whih man isbeing talked about, and that it is one partiular, identiable Ali that is being talked about,and the relative lause serves merely to give the hearer an added piee of information aboutan already identied entity, but not to identify that entity. (3.53) shows another instane ofa non-restritive relative lause [Comrie, 1981℄.(3.53) moallefauthor [ke[that nevisande-yewriter xubgood -ist℄is℄ inthis sabkstyle raSPCF extiyar=kardeh-ast.has-hosen.`The author, who is a good writer, has hosen this style.'As we showed in Persian, in addition to the dierene between restritive and non-restritive relative lauses in terms of semanti or pragmati terms, there is a formal dis-tintion (i.e. -i marker ) between them. In addition to these there is also an intonationaldistintion between these two types of relative lauses. The interested reader an see [Soheili-Isfahani, 1989℄. In the following we will disuss the binding of empty ategories and pronounsin relative lauses.3.5.2 Binding in Relative ClausesIn relative lauses there is always an empty ategory or a resumptive pronoun (or a liti)whih o-refers with the head noun of the relative lause. In Persian the obliqueness hierarhy
49plays an important role in introduing a resumptive pronoun in plae of the empty ategory[Soheili-Isfahani, 1989℄. If the subjet of the relative lause is an empty ategory and is uniedwith the head noun, a pronoun does not appear:(3.54) sib-iiapple-RELi [ke[that ei/(?ei/(? an)that) injahere bud℄was℄ xordeheaten shod.beame.`The apple that was here was eaten.'If the diret objet in the relative lause is an empty ategory unifying with the headnoun, we an optionally replae the objet empty ategory with a pronoun.(3.55) sib-iiapple-REL [ke[that manI ei/(anei/(that ra)SPCF) xord-am℄ate-1S℄ sabzgreen bud.was`The apple I ate (it) was green.'In other ases where the head noun should unify with an empty ategory whih is dom-inated by a preposition or another noun then the empty ategory is obligatorily replaed bya pronoun.(3.56) manI ketab-iibook-REL raSPCF [ke[that donbal-eafter-EZ anithati /*/ eiei bud-am℄was-1S℄ peyda=kard-am.found=do-1S`I found the book that I was looking for.'3.5.3 Extraposition of Relative ClausesAs in German, a relative lause an be extraposed to the end of the lause11. As we explainedthe relative marker -i an often be used to mark the NP whih the extraposed lause modies.(3.57) mard-iman-REL sibapple raSPCF xordate-3S [ke[that did-i℄.saw-2S℄`The man (whom) you saw ate the apple.'(3.58) mardman sib-iapple-REL raSPCF xordate-3S [ke[that did-i℄.saw-2S℄`The man ate the apple that you saw.'11In Persian only restritive relative lauses an be extraposed.
50(3.59) sib-iapple-REL raSPCF [ke[that did-i℄saw-2S℄ mard-iman-REL xordate-3S [ke[that injahere bud℄.was℄`A/The man who was here ate the apple that you saw.'(3.60) * sib-iapple-REL raSPCF mard-iman-REL xordate-3S [ke[that did-i℄saw-2S℄ [ke[that injahere bud℄.was℄`A/The man who was here ate the apple that you saw.'(3.61) mard-iman-REL [ke[that aliAli did-(ash)℄saw-(him)℄ injahere bud.was`A/The man whom Ali saw was here.'(3.62) mard-iman-REL [ke[that aliAli gofttold [ke[that did-ash℄℄saw-him℄℄ injahere bud.was`A/The man whom Ali said he has seen him, was here.'The interation between extraposition of relative lauses and lausal arguments is aninteresting issue in Persian whih sheds light on the atual position of lausal arguments. Ifwe assume that the lausal arguments are base generated post verbally then it shouldn't bepossible for embedded lauses to appear between verbs and lausal arguments. But this isnot the ase, and an example of this is shown in (3.63).(3.63) aliAli beto mard-ijman-REL gofttold [ke[that injahere bud℄jwas℄ [be-rav-ad[SUB-go-3S xaneh℄k.home℄`Ali told to the man who was here to go home.'(3.64) aliAli beto mard-ijman-REL gofttold [be-rav-ad[SUB-go-3S xaneh℄khome℄ [ke[that injahere bud℄j.was℄.`Ali told to the man who was here to go home.'These examples further support the proposal of extraposition of lausal arguments inPersian. In extraposition, an embedded lause is moved to a plae after the right boundary ofthe embedding lause. If this position is already lled by another extraposed relative lausethen it is not possible to extrapose other relative lauses. In other words there is only oneposition available for relative lauses in the post-verbal position in Persian.
513.6 Fronting and SramblingIn Persian, there are examples of leftward movement from embedded lauses into main lauses.In this setion, after reviewing some examples of this movement we will argue for two dierenttypes of movements.Before going into the details of fronting and srambling, we will rst show instanes ofmovement from embedded lauses in Persian.3.6.1 Examples of Fronting in Clausal ArgumentsThe examples of embedded lauses { lausal arguments and relative lauses { whih we pre-sented in the previous setions don't have any instanes of fronting in them. In fronting, aategory from an embedded lause is moved to the domain of the lause whih dominates it.In this setion we will review examples of fronting for the sentenes we saw earlier.to expetIn (3.65) an example of fronting is shown. This sentene orresponds to the non-frontedexample of (3.66). Note that sib does not belong to the subategorisation frame of the matrixverb.(3.65) aliAli sib raapple SPCF entezarexpetation (az(from man)me) daradhave [ke[that bexor-am℄.eat-1S℄.`Ali expets me to eat the apple.'(3.66) aliAli entezarexpetation (az(from man)me) daradhave [ke[that sibapple raSPCF bexor-am℄.eat-1S℄.`Ali expets me to eat the apple.'to promise(3.67) orresponds to the non-fronted example of (3.68).
52(3.67) aliAli beto manI sib raapple SPCF qolpromise dadgave [ke[that be-xor-ad℄.SUB-eat-3S℄`Ali promised me to eat the apple.'(3.68) aliAli beto manI qolpromise dadgave [ke[that sibapple raSPCF be-xor-ad℄.SUB-eat-3S℄`Ali promised me to eat the apple.'to hope(3.69) orresponds to the non-fronted example of (3.70).(3.69) aliAli sib raapple SPCF omidvarhopeful astis [ke[that be-xor-am℄.SUB-eat-1S℄`Ali hopes that I eat the apple.'(3.70) aliAli omidvarhopeful astis [ke[that sibapple raSPCF be-xor-am℄.SUB-eat-1S℄`Ali hopes that I eat the apple.'to try(3.71) aliAli sib raapple SPCF say=kardtry=did [ke[that be-xar-ad℄.SUB-buy-3S℄.`Ali tried to buy the apple.'to think(3.72) uHe sib raapple SPCF fekr=kardthought=do-3S [ke[that e-torwhat-way ahmadAhmad xord-eheat-en ast℄.is-3S℄`He wondered how Ahmad has eaten the apple.'
53to sayThe fronting phenomenon is not restrited to the diret objet ase and it is possible tofront dierent kinds of ategories. In the following, a few of them for the verb goftan (i.e. totell/say) are shown.(3.73) uhe ahmad raAhmad SPCF gofttold-3S [ke[that sibapple raSPCF be-xor-ad℄.SUB-eat-3S℄`He said that Ahmad eat the apple.'(3.73) shows an instane of subjet fronting.(3.74) uhe sir ralion/milk SPCF gofttold-3S [ke[that uhe (anthat ra)SPCF be-xor-ad℄.SUB-eat-3S℄`He said (to s.o.) that he eat the milk/lion.'(3.74) depits an instane of objet fronting.(3.75) uhe madrese rashool SPCF gofttold-3S [ke[that ahmadAhmad (be(to anja)there) be-rav-ad℄.SUB-go-3S℄`He said (to ?) that Ahmad go to shool.'(3.76) uhe ahmad raAhmad SPCF fekr=kardthought=do-3S [ke[that e-torwhat-way sibapple raSPCF xord-eheat-en ast℄.is-3S℄`He wondered how Ahmad has eaten the apple.'(3.75) is an instane of fronting where the fronted ategory is not subjet or objet. It isa diretion or loation.In the above examples we showed that the fronted ategory is marked with ra and this isusually the ase. In fat some have suggested that ra is a topi marker.3.6.2 Is Fronting a Case of NP Left-DisloationNP-left disloation is a possible way for an Ezafe (NP) onstrut to be extrated from insidea NP or PP in order to be preposed to the lause. The preposed NP leaves a resumptivepronoun -sh whih is litiised to its governor:
54(3.77) diruzyesterday ketab-ebook-EZ hasanHasan gomlost shod.beame-3S`Yesterday Hasan's book was lost.'(3.78) diruzyesterday hasanHasan ketab-eshbook-CLITIC gomlost sho-d.beame-3S`Hasan, yesterday his book was lost.'(3.79) hasanHasan raSPCF tupball raSPCF az-ashfrom-CLITIC gereft-am.aught-1S`Hasan, I aught the ball from him.'Note that the left-disloated noun phrase always o-refers with a liti and onveys oldinformation. This suggests that the phenomenon is a topialisation proess. There exists ananalogous phenomenon in Arabi. Consider these examples:(3.80) ali-uniAli-NOM dharab-tubeat-1S-MASC akh-a-hui.brother-ACC-his`Ali, I beat his brother.'(3.81) ali-uniAli-NOM akh-o-huibrother-NOM-his dhahaba.went-3S-Mas.`Ali, his brother went.'The examples of NP left-disloation an be represented by this struture, in whih theleft-disloated NP goes to the SPEC position: CP HHSPECNP[fronted℄ C0In Arabi, the left-disloated noun phrase reeives nominative ase. Note that the nomi-native ase marker in Arabi is also a topi marker and in the above examples topi-marks1212The term used in Arabi for topi is mobtada (i.e. fronted). There is a orresponding notion khabar foromment.
55Ali. This may suggest that in Persian ra is also a topi marker, but ra annot appear after atopialised noun phrase that has been extrated from subjet positions:(3.82) a. ali,Ali, madrese-ashshool-his xarabdemolished shod.beome-3S`Ali, his shool was demolished.'b. * ali ra, madrese-ash xarab shod.(a) shows that ra does not appear after all topis and does not appear after nominalsextrated from subjets13 Note that ra is obligatory after noun phrases topialised from non-subjet phrases.Consider the following example in whih gust has been moved from the embedded lauseinto the matrix lause.(3.83) manI gust (ra)meat SPCF goft-amsaid-I [ke[that na-xor-d℄.NOT-eat-3S℄`The meat, I told him not to eat.'An analogous phenomenon does exist in Arabi.(3.84) qoltotold la-huto-him [anthat lanot ya'kolaeat al-lahm-a℄.the-meat-ACC.`I told him not to eat the meat.'(3.85) al-lahm-oi,the-meat-NOM, qoltotold la-huto-him [anthat lanot ya'kola-hui℄.eat-it`The meat, I told him not to eat.'Note that in the Arabi example (1) the topialised noun phrase moves to the initialposition and (2) it leaves a pronoun/liti in its plae inside the matrix lause. Neither ofthese is required for the examples of fronting we studied. In (3.86) gust an appear anywherein the matrix lause and it does not leave a pronoun in its initial position inside the embedded13Suh examples have motivated some to argue that ra is a seondary topi marker and as a result does notappear after primary topis (i.e. subjets).
56lause. In fat in (3.86) the sentene does not sound grammatial when there is a pronouninside the phrase o-referring with the moved element. In addition ra is not obligatoryafter the fronted noun phrase. These fats learly distinguish fronted noun phrases fromnon-subjet topialised NPs. In fat some examples of the fronted onstituents arry newinformation suh as ontrast whih is against the assumption that they are topis.(3.86) gustmeat manI goft-amtold-1S [ke[that (? aniit ra)SPCF na-xor-d℄.NOT-eat-3S℄`The meat, I told him not to eat it.'In passing it should be noted that examples of loal srambling inside a matrix lausewhih we studied in the previous hapter, give the speaker the opportunity to hoose theappropriate order of onstituents in the ontext. The tendeny is to put a topi phrase at thebeginning of a sentene to link to the previous disourse.(3.87) beto madreseshool kiwho raft?went?`who went to the shool.'3.6.3 Is Fronting Leftward Movement?Having shown that the fronting examples are not instanes of NP left-disloation/topialisationin Persian, the seond possibility is for them to be instanes of some other kind of leftwardmovement.But if this is the ase, we must answer the question why it is not possible to front anelement from the lausal argument when in is present in the main lause:(3.88) ? aliAli inithis raSPCF say=kardtry=did [ke[that sibapple raSPCF beto bazarBazar be-bar-ad℄i.SUB-take-3S℄.`Ali tried to take the apple to the bazaar.'(3.89) * AliAli sib raapple SPCF inithis raSPCF say=kardtry=did [ke[that beto bazarBazar be-bar-ad℄i.SUB-take-3S℄`Ali tried to take the apple to the bazaar.'
57Suh proposals as Karimi [1990℄ that onsider the movements as instanes of leftwardmovement fae problems and annot explain the presene of in and the bloking of movement.If fronting is an example of leftward movement, then how is it possible to have instanes ofverbs (suh as `gotan' to say) where we an front instanes of noun phrases of the embeddedlause easily; and why is it diÆult to do fronting in verbs suh as `majbur=kardan' in (3.91)whih have their own indiret objets?(3.90) aliAli sib raapple SPCF majburpersuade karddid [ke[that be-xor-am℄.SUB-eat-1S℄`Ali persuaded me to eat the apple.'In (3.90) an example of fronting is shown. This sentene orresponds to the non-frontedexample of (3.23). Here sib does not belong to the subategorisation frame of the matrixverb.Note that the following example, under normal intonation is not grammatial:(3.91) * aliAli [kiwho ra℄SPCF [sib ra℄apple SPCF majburpersuade karddid [ke[that be-xor-ad℄?SUB-eat-3S℄`Whom did Ali persuade to eat the apple?'In fat there are more omplex examples of the so-alled fronting phenomenon whih wehaven't mentioned, examples suh as (3.92)-(3.93) where we have in addition to the frontednoun phrase instanes of one or two prepositional phrases whih are also srambled into thematrix lause. These examples reate a further problem for the left movement approah tofronting, beause in most approahes there is a single position onsidered for this kind offronting and fronting more than one element reates problems.(3.92) asayernomads [gosfandha ra℄ [be koja℄[sheep SPCF℄ [to where℄ say=kard-andtry=did-3P [ be-bar-and℄?[ SUB-take-3S℄`Where did the nomads try to take the sheep?'(3.93) asayernomads [gosfandha[sheep ra℄SPCF℄ [az[from yeylaq℄yeylaq℄ [be[to qeslaq℄qeslaq℄ say=kard-andtry=did-3P [ be-bar-and℄.[ SUB-take-3S℄.`The nomads tried to take the sheep from summer pasture to winter pasture.'
58We should also note that the ase marking of the fronted noun phrase is not neessarilythe same as in the embedded lause. In (3.73) repeated here as (3.94) the fronted subjet ofthe embedded lause is marked by ra in the matrix lause. As we said ra does not appearwith subjet phrases.(3.94) uhe ahmad raAhmad SPCF gofttold-3S [ke[that sibapple raSPCF be-xor-ad℄.SUB-eat-3S℄`He said that Ahmad eat the apple.'These fats learly show that fronting is not an example of leftward movement either.3.6.4 Previous Formal Approahes to FrontingIn the following, we will review two formal approahes for representing some instanes offronting in Persian, and then we will propose our solution for aounting for examples of NPmovement in Persian.First we will review Karimi's proposal for ra and her proposed Case Tendeny Priniplefor apturing fronting. Then we will disuss Yoon's proposal for representing examples oflong distane NP movement from Persian subjet omplement lauses.Fronting and Case Tendeny ProposalKarimi [1990℄ in a GB framework, proposes that ra in Persian is a spei oblique marker andobligatorily ase marks a noun phrase if that noun phrase is spei and is oblique. She arguesthat a noun phrase is oblique if it is not in the minimal government-projetion of a noun oran adjetive or a preposition. In other words she onsiders a noun phrase oblique, if its aseis not nominative [-NOM℄ (i.e. it is not subjet) and it is not preeded by a preposition.She further revises the ase assignment priniple for Persian. Under the revised version14: a. INF assigns [+NOM℄ ase to the subjet NP under agreement. b. V and Prep assign [-NOM℄ ase to the objet NP. . The EZAFE partile transfers the ase of the head noun to its omplements.14The previous version is augmented by the () ase.
59By this simple solution, she aptures many instanes of the funtion of ra in Persian in aprinipled way. We will elaborate on some of these15 [Karimi, 1990℄.Spei diret objet markingConsider this example:(3.95) a. manI inthis ketabbook raSPCF dida-am.saw-1S`I saw this book.'b. * manI inthis ketabbook dida-am.saw-1S`I saw this book.'For this sentene to be grammatial, ra must appear after in ketab. Aording to Karimi'sproposal, sine in ketab is spei and is the diret objet of the sentene (i.e. [-NOM℄ andausative marked) so it is both oblique and spei and must be ase marked by ra.Ourrene of ra with arguments that are not diret objetsra o-ours with noun phrases that are not diret objets:(3.96) manme raSPCF beh-emto-me mi-khand-e.Cont-laugh-3S`As for me, she laughs at me.'Aording to Karimi's proposal, here man is spei and oblique and ra must appear afterit. man is spei beause it is a pronoun and all pronouns are spei16. man is obliquebeause it is o-indexed with -em and inherits the [-NOM℄ ase of -em. Also it is not governedby a preposition.Double ourrene of ra in a senteneIt is possible for ra to appear twie in a sentene. This is shown in (3.97):15We will disuss in (3.97) the need for the  part.16Note that man is also o-indexed with the liti -em in this sentene and by o-indexation an also getthe speiity of -em whih is always a pronoun and as a result spei.
60(3.97) masinar raSPCF dar-eshdoor-its raSPCF bast-am.losed-1S`As for the ar, I losed its door.'Here masin is oblique for the same reason that we mentioned for man in the previous ase,and it is also spei, beause it is o-indexed with a pronoun. So, aording to Karimi, itmust be marked by ra. Similarly dar-esh is spei and is the diret objet of the verb (i.e.oblique) so it must also be marked with ra.Karimi's proposal suessfully represents examples where ra shouldn't appear. For ex-ample in the following example sine masin and dar-esh are o-indexed, they have the same[+NOM℄ ase. As a result ra shouldn't appear after either of them, although both are alsospei.(3.98) masin,ar dar-eshdoor-its bazopen ast.is-3S`As for the ar, its door is open.'Aording to the proposal of Karimi, speiity and obliqueness together are the neessaryand suÆient onditions for ra marking. She tries to apture all possible funtions of ra, butthere are examples that her proposal does not apture very elegantly. Among these areexamples of nominal time and plae adverbs, after whih under ertain onditions ra mightour or not.(3.99) emsabtonight (ra)SPCF injahere mi-xab-im.CONT-sleep-1P`As for tonight, we will sleep here.'It is not lear why emsab, that does not bear [+NOM℄, and an reeive oblique ase fromthe oblique ase assigner verb17, does not always get marked by ra, although it is not governedby any head either.In her proposal, Karimi does not onsider examples of di-transitive verbs and the asemarking of the objet and the objet omplement in these sentenes:17Karimi distinguishes between pure transitive verbs and oblique ase assigners [Karimi, 1990℄. She assumesthat some transitive verbs an assign oblique ase.
61(3.100) mawe baehild raSPCF aliAli seda=mikon-am.all=do-1P`We all the hild Ali.'(3.100) shows an example of suh a sentene. Note that the objet omplement ali isspei, but is not ase marked by ra. In general, in di-transitives the objet is obligatorilymarked with ra, and the objet omplement obligatorily preedes the verb.Karimi in her work does not elaborate muh on examples of long distane topialisation.But she gives examples that support the ase marking of the fronted ategory inside its presentlause.(3.101) gustmeat behtar-ebetter-is beg-itell-2S [[ na-xor-d℄.NOT-ate-3S℄`As for meat, it is better to tell him/her not to eat.'In (3.101) she assumes that gust is ase marked by the verb beg-i and again she onsidersthe verb of the sentene, an instane of a oblique assigner verb. For representing this and alsothe phenomenon of attration in Persian relative lauses, she proposes the Case Tendenypriniple for Persian.(3.102) The Case TendenyThe ase of a non-argument NP tends to be determined by its position in the CPontaining it, or the losest CP.But what are the underlying formal priniples for ase tendeny in Persian? Karimi doesnot disuss this.Fronting and A-SPEC ProposalYoon [1992℄ disusses some interesting properties of nite raising in some languages and alsodisusses subjet omplement lauses and movement from them in Persian. He argues thatmovements (or raising in his terminology) from subjet omplement lauses are examples ofA-movement and not A0-movement18 beause:18In A-movement, a phrase is moved to an argument position like subjet (i.e. A-position) that is assoiatedwith a grammatial funtion, while in A0-movement, the phrase is moved to a non-argument like adjuntposition (i.e. A0-position). This is a simplied denition, for further details see Haegeman [1994℄.
62 Idiom hunks an be raised. As seen in (3.103)(3.103) sar-eHead-of aliAli lazemneessary ni-stNEG-be [kethat kolahhat gozasht-eput-PASS be-sav-ad℄.SUBJ-inh-3S`Ali is not neessary that (he) be ripped o.'Here sar-e S.O. kolah gozash is an idiom hunk. The raised nominals an bind from the raised position as seen in Karimi's (:18), hererepeated as (3.104)(3.104) aliAli baray-asfor-him lazemneessary astis [kethat harevery ruzday varzesexerise konad℄.do-3S`It is neessary for Ali to exerise every day.' Raised nominals an undergo further raising and passive.Yoon onsiders examples where only one of the arguments is srambled and argues thatthese kinds of arguments will move to the SPEC position and then to the subjet position19.But as we will show in (3.130) it is possible to move/raise more than one argument. Henehis assumption of movement of these arguments to an A(rgument)-SPEC position and thento a subjet position is not orret. For this he assumes that the SPEC of CP in Persian isan A-position20.3.6.5 Our Aount of Fronting and SramblingIn Setions 3.6.2 and 3.6.3, we showed ounter evidene for the proposal that the sententialarguments appear anonially post-verbally. Therefore we assume that:(1) The sentential arguments originate in pre-verbal position in Persian.(2) They are dominated by an NP.(3) Fronted onstituent moves to SPEC of NP.(4) CP is moved to the post-verbal position.19He disusses more ases, but we have hosen some of them. The interested reader an see Yoon [1992℄.20It seems that he assumes that in Persian omplement lauses are not dominated by an NP and theiranonial position is post-verbal. Earlier we showed ounter-examples to this.
63Basing our approah on these assumptions, we an easily justify the absene of movementinto main lauses in ases where there is a noun phrase o-indexed with the lausal argument.Strutural Constraints on Long Distane SramblingIn example (3.88) repeated as (3.105) there are two bounding nodes in the sentene thatprevent the movement of the arguments: one is the tensed lause itself and the other is thedominating noun phrase in.(3.105) ? AliAli inithis raSPCF say=kardtry=did [ke[that sibapple raSPCF beto bazarBazar be-bar-ad℄i.SUB-take-3S℄.`Ali tried to take the apple to Bazar.'In other words for any movement to our it should pass two bounding nodes, whihis generally assumed not to be possible [Ross, 1967℄, [Chomsky, 1986℄. This onstraint ofmovement is known as the subjaeny ondition.(3.106) Subjaeny onditionMovement annot ross more than one bounding node, where bounding nodes areIP and NP. S HHHHHHSPEC VP HHHHHHNP HHHin CL-ARG [+tense℄Hke S
Vsay=kard
Put it in another way, when in is not present, then there is only one bounding node andsubjaeny do not prevent the movement of arguments21 rossing only one bounding node.21In earlier frameworks omplex nounphrase onstraint (CNPC) would not be violated.
64Note that when in is not present, the extraposition of the embedded lause is obligatory. Weassume that onstituents from the lausal arguments may move into the matrix lause beforethe extraposition happens. After extraposition the lause beomes frozen and no onstituentan move from it. This is also true for extraposed relative lauses.Based on this we an now represent the possible kinds of movements and the onstraintson them.Examples of Long Distane Srambling(3.107) shows a simple ase of long-distane srambling in whih the NP gosfandha has beenmoved out of the embedded postverbal lause.(3.107) asayernomads [gosfandha ra℄sheep SPCF say=kard-andtry=did-3P [[ azfrom yeylaqyeylaq beto qeslaqqeslaq be-bar-and℄SUB-take-3S℄`The nomads tried to take the sheep from summer pasture to winter pasture.'It is also possible to sramble more than a onstituent out of an embedded lause; howeversuh ases only seem to be fully aeptable if those onstituents are PPs22, as illustrated in(3.108).(3.108) asayernomads [az yeylaq℄ [be qeslaq℄[from yeylaq℄ [to qeslaq℄ say=kard-andtry=did-3P [gosfandha[sheep raSPCF be-bar-and℄.SUB-take-3S℄.`The nomads tried to take the sheep from summer pasture to winter pasture.'Our laim is that the underlying form of (3.108) is the following struture.(3.109) asayernomads [NP in[this ra(SPCF) [CP[ kethat gosfandhasheep raSPCF beto qeslaqqeslaq be-bar-and℄℄SUB-take-3S℄℄ qol=dad-and.promise=gave-3P.`The nomads promised to take the sheep to winter pasture.'Note that when the embedded lause is in the anonial position, namely preverbally, itforms part of an NP, introdued by in. The argument for assigning the ategory of NP restson the possibility of marking the whole onstituent with the ase marking partile ra as shownin (3.110)23. It is also possible in some ases for the embedded lause to extrapose and inremains in situ.22It is also possible to sramble gosfandha ra in (3.108).23See a similar disussion for for relative lauses in Page 78.

















Figure 3.4: Struture After Extraposition of Clause(3.115) * asayer be qeslaq [CP ke gosfandha ra be-bar-and℄ qol=dad-and.(3.115) is ungrammatial beause the lause must extrapose. The sentene will be gram-matial if the lause is extraposed to an adjunt position. E.g. (3.116).(3.116) asayer be qeslaq qol=dad-and [CP ke gosfandha ra be-bar-and℄.In (3.116) again rst in is removed whih removes the barrier for the movement of theonstituents from the embedded lause. Then the PP is moved out of the embedded lauseinto the main lause and nally the embedded lause is moved out for the sentene to begrammatial. The PP is loally ase marked by the preposition.
67(3.117) asayer [be qeslaq℄ [gosfandha ra℄ qol=dad-and [CP ke be-bar-and℄.In (3.117) rst in is removed whih removes the barrier for the movement of the on-stituents from the embedded lause. Then the PP and the NP are moved out of the embeddedlause into the main lause and nally the embedded lause is moved out for the sentene tobe grammatial. The PP is loally ase marked by the preposition, and the NP uses the asemarking of the verb for the deleted in.When in is present, there is no possibility of long distane srambling, whether the lauseis extraposed or not and the long distane movements are bloked before the extrapositionand after it. (3.118) is an example of this. The NP annot move out of the embedded lauseas it was possible in (3.114).(3.118) * asayer [gosfandha ra℄ [NP in (ra) qol=dad-and [CP ke be qeslaq be-bar-and℄.In (3.119), the same is true. The presene of in prevents the possibility of movement ofthe PP out of the embedded lause.(3.119) * asayer [be qeslaq℄ [NP in (ra) qol=dad-and [CP ke gosfandha ra be-bar-and℄.The ombination of the NP and PP movements in (3.119) and (3.118) also is ungrammat-ial for the same reasons.In our analysis we assume that the srambling of PPs are instanes of adjunt attahment(A0 movement). As a result we an see one or more instanes of PP long distane sramblingin Persian.(3.120) asayer [az yelaq℄ [be qeslaq℄ [gosfandha ra℄ qol=dad-and [CP ke be-bar-and℄.In (3.120) rst in is removed whih removes the barrier for the movement of the on-stituents from the embedded lause. Then the two PPs and the NP are moved out of theembedded lause into the main lause and nally the embedded lause is moved out for thesentene to be grammatial. The PPs are loally ase marked by their prepositions, and theNP uses the ase marking of the verb for the deleted in. This is why only one instane ofNP an move. There is only one ase to be assigned. In Setion 6.4.1 we will elaborate onperformane onstraints that further onstrain these possibilities.





































































Figure 3.8: Example of Extraposition and NP Fronting in Persian(3.124) manI aliAli raSPCF goft-amtold-1S [ke[that hasanHasan raSPCF begetell-3S [ke[that na-xor-ad℄℄.NOT-eat-3S℄℄`I said to Ali to tell Hasan not to eat.'Note that in (3.124) the sentene has only one interpretation beause of the ontrol phe-nomena. Note that what makes the seond sentene have one interpretation is the result ofsemanti and world knowledge information25 (I.e. an't eat Hasan).To elaborate more, we propose that for non-subjet lausal arguments we have the fol-lowing onstraints:1. In the ase of fronting, the fronted noun phrase is ase marked inside the new lause, butit agrees with its trae in number (and person). A ase of weak unbounded dependeny.2. In the ase of srambling , the srambled noun phrase is not ase marked inside the new25Based on this approah a parser has been developed for apturing embedded lauses of Persian [Rezaei,1993℄.
72lause and it agrees with its trae both in number and ase. A ase of strong unboundeddependeny.3. Only one of the NPs of the extraposed lause an be fronted and move to the SPECposition of the omplement lause in the preverbal position. These are marked by rafor non-subjet omplement lauses.4. Other NPs of the extraposed lause whih sramble into the matrix lause need to bease marked by a preposition.Now we disuss the fronting in subjet lausal arguments in verbs with a modal-likemeaning suh as be-nazar resid-an (seem). (3.125) shows an example of this in Persian wheresib is being moved:(3.125) sibapple raSPCF be-nazar-mires-ehis-seeming [ke[that aliAli xord-eheaten ast℄.is-3S℄`It seems that Ali has eaten the apple.'We an extend our analysis for non-subjet omplement lauses to over movement ex-amples of subjet omplement lauses. Based on this we an argue why we annot have inand movement at the same time. As we explained earlier, the presene of in ats as a barrierto movement.(3.126) * sib roapple SPCF inithis be-nazar-mires-ehis-seeming [ke[that aliAli xord-eheaten ast℄i.is-3S℄`It seems that Ali has eaten the apple.'We laim that our proposal an naturally be extended to over instanes of subjet om-plements where there is no dominating NP. In our analysis we assumed that the verb anase mark the fronted arguments that go into the SPEC. But the SPEC position of subjetlausal arguments is out of the domain of the verb of main lause and therefore annot bease marked as oblique. Hene this position annot be followed by ra in subjet omplementlauses. This justies the ungrammatiality of (3.127) in whih Ali, being the subjet of theembedded lause, is followed by a marker of obliqueness.
73(3.127) * ali raAli SPCF be-nazar-mires-ehis-seeming [ke[that sibAPPLE raSPCF xord-eheaten ast℄.is-3S℄`It seems that Ali has eaten the apple.'In (3.127) Ali annot reeive oblique ase from the verb. In fat aording to our analysisin these ases the SPEC an only get the ase of the subjet omplement whih is not oblique.But the verb is always third person. This is further highlighted in the following example:(3.128) tuYou be-nazar-mires-ehis-seeming-3S [ke[that sibAPPLE raSPCF xord-eeaten -i℄.is-2S℄`It seems that you have eaten the apple.'(3.129) (ini)(this) be-nazar-mires-ehis-seeming-3S [ke[that tuyou sibAPPLE raSPCF xord-eeaten -i℄i.is-2S℄`It seems that you have eaten the apple.'Note that although the sentene in (3.128)is grammatial, but there is no agreementbetween tu and be-nazar-mires-eh. As a result the inetion annot ase mark tu. Whenin is present (e.g. in (3.129) there is no srambling possible, whether the embedded lauseis extraposed or not. The only possible answer is to onsider all instanes of this type ofsrambling in seem as adjunt attahment. But the solution requires that we assume subjetsand objets that are not governed by any preposition an also be moved by adjuntion26,sine in Persian we have examples suh as (3.130) where an objet and a subjet are movedfrom an embedded lause to a domain higher:(3.130) aliAli sib raapple SPCF be-nazar-mires-ehis-seeming [ke[that xord-eheaten ast℄.is-3S℄`It seems that Ali has eaten the apple.'It seems that in Persian, the modal-like verbs that have a subjet omplement behavedierently when their omplement lause is not dominated by an NP (i.e. in.)Based on Yoon's arguments on movement of these arguments into an A-position and thefat that any number of arguments from the embedded lause an sramble and ome before26This wasn't possible for the non-subjet ase.
74the modal-like verb, we onlude that these modal-like verbs, when their subjet lausalarguments are not dominated by an NP (i.e. in), behave like modal verbs in Persian.The only restrition on the movement is that the modal verb and the optional ompke must preede the verb of the lause. Note that the modal-like verb and ke behave as aparenthetial onstituent. This is also true for other modals of Persian:(3.131) aliAli sibapple raSPCF bawith angalfork bayadmust (ke)(that) xord-eheaten bash-ad.SUB-is-3S`Ali must have eaten the apple with fork.'Here ke funtions as an optional stress marker27. Based on this we an represent sentenessuh as (3.132) where all the arguments ome before the modal verb.(3.132) aliAli sibapple raSPCF bawith angalfork be-nazar-mires-ehis-seeming (ke)that xord-eheaten ast.is-3S`It seems that Ali has eaten the apple.'In the rest of this setion we will onsider fronting in other kinds of embedded lauses,suh as non-nite and relative lauses.The struture we outlined in Figure 3.1 is analogous to the struture of an NP whih ismodied by a relative lause. The dierene is that in the latter the NP must be o-indexedwith an empty ategory in the embedded lause (i.e. Cl-arg in that Figure). The formerase is similar to the ase of noun omplement struture in Persian. In general, in the abovestruture, the tensed lause and the dominating NP at as barriers and therefore frontingannot our in relative lauses, tensed lausal arguments and noun omplement strutures:(3.133) aliAli inthis raSPCF say=kardtry=did [ke[that sibapple raSPCF beto bazarBazar be-bar-ad℄.SUB-take-3S℄.`Ali tried to take the apple to the bazaar.'(3.134) * AliAli sibapple raSPCF inthis raSPCF say=kardtry=did [ke[that beto bazarBazar be-bar-ad℄.SUB-take-3S℄.`Ali tried to take the apple to the bazaar.'27See [Nu-bahar, 1992℄ for dierent funtions of ke.
75But for the non-nite lauses the situation is dierent. They are neither tensed lausesand nor dominated by a NP, so the fronting from them is possible. In fat these lauses at asNPs; the same phenomenon of NP left-disloation that we desribed earlier exists for them.An example of fronting for (3.25) is shown in (3.135).(3.135) sibApple ra,SPCF, [ali,[Ali manI raSPCF majburpersuade beto [xord-an-esh[eat-INF-it kard℄℄.did℄℄.`The apple, Ali persuaded me to eat.'As in the example of NP topialisation we disussed earlier, the topialised NP usuallyappears at the beginning of the sentene; hene, it must preede the objet of the sentene.(3.136) * aliAli manI raSPCF sibapple raSPCF majburpersuade beto [xord-an-esh[eat-INF-it kard℄.did℄.`The apple, Ali persuaded me to eat.'3.6.6 The Reverse Case of Fronting in Relative ClausesIn relative lauses, as we disussed earlier, there are no ases of fronting or srambling. Herewe will instead onentrate on the issue of ase marking in onstrutions whih involve relativelauses.Comrie [1981℄ gives interesting examples of ase marking of head noun phrases that aremodied by relative lauses. The examples are:(3.137) zan-iwoman-RES [ke[that did-id℄saw-2P℄ inja-st.here-is`The woman that you saw is here.'(3.138) anthat zan-iwoman-RES raSPCF [ke[that diruzyesterday amad℄ame-3S℄ did-am.saw-1S`I saw that woman who ame yesterday.'In (3.138), the head noun phrase of the relative lause an beome attrated to the relativelause and lose its spei objet marker ra. This is shown in (3.139).
76(3.139) anthat zan-iwoman-RES [ke[that diruzyesterday amad℄ame-3S℄ did-am.saw-1S`I saw that woman who ame yesterday.'This is further highlighted in (3.140).(3.140) [anthat zan-iwoman-RES ke[that diruzyesterday amad℄ame-3S℄ (ra)(SPCF) did-am.saw-1S`I saw that woman who ame yesterday.'Note that here the head noun phrase and the relative lause an be ase marked with ra,whih is here a spei ausative marker28.A phenomenon similar to this is present in Latin and Greek; it is alled Attration.(3.141 ) illustrates another example of attration:(3.141) a. inthis sib-iapple-REL raSPCF [ke[that injahere bud℄was-3S℄ xord-am.ate-3S`I ate the apple whih was here.'b. * in sib-i xord-am [ke inja bud℄.. in sib-i ra xord-am [ke inja bud℄.d. * in sib-i [ke inja bud℄ xord-am.e. in sib-i [ke inja bud℄ ra xord-am.In (a) in sib-i, is spei and being the objet, is marked ausative by the matrix verb, sora must appear after it. This is the reason why the (b) sentene without ra is ungrammatial28What is interesting is that when the relative lause is extraposed, then the presene of ra is obligatory,while when the spei head noun phrase is attrated, the presene of ra beomes optional:an zan-i ra did-am ke diruz amad. an zan-i did-am ke diruz amad.
77and () is grammatial. In (d) the matrix verb's ausative ase is not assigned properly,so the sentene is ungrammatial. This is in ontrast to (e) where the whole relative lauseis marked by ra as ausative. Note that in (e) sib-i (the head noun of the relative lause)reeives nominative ase from the verb of the relative lause.These examples show that in Persian there is a dierene between an NP as a head ofa relative lause and the whole relative lause onstrution, and they an separately reeivease marking.Note that attration is not restrited to examples where the head noun is a diret objetin the relative lause, but ra only appears after attrated noun phrases whih are not subjetsin the relative lause.29(3.142) a. mard-iman-RES kethat [sib[apple raSPCF xord-eeat-en bud℄was℄ inja-st.here-is`The man who has eaten the apple is here.'b. * [mard-i ra ke sib ra xord-e bud℄ inja-st.(3.143) a. mard-iman-RES kethat [sib[apple raSPCF be-eshto-him dad-am℄gave-1S℄ inja-st.here-is`The man to whom I gave the apple is here.'b. [mard-i ra ke sib ra be-esh dad-am℄ inja-st.(3.144) a. mard-iman-RES kethat [ba-esh[hild-him raSPCF did-am℄saw-1S℄ inja-st.here-is`The man, I saw whose hild is here.'b. [mard-i ra ke ba-esh ra did-am℄ inja-st.But what is the struture of relative lauses to aommodate these examples of asemarking, and how does the ase tendeny priniple work for attration in Persian?29In general when the head noun is governed by a preposition attration does not apply. In other words thepreposition ase marking is very strong.





















Figure 3.10: Relative Clauses as Complement lauses3.7 Conlusion and SummaryIn the previous setions we disussed embedded lauses of Persian and our analysis furthersupports the proposal31 that:1. Sentential arguments originate in pre-verbal position in Persian.2. They are dominated by an NP.These arguments are often moved to the post-verbal position by an obligatory extrapo-sition. In our approah we aptured the fronting of noun phrases. In this framework weassumed that the fronted ategory is in fat part of the extraposed lause and during thelause movement this extraposed ategory is left in its atual plae. In other words ourapproah ontrasts with the traditional approah to fronting whih treats fronting as an ex-eptional leftward movement, while we do not treat it as a ase of leftward movement. We31[Karimi, 1989℄ ontains a summary of previous proposals for representing sentential arguments in Persian,work suh as Moyne and Carden [1974℄, Soheili-Isfahani [1976℄ and Dabir-Mogaddam [1982℄
81further proposed that this left-over ategory, if it is not already ase marked by a preposition(i.e. srambling), will reeive oblique ase from the verb of the matrix lause. In summarywe argued for these onstraints on embedded lauses: If the lausal argument is non-nite (not tensed) then the lausal argument is notdominated by a noun phrase (NP) (i.e. the plae is empty or e). If the lausal argument is nite, then extraposition is possible:{ If it is extraposed, then the dominating NP with the lausal argument is normallyempty. In this ase fronting and srambling into the matrix lause is possible.{ If it is extraposed, but the dominating NP is present then fronting and sramblinginto the matrix lause is not possible.{ If it is not extraposed, then it must be dominated by an NP. As in the previousase no fronting and srambling into the matrix lause is possible.In the ase of movement from the nite non-subjet embedded lauses we argued that:1. In the ase of fronting, the fronted noun phrase is ase marked inside the new lause, butit agrees with its trae in number ( and person). A ase of weak unbounded dependeny.2. In the ase of srambling , the srambled noun phrase is not ase marked inside the newlause and it agrees with its trae both in number and ase. A ase of strong unboundeddependeny.3. Only one of the NPs of the extraposed lause an be fronted and moves to the SPECposition of the omplement lause in preverbal position. These are marked by ra fornon-subjet omplement lauses.4. Other NPs of the extraposed lause whih sramble into the matrix lause must beproperly ase marked.We onsidered movement from embedded subjet omplements as examples of loal sram-bling where the modal-like verb behaves as a modal verb. The modal verbs in Persian, donot require agreement.
82We also argued that in Persian tensed lauses and NPs at as barriers and as a result itis not possible to raise ategories from inside lauses whih are dominated by both of these.And nally we onsidered the ase marking of relative lauses in Persian and we argued thatthe attration phenomenon in Persian is a result of a promotion like phenomenon.The proposed priniple of ase tendeny in Persian [Karimi, 1990℄ was further suggested tobe a result of the interation of deeper priniples of the universal grammar, but with dierentparameter settings for Persian.Having studied the dierent onstituents and strutures in Persian syntax, in the seondpart of the thesis we will onentrate on omputational aspets of a parsing system for Persian.In the next hapter we will have a brief review of the main parsing systems that have beendeveloped for proessing Persian. In our work we are primarily onerned with the treatmentof word order and srambling in Persian. This is one of the main areas whih have beennegleted by the previous approahes.In our study we will not attempt to implement a GB based parser as in Fong [1997℄. TheGB theory and the priniples-and-parameters framework are under revision and the reentMinimalist Program (Chomsky [1995℄) had not been stabilized at the time of our researh.But notions of ompetition and resoure sensitivity analogous to those disussed in Chapter 6are also disussed in the Minimalist Program (MP) literature. In Chapter 6 our fous will beon srambling onstraints and performane based word order priniples. The study of theseonstraints and their interation with the performane system have been largely negleted inpriniples-and-parameters framework and the Minimalist Program.The next part of the thesis will give a omplementary perspetive to the word orderonstraints in Persian that we have disussed so far. For the grammar of Persian, we will lookat the hypothesis that the parsing arhiteture (the performane system) imposes performaneonstraints on the ompetene grammar. This hypothesis will be spelled out by introduingtwo resoure limitation priniples for parsing srambling data in Persian. These onstraintswill be disussed in Chapter 6.
Chapter 4
Survey: Proessing Persian
A general assumption of a theory for grammatial analysis has been the existene of twodistint omponents: a grammar and a proessing devie. The grammar denes a set ofstrings whih omprises all and only the sentenes of the language under question. Theproessing devie applies the rules of grammar to produe or analyse the grammatial strings.Depending on whether we onentrate on produing or analysing grammatial strings we willhave generators or parsers.In this hapter we will onentrate on the seond omponent and will review some of theprevious approahes to systems whih have been developed for proessing Persian.This hapter is a general introdution to parsing Persian and we will build on the previousparsers to reah a more eÆient framework in Chapter 6 for proessing srambling examplesin Persian.4.1 Rule Based ParsingOne of the rst and most omprehensive parsers (analysers) for parsing sentenes of Persianis the PERSIS system [Sanamrad and Matsumoto, 1985℄. PERSIS is based on a grammarmodel implemented using more than 850 syntati prodution rules. In onstruting PERSIS,two desriptive grammars of Persian were used: [Lambton, 1953℄ and [Khanlari, 1965℄. Sometypial syntati prodution rules are illustrated in Table 4.1.The order of the arrow in a prodution rule is the reverse of the arrow in a CF rule. Sothe following rule from Table 4.1: 83
84PS ruleN ha ! N (plural)N e/ye N ! N (Genitive Case)N e/ye ADJ ! N (Adjetives)N i ke SNT ! N (Relativised Sentene)ADV ADV ! ADV (PPs in a Sentene)VRB ! PRD (Prediate/verb )ADV PRD ! PRDDOBJ PRD ! PRD (Diret objet of the verb)N PRD ! SNT (Subjet of the verb)PRD ! SNT (pro-drop Subjet )Table 4.1: Prodution rules in PERSIS
N ha ! N (plural)will be written as below in a CFG notation.N ! N haIn PERSIS the prodution rules are augmented by a set of attribute and feature values.In PERSIS, eah word or phrase has an additional list of attributes. These attributes onveyadditional syntati and semanti information about that word or phrase. These attributesand their values (i.e. attribute prototypes in PERSIS) are used with the grammar rules andthe parser heks the onsisteny of attributes (e.g. of a noun group and its modier). Notethat PERSIS was the rst analyser of Persian, but unfortunately, later researhers on parsingPersian have been unaware of PERSIS.There are 17 dierent attribute prototypes in the system, whih represent the meaningenoded in dierent strutures. These orrespond to the following:(i) Noun (Phrases) (ii) Adjetive (Phrases) (iii) Adverbs (iv) Verbs (v) Prediates (vi)Pronouns (vii) Unit (viii) Interjetions (ix) Numbers (x) Time (xi) Day (xii) Week (xiii)Month (xiv) Year (xv) Time Periods (xvi) Preposition (-al Phrases) (xvii) Text
851) Noun, DOBJet, VOCative 2) VeRB, PRDiate, SNTene, ...Normal/Interrogative Indiative/Interrogative/ImperativePerson Positive/NegativeQuantity Attributes of INF (e.g. in/transitivity)Abstrat/Physial/Proper Attributes of subjet NCounter Class Attributes of ADJetive (for some verbs)Human/Animal/Plae/Time/Cond., State/Inanimate Attributes of objet NAttributes of Apposition N Attributes of ADVerbAttributes of N in Genitive Case Simple/Comp.: Reason/Cond./Time,ElseAttributes of ADJ Attributes of SNT - when ompoundAttributes of Relativised SNT TenseTable 4.2: 2 Attribute Prototypes of PERSISTwo examples of attribute prototypes are shown in Table 4.2.In addition to these, the system uses about 100 words, partiles, ase-markers, suÆxes,prexes whih are used in syntati patterns and at as \funtional operators" in determininggrammatial strutures [Sanamrad and Matsumoto, 1985℄. These are stored in the ditionaryof PERSIS.So far PERSIS is the most sophistiated and large overage analyser for Persian texts thathas been implemented. But sine it has been developed for the analysis of written Persian,it assumes that the verb of the sentene appears at the end. Nevertheless it onsiders theexible order of adverbials, as long as they appear before the verb. It seems that the grammarassumes that objets ome before all adverbials. PERSIS also doesn't onsider examples oflong distane srambling whih is used in spoken Persian. It also doesn't onsider linguistiissues like ontrol.PERSIS parsing engine is a depth rst mehanism, whih produes the rst parse for aninput sentene. But it an be extended to produe all parses.PERSIS produes an embedded dependeny network orresponding to the input sentene.The dependeny network is similar to the representations used in Coneptual Dependeny(CD) theory of Shank [1975℄ and Gershman [1982℄.In passing we should mention another analyser for Persian [Rais-Ghasem, 1991℄ whihprodues CD representation for an input sentene. Rais-Ghasem has built a semanti parserfor Persian whih looks like other interlingua based systems that were built based on the work






















va NPFigure 4.1: S Network of the ATN.Semanti spei, non-spei, pronounStrutural Cat(egory)Syntati Subjet, Objet, Adverbial, prediate-nominal(mosnad)Table 4.3: Features in ATN Analysis of Persian1989℄. In the system, spei and non-spei arguments are distinguished from eah other.In general the parser uses the information that is shown in Table 4.3. The major drawbakof this proedural representation is that it is hard to understand and modify. In additionsine the parser has been mainly designed for apturing srambling inside a lause, the parserdoesn't deal with embedded lauses, and it is diÆult to extend it to do this.4.3 ID/LP parser for Persian[Rezaei, 1993℄ is another work on building a parser for parsing examples of Persian lauses withsrambling. The parser is a delarative extension to the ATN parser of the previous setionand it is also a modied version of the ID/LP framework. For apturing loal srambling,it employs a onept of domain whih is an extension to Reape's proposal for word order
88domain2 [Reape, 1996℄.Like the ATN parser, the ID/LP parser works in two stages. In the rst stage, by em-ploying phrase struture rules, the input words of the sentene are grouped into hunks suhas NP, PP and V. In the seond stage of the parser, the lauses are formed by employingImmediate Dominane (ID) rules.Suh rules are:(4.1) (id-1) VPSubat ! VP[X[Subat℄ , X [-subj℄(id-2) ClauseSubat ! VP[X[Subat℄ , X [+subj℄(id-3) Clause[hain=subj=EC℄ ! VP(id-4) Clause[hain=nonsubj=EC℄ ! Clause(id-5) Clause-minorChain ! ke , ClauseChain(id-6) NP ! NPi , lause-minore( ;i; )(id-7) ClauseSubat ! lauseSubat, lause-minorIn the notation used for representing the rules, [X[Rest℄ represents a set (or bag) whih`X' is one of its members, and `Rest' is the rest of its members. X [-subj℄ represents anargument whih is not the subjet. In these rules, a hain is used for passing informationabout missing noun phrases and gaps.By a set of lters whih apply loally, the LP onstraints are imposed on the ID rules. Forexample the lter for the rules that join a subjet argument and a VP are illustrated next: If either of the subjet or objet is spei then there is no ambiguity for determinationof subjet and objet. Spei objet marker ra disambiguates the subjet and objet.(CASE 1 ) If neither of the subjet nor the objet is spei then only the subjet of the lause isallowed to appear after the verb. (CASE 2) Otherwise the default unmarked order of the lause (i.e. SOV) holds. That is, subjetpreedes objet. (CASE 3)2We will disuss Reape's word order domains in Setion 5.1.1.
89The lters use ontrol domains - similar to Reape's word order domains - for hekingadjaeny of hunks/onstituents. The major drawbak of this parsing system is that theparser is very ineÆient ompared to the previous parsers for Persian, and although it anhandle embedded lauses in a onise way, it is not apable of parsing all examples of longdistane srambling over these lauses. But the system parses examples of long distanesrambling and imposes some onstraints on the set of possible examples with loal srambling.Unlike the ATN parser, the grammar representation is expressive3.4.4 SummaryIn this hapter we have reviewed some of the reent proessing systems for parsing Persian.Table 4.4 summarises the major features of these systems. In the table we have also inludedtwo reent piees of work for proessing Persian. [Riazati, 1997℄ is a two level morphologialsystem for Persian with a limited syntati parser. SHIRAZ is an on-going Persian-Englishmahine translation projet in the US whih will be ompleted by September 1999 [Cowieet al., 1997℄. There is another major work on proessing Persian in Iran [Fahimi and Shams-fard, 1995℄ whih we haven't inluded in this hapter beause of unavailability of resoures.4PERSIS uses a bottom-up parser while [Rezaei, 1992℄ uses a two-stage parser. At the rststage, the lexion is searhed as a bottom up parser, and at the seond stage the ATN parsesin a top down fashion. [Rezaei, 1993℄ uses a similar two-stage parser, but the parser worksbottom up. The rst stage uses CFG rules while the seond stage uses ID/LP rules.From the linguisti aspet, PERSIS overs more than the other parsers for Persian. PER-SIS has onentrated on simple lauses with very detailed examples, but it fails to deal withomplex examples of srambling in Persian lauses and does not disuss linguisti notions suhas ontrol. [Rezaei, 1992℄ only tries to parse simple lauses but it onentrates on extendingthe ATN for dealing with loal srambling. The ATN network also represents oordination inNPs and PPs. [Rezaei, 1993℄ aptures more omplex examples of relative lauses, extraposedlauses and omplex lauses with instanes of long distane srambling. This is the rst im-plemented parser that deals with long distane srambling in Persian, but the extension to3There are other systems that we haven't onsidered. One of them is Kuznik [1988℄ whih laims to beable to parse Persian and English sentenes, but the parser annot parse SOV sentenes whih is the majoronstituent struture of Persian.4[Fahimi and Shamsfard, 1995℄ is a general introdution and does not give the details of the parsing system.
90PERSIS RaiesGhasem Rezaei-1 Rezaei-2 Riazati SHIRAZApproah Prodution Coneptual ATN ID/LP KIMMO CORRELIRule Dependeny 2 LevelParser Bottom-Up Proedural Bottom-Up Bottom-Up Bottom-Up Bottom-Up?Top DownTokenisation NO NO NO NO NO YESMorphology NO NO NO NO YES YESExpliit Ezafe YES YES YES YES YES NOCoordination YES NO YES NO NO ?Loal Srambling V-nal unrestrited YES YES Limited V-nalComplement Clauses YES NO NO YES NO NORelative Clauses YES NO NO YES NO YESLong Dis. Srambling NO NO NO Fronting NO NOControl NO NO NO NO NO NOMultiple Parses NO NO NO YES YES YESTable 4.4: Parsing Systems for PersianID/LP and the existene of optional pro-drop in Persian makes the system very ineÆient.Note that the data for SHIRAZ MT projet are speulative5. Among the systems, only SHI-RAZ assumes no expliit ezafe in the Persian texts, we will ome bak to this issue in thenal hapter.In the remaining hapters we will elaborate on a parsing system whih we have imple-mented for the eÆient analysis of examples in Persian with loal and long distane sram-bling. In the next hapter we will rst have a loser look at possible alternatives whih havebeen proposed in dierent formalisms, to deal with srambling.
5These are based on the period I was working on the projet.
Chapter 5
Free Word Order andDisontinuous Constitueny
For the last deade free word order languages have posed one of the most hallenging problemsfaing natural language parsers. In the literature there are a number of reports on parsinglanguages suh as Finnish, Warlpiri, German, Duth and Persian. All these languages haveone thing in ommon: the possibility of word order variation in their sentenes is less restritedthan in English. But what are the harateristis of free word order languages?Latin is one of the languages in whih many permutations of the words of a senteneyield another grammatial sentene, but with almost idential meaning. We say anothergrammatial sentene beause there are always some intonational and pragmati dierenesbetween the two sentenes and these two sentenes are not generally interhangeable. In otherwords their meaning is slightly dierent.Roughly speaking in this respet Latin an be viewed as an absolute notion for a free wordorder language and other languages are somehow between this extreme ase and English,whih an be viewed as a highly xed word order language.We an say that in free word orderlanguages the word order primarily determines pragmati information, while in less free wordorder languages suh as English it also onveys strutural and syntati information.Throughout this thesis, the term word order is used in its traditional linguisti mean-ing, referring to the linear order of onstituents. Thus, no distintion is made between freeword order and free onstituent order, and in this respet we are following Uszkoreit [1987℄.Languages like Finnish, German and Persian are onsidered to be free onstituent order lan-91
92Morphologial Case, Number, Aspet, QuantityPhonologial EmphasisSemanti Positive, Aspet, QuantityStrutural Cat(egory), Pattern, BranhingSyntati Subjet, Objet, AdverbPragmati Topi, Contrast, NewTable 5.1: Features in Karttunen's Analysisguages.For representing free word order languages, traditional approahes are not very appropri-ate and they need to be extended or modied in order to be able to deal with phenomena suhas loal srambling (movement of onstituents inside a lause boundary) and long distanesrambling (movement of onstituents aross lause boundaries). But what makes a grammaradequate for desribing a free word order language? And what makes a parsing algorithmadequate for proessing a free word order language?5.1 Approahes to Free Word OrderKarttunen and Kay [1985℄ is one of the earliest uniation based systems for analysis ofFinnish word order. Karttunen and Kay employ FUG (Funtional Uniation Grammar)in whih eah grammatial phrase of a language has only one funtional representation ordesription (FD). In other words there is no phrase struture rule in the grammar, and thedominane hierarhy of mother and daughter nodes is also represented inside FD's (i.e. similarto a lexialist approah).In Karttunen and Kay's approah eah FD an have a set of possible features, rangingfrom phonologial to semanti properties. Table 5.1 illustrates some of the features whihthey employ [Karttunen and Kay, 1985℄.As shown, Karttunen and Kay have onsidered a broad and general set of features foranalysing free word phenomena in Finnish inluding pragmati and semanti properties. Infat for parsing free word order languages it is neessary to fous on semanti and pragmatiproperties, beause the word order in languages with a exible word order does not providethe neessary information for identifying grammatial relations and other mehanisms need
93to be employed. In this respet their work an be onsidered as a good starting point forworking on free word order languages.To apture free word order phenomena we must fous on pragmati and other linguistifeatures (e.g. speiity) and non-linguisti features. Features should also be onsideredfor representing the order of onstituents in the input string, i.e. features for preedeneinformation.[Karttunen and Kay, 1985℄ does not give a spei parsing model or an eÆient tehniquefor parsing and it only gives an outline of Finnish syntax in the framework of funtionaluniation grammar whih is disussed in more detail in another paper by Kay in the samebook [Kay, 1985℄. The main result of the work is the demonstration that the omplexity ofsurfae ordering in Finnish arises from the interplay of a small number of simple word orderpriniples that involve syntati funtions and disourse funtions.In the following setions we will onsider some formalisms and systems whih have beendesigned for representing the grammar of free word order languages. We will elaborate on thespei problems that the grammar of free word order languages will reate for traditionalapproahes.5.1.1 ID/LPIn many approahes to free word order, the grammar is divided into two omponents: theimmediate dominane (ID) and linear preedene (LP) rules. These rules an be onsideredas extensions to general phrase struture rules. In this setion, I disuss the use of the ID/LPnotation in GPSG and HPSG.GPSGMost of the work on omputational linguistis in the past has been relied on traditional phrasestruture rules. In this kind of system eah rule speies two distint relations: Linear Preedene relations among daughter ategories (i.e. right hand side ategoriesin a rule). Immediate Dominane relations between the mother ategory (i.e. the left hand sideategory in a rule) and eah of its daughters (i.e. right hand side ategories).
94PS rules ID rules LP rulesVP ! V NP VP ! V, NP VP  PPVP ! NP V VP ! NP, VP NP  VPVP ! NP VP VP ! NP, VP, PP NP  PPVP ! NP VP PP NP ! NP, PPNP ! NP PPTable 5.2: A Comparison of PS Rules and ID/LP RulesIn ontrast to this view, in Generalised Phrase Struture Grammar (GPSG) [Gazdar et al.,1985℄ these two relations are speied by two dierent kinds of rules: Immediate Dominane(ID) rules Linear Preedene (LP) rulesImmediate Dominane rules in GPSG only speify immediate dominane relations betweenmother and daughter ategories of a rule and do not speify the order of the right hand sideelements (i.e. daughters). In other words the right hand side elements are unordered.Ordering relations in GPSG are speied by Linear Preedene relations. Eah LP ruleonly speies an ordering relation between two ategories in the right hand side of the samerule and it is of the form   . This rule means that if  and  ever appear together inthe right hand side of an ID rule, then  should preede . Thus LP rules are notationallydetahed from ID rules and apply independently. The LP rules lter the strings that arepermitted by the ID rules. As a result it is not possible to dene ordering onstraints for twoategories whih are not in the right hand side of a rule (i.e. word order is derived from thesurfae onstituent struture).A omparison of ID/LP rules and phrase struture (PS) rules is illustrated in Table 5.2,where `' shows preedene relation for ID rules.Following researh in Generalised Phrase Struture Grammar (GPSG), Uszkoreit ad-dresses free word order phenomena in German [Uszkoreit, 1987℄. The grammatial frameworkhosen by him is a modiation of the Immediate Dominane/Linear Preedene (ID/LP) ver-sion of GPSG. Uszkoreit redenes LP rules in order to allow potentially oniting orderingpriniples to be present in the LP rule set.Based on this framework Uszkoreit disusses word order and onstituent struture inGerman. In his work for apturing ordering priniples in German, he employs pragmati
95(1) AGENT  THEME(2) AGENT  GOAL(3) GOAL  THEME(4) -FOCUS  +FOCUS(5) +PPRN  -PPRNTable 5.3: LP Rules in Uszkoreit's Analysisfeatures suh as fous and theme. His proposed LP onstraints are illustrated in Table 5.3.(here PPRN stands for personal pronoun) [Uszkoreit, 1985℄.In standard GPSG notation it is not possible to have oniting ordering priniples beausethe LP rules apply onjuntively (i.e. a loal tree admitted by an ID rule has to satisfy all LPrules at one). In ontrast Uszkoreit introdues disjuntive LP rules whih an be violatedas long as at least one of the rules holds true. For example in Table 5.3 a rule an violatepreedene onstraints 2, 3, 4, 5 if it satises 1.Uszkoreit [1987℄ gives examples of long distane srambling in German, where onstituentsfrom embedded lauses are moved up to the matrix lause.(5.1) Dannthen hattehad erhe fdenthe Bestohleneng1theft-vitims fdiethe gleihensame B uherg2books versuhttried e1  e2  zuto Shleuderdumpingpreisenpries zur ukzuverkaufen:bak-to-sell`then he tried to sell the same books to the theft vitims again at dumping pries.'But his system needs further extension and researh to deal with these examples of freeword order where we have instanes of ross-serial dependeny.In passing we should refer to JPSG [Gunji, 1987℄, another extension of GPSG, for Japanese.In Gunji's approah for apturing loal srambling, the subategorisation list of a verb is rep-resented as an unordered set. However the grammar annot apture long distane srambling.In general, standard GPSG annot handle multiple number of long distane sramblingsine the SLASH mehanism an only handle one instane of long extration.By adding liberation rules, Zwiky [1986℄ extends the ID/LP formalism. Liberation rulesare used to atten the onstituent struture. For example by ollapsing two ID rules S !NP, VP and VP ! NP, V into one ID rule S ! NP, NP, V he aptures loal srambling.This is ahieved by eliminating or liberating two onstituents of the VP node. Similarly the
96examples of long distane srambling an be handled by liberating the embedded S node. Itis not lear whether all the onstraints and restritions on movement an be represented bythis extension to ID/LP.HPSGReape [1996℄ tries to apture possible word order variations in Germani languages. Reapeintrodues the notion of word order domain for phrasal (or non-lexial) ategories. In generalthe word order domain of a phrase onsists of the word order domains of its hildren. In itselementary form the word order domain of a phrasal ategory ontains its immediate lexialhildren.Working with an HPSG framework, Reape employs a onept similar to GPSG LP rulesto speify order inside a domain, and uses the same linear preedene binary relation (i.e. )of GPSG. However his LP onstraints are dened as well-formedness onditions on word orderdomains, rather than well-formedness onditions on loal trees (i.e. right hand side ategoriesof a rule).Reape assumes that when two word order domains are merged together, the originalinternal order of eah domain is preserved in the new word order domain. However it ispossible for the elements of the two domains to be interleaved in the new word order domain.For example, let the word order domain of a ategory be equal to <NP[DAT℄ V1> and theword order domain of another ategory be <NP[ACC℄ V2> and assume the LP onstraints:(5.2) NP[DAT℄  NP[ACC℄NP  VIf we want to merge the word order domains of these two ategories, the result an onlybe one of the following word order domains:(5.3) < NP[DAT℄ NP[ACC℄ V1 V2 >< NP[DAT℄ NP[ACC℄ V2 V1 >Notie that the rst LP onstraint has no eet on eah of the unjoined domains, but itrequires that the NP[DAT℄ preedes the NP[ACC℄ in the result. By employing the onept
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3777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775The appliation rule in CUG allows a noun funtor Ali to be applied to the verb xord as itsargument. If the two unify the result is a verb with Ali as its subjet. The result is a verbalargument that an beome an argument for another noun funtor. The NP an ombine witha verb either to the right or left of itself.Karttunen handles long distane srambling by using funtional unertainty1. This isspeied in the ategory denition of the NPs. If we replae the feature value of [SYNTAXSUBJ℄ with [[SYNTAX VCOMP℄* SYNTAX SUBJ℄ then the NP an be the subjet of a verbwhih is embedded indenitely many times inside the verb ategory. This notation will beexplained later in Setion 5.1.4. In this way some examples of long distane srambling areahieved. But as Homan [1995℄ shows, the formalism annot apture some examples of longdistane srambling and is not general enough. We will disuss Homan's extension to CCGin the next setion.1We will elaborate on Funtional Unertainty in Setion 5.1.4.
100CCG and extensionsAnother extension to CG is Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) [Steedman, 1987℄.CCG has been developed to handle oordination and long distane dependenies withoutthe use of movement rules and traes. Unlike CUG, in CCG the verbs are the funtors andategories suh as NP are basi ategory.2 By means of a small set of ombinatory rules,funtions and their arguments are ombined together. Among other operations, one anname funtion omposition. The omposition ombinator ombines two funtion ategoriestogether and the arguments of one are added to the end of the argument ategories of anotherfuntor.Homan [1992℄ presents a grammar of Turkish in CCG. But CCG has its limitationin apturing examples of long distane srambling in Turkish. Homan [1995℄ argues thatCCG should be extended for this purpose and desribes various versions of CCGs and theirlimitations in apturing free word order phenomena.\Although the use of type-raised ategories without variables, like the ones above,an handle loal srambling and long distane srambling with one embeddedlause, it annot handle all word order variations in sentenes with an arbitrarynumber of embedded lauses. "(Homan 1993, 22).She also argues against enoding word order in the subategorisation frame of the verbsand she proposes that the strit order of NP arguments in a verbal ategory (e.g. SnNnomnNa) be relaxed. For this she extends CCG by allowing multi-sets of argument types, ratherthan just argument type. The relative order of ategories inside these multi-sets an remainunspeied (e.g. SjfNPnom, NPag). In her multi-set extension to CCG (i.e. fg-CCG) shealso extends the denition of funtion omposition. In fg-CCG, when two funtions areombined then the union of their argument sets is the argument set of the new funtion.Unlike CCG here the order is not relevant. An example of this is shown in the following:2Note that in CCG it is possible in the lexion for nouns to be type raised into funtions. Steedman [1985℄mentions that in languages with ase marking, the ase-markers may type-raise nouns into ategories withgrammatial relations.
101
(5.6) Kitabi [Fatma [okudugumu℄ saniyor℄ benim.book-a Fatma read-gerund-a thinks I-genNa Nnom Sger ajfNgen,Nag SjfNnom,Sger ag NgenSjfNnom; Ngen; NagSjfNgen; NagSjfNgengS`As for the book, Fatma thinks that I read it.'In this example3 the two verbs are adjaent to eah other and by funtion ompositionthey an be ombined. The dierent stages of omposition of funtions and the ombinationof funtions and arguments is depited.Homan argues that fg-CCG an derive a string of any number of srambled NPs followedby a string of verbs. Here Vi subategorises for NPi.(NP1:::NPm)srambledVm:::V1This will over-generate for examples of Turkish. Consider another permutation of thesentene in (5.6).
(5.7) * Kitabi [benim Fatma okudugumu℄ saniyor.book-a I-gen Fatma read-gerund-a thinksNa Ngen Nnom Sger ajfNgen,Nag SjfNnom,Sger agSjfNnom; Ngen; NagSjfNgen; NagSjfNagS`As for the book, Fatma thinks that I read it.'Here Fatma from the matrix lause has moved into the embedded lause. This is notgrammatial in Turkish, but as we have shown the fg-CCG reognises it. In general, solutionsbased on funtion omposition will fae this kind of problem. Rambow and Joshi [1994℄ (p. 50)refers to a similar problem for FO-TAG. They argue that an integrity onstraint is required3Note that we haven't shown the ombinatory rules used in the examples.

























Figure 5.1: Substitution and Adjuntion in TAGs
103The substitution operation rewrites a node on the frontier of a tree, while the adjuntionoperation inserts an auxiliary tree into the middle of another.By these two operations on elementary trees, TAG provides a framework whih separatesreursion and unbounded dependenies from the loal dependenies (suh as subategorisationand wh-dependeny). Beker et al. [1991℄ shows that if we want to enfore the onstraintthat a prediate and all its arguments our in the same elementary tree (i.e. o-ourreneonstraints) then TAGs annot handle examples of long distane srambling.Dierent approahes have been proposed for extending TAGs to handle long distanesrambling. Rambow and Joshi [1994℄ reviews some of them.Free-Order TAG (FO-TAG) [Beker et al., 1991℄ is an extended ID/LP version of TAG.In this framework, the elementary trees only indiate the dominane relations and do notspeify the linear order among the head and its arguments. By a set of separate LP rules, theorret linear preedene is enfored. These LP rules an be speied for nodes ourring inthe same elementary tree. There is also an integrity onstraint whih marks trees as islands.These islands disallow extration of nodes from marked trees and at like barriers. The mainproblem with FO-TAG is the fat that leftward movement of NPs out of extraposed lausesis restrited.Multi-Component TAG (MC-TAG) [Weir, 1988℄ is another extension to TAG. UnlikeTAGs whih onsist of a set of elementary trees, MC-TAGs onsist of a set of sets of elementarytrees. There is also a dierene in the adjoining operation. In TAGs we adjoin an auxiliarytree to another elementary tree, while in MC-TAGs we adjoin all trees from an auxiliary setsimultaneously.V-TAG is an extension of MC-TAG and an apture dierent examples of (long distane)srambling. The introdution of set of elementary trees and sets of sets of elementary trees intoTAG has introdued an additional omplexity whih has been avoided in other formalisms.Further integration of pragmati information into V-TAG and onsideration of performane4in parallel to ompetene is to be investigated. There remains the open question of whetherfor apturing free word order phenomenon we need suh omplex mahinery. In the nextsetion we will look at a simpler mehanism for this.4See Super TAG for a framework for adding proessing onstraints to TAGs.
1045.1.4 Lexial Funtional GrammarIn Lexial Funtional Grammar (LFG) [Bresnan and Kaplan, 1982℄, surfae word order is en-oded by C(onstituent)-struture. C-struture enodes dominane and preedene relationsinside a onstituent. C-struture is not used to enode grammatial relations. Instead thegrammatial relations are enoded in the F(untional)-struture. This mehanism for enod-ing grammatial relations is dierent from the mehanisms used in theories suh as GPSG,HPSG, and CG. In LFG the grammatial relations are primitives (e.g. objet, subjet) ratherthan dened by position of arguments in a SUBCAT list. This way of enoding grammatialrelations with F-strutures in whih the order of the arguments is not important provides abetter solution for apturing srambling of arguments inside a lause boundary (loal sram-bling). This is more suitable for apturing the grammar of free word order languages. Theoriginal formulation of LFG had problems in apturing long distane srambling (movementof arguments aross lause boundaries) and used C-strutures to state generalisations aboutlong distane dependenies.[Kaplan and Zaenen, 1989℄ argues that long distane srambling obeys funtional ratherthan phrase-struture onstraints. They propose an F-struture approah for representinglong distane dependenies. They don't use mehanisms suh as slash or gapping and theirsolution is based on the formal devie of funtional unertainty for haraterising systematiunertainties in funtional assignments. We will elaborate on this with an example:A onstituent in a lause might be the objet (OBJ) of the lause in whih it is loatedor if it is topialised, it might be the objet of the immediate embedded omplement lause(COMP OBJ) or the objet of any embedded omplement lause (COMP ... OBJ). Wedon't know in advane whih of these possibilities might be admissible and this depends oninformation that may be available arbitrarily far away in the string. Instead of formulatingthis innite unertainty by an expliit disjuntive enumeration, LFG uses a formal spei-ation that haraterises the family of all possible equations as a regular expression overthe voabulary of grammatial funtion names. For the above example the equation will be(COMP* OBJ). Here * is the Kleene star. This mehanism aptures unertainty usingunderspeiation. The use of regular expressions for speifying the mehanism make it moregeneral. It an potentially represent two levels of onstraints on the unertainty equation: Conditions on the potential funtions at the end of the unertainty path (the \bottom"
105Mehanism for LDSV-TAG D-LinkCCG Funtion CompositionLFG Funtional UnertaintyGPSG/HPSG Slash Perolation+LiberationTable 5.4: Formalisms: Long Distane Srambling(LDS) and Probabilitiesobjet in the previous example). In (COMP* (GF - OBJ)) the bottom an be anygrammatial funtion(GF) exept objet (OBJ). Conditions on the potential funtions in the middle of the unertainty path (theCOMP*in the previous example). For more examples see King [1993℄.King [1993℄ is a reent work whih disusses the syntati representation of disoursefuntions of Russian in LFG. Russian is traditionally onsidered a free word order language.To sum up, in the previous setions we gave examples of formalisms suh as GPSG andHPSG (using ID/LP) and CG for representing the grammar of free word order languages.Table 5.4 summarises the mehanisms for dealing with Long Distane Srambling in someof the reent versions of the formalisms that we disussed.We argued that the CCG mehanism for LDS is not apable to represent all onstraintson srambling, while the V-TAG mehanism for LDS is too omplex. In the following we willonentrate on grammatial relations in these formalisms.5.2 Disussion: Enoding of Grammatial RelationsThe grammatial relations in theories suh as GPSG, HPSG and CG were speied by asso-iating grammatial relations with positions in the SUBCAT attribute assoiated with eahprediate. The list represented by the value of the SUBCAT attribute enodes the unsat-urated arguments of that ategory and the order of the list is important. In the literaturethis means of enoding is referred to as hierarhial enoding [Johnson, 1988℄. The stritorder of the arguments in the SUBCAT list reates problems for representing free word orderlanguages and we saw that JPSG and Multiset-CG for Japanese and Turkish have relaxedthe strit order of the arguments in the SUBCAT list.Another type of enoding that we saw was in LFG. Johnson [1988℄ alls the way of enoding
106in LFG, diret enoding and ontrasts the two means of hierarhial and diret enoding. Themain advantage of hierarhial enoding is the simpliity of the approah for representing thearguments of the prediate. The arguments are expliitly represented and the strit order ofSUBCAT list is used in the parsing and attahment of the arguments. By ontrast in diretenoding the arguments that a prediate an have should be speied with a extra mehanism.Either we need to use diariti features suh as transitive, intransitive or we should employonstraints that show the existene of an argument suh as subjet and objet.For free word order languages the diret enoding is more natural, while the hierarhialone needs to be extended to deal with free word order languages (JPSG and Multi-set CG).The hierarhial enoding faes another problem in representing verb nal languages. Sineall the information about subategorisation is represented in the prediate, it is not possibleto parse these languages with suh grammars in an inremental and natural way, for exam-ple in appliations like real-time parsing and translation of spoken language. No argumentattahment an be done by the parser before the verb of the sentene is enountered. Therehave been works suh as Koniezny and Hemforth [1994℄ for inremental parsing for HPSG,but it is argued in the literature that stritly head-driven models (suh as HPSG) make wrongpreditions for the on-line proessing of ertain verb-nal lauses5 [Bader and Lasser, 1994℄.The inremental HPSG solution of Koniezny and Hemforth [1994℄ doesn't onsider examplesof long distane srambling and it is very diÆult to develop a fully inremental extension toHPSG for head nal languages, as shown by Gungordu [1997℄6.In ontrast, in diret enoding methods suh as LFG, the use of grammatial relations forthis and the notion of underspeiation in funtional unertainty might be able to takle theproblem of argument attahment in a more natural way (espeially for arguments whih arelong distane srambled).What will be the impliations of these for Persian, a free onstituent order language withSOV as a major word order? As we explain in this thesis Persian allows at the same time theextraposition of embedded lauses and long distane srambling of onstituents from someembedded lauses.While the appliation of head driven approahes for Persian (as a verb nal language)5In Setion6.2.1 we larify the extent of psyholinguisti validity of our parser.6Gungordu proposes a more powerful uniation mehanism to be investigated for this purpose.
107is very unnatural, it is not obvious whether employing funtional unertainty for immediateattahment of arguments whih ome before the verb is omputationally advantageous.Kaplan and Maxwell [1988℄ give an algorithm for funtional unertainty. Based on theirresults they onlude that it is advantageous to postpone funtional unertainty longer (thanis absolutely neessary) to redue the number of parses and inrease the eÆieny of thesystem:In partiular, we found that if the unertainties are postponed until prediates(semanti form values for PRED attributes) are assigned to the F-struture theybelong to, the number of ases that must be explored is dramatially redued.Put it in another way, the introdution of funtional unertainty, at an early stage, addsto the number of parses whih are generated and later disarded. In order to redue this,one solution is to postpone the appliation of funtional unertainty to when the verb inthe sentene is found and the subategorisation information of the verb helps to redue thenumber of unertainties.Having the funtional unertainty framework in mind, the major question is whetherthese ndings are true for parsing dierent examples of loal and long distane srambling inPersian? Is their nding spei to their algorithm and language or linguisti theory?An alternative approah is to have disjuntions instead of funtional unertainty equationsand add possibility measures to these disjunts. [Uszkoreit, 1991℄ is one of the works whihdisusses strategies for adding a ontrol layer on top of delarative grammars for ordering thesequene of onjunts and disjunts. This extra ontrol information adds performane modelsto the ompetene models without sariing their delarative nature. It suggests that in dis-juntions, the disjunts that have the highest probability of suess should be proessed rst,whereas in onjuntions the reverse is true. For ordering the possible alternatives dierentstati and dynami measures an be taken into aount.An intermediate solution is to have a mixture of funtional unertainty equations andset of disjuntions whih are augmented with possibility/probability measures. These anbe ordered aording to some ontextual priniples whih are language spei. Although inour parser we have not onsidered the standard notion of probabilities, but we have used anotion of graded grammatiality that needs the introdution of these measures. In real world
108appliations, one annot also ignore probabilities and a parsing system or formalism need tobe powerful enough to be extended for this purpose.In the next hapter we will have a loser look at an implemented system for representingexamples of srambling of Persian, and we will further elaborate on these issues. The parsingsystem is designed to analyse spei examples of loal and long distane srambling inPersian, nevertheless the system oers some parsing and linguisti generalisations whih wouldbe useful for proessing other examples of srambling in exible word order languages.
Chapter 6
Parallelism and Parsing: ACompetitive Parser
6.1 IntrodutionIn the previous hapter we reviewed some formalisms and systems whih have been designedfor representing the grammar of free word order languages. Eah formalism tried to apturesome examples of loal srambling or long distane srambling. Some of the formalismsonsidered the role of disourse in srambling and the fat that under a spei intonation,one word order may be more aeptable. Another issue whih has not been thoroughlyinvestigated is the notion of aeptability itself and implementing this imperfet notion forsrambling ases. Reently, notions suh as probability, optimality, possibility, plausibility,aeptability and graded grammatiality have been inorporated into the linguisti theories.Despite the fat that srambling and word order introdue a degree of aeptability and gradedgrammatiality, the neessary aeptability or plausibility notions have not been added to thesrambling rules.In our study, we extend the word order rules by introduing a stohasti version of them.In this work, we use aeptability and plausibility interhangeably to refer to all these notions.We have only onsidered a limited subset of these and future work is needed to inorporateall these notions.We have developed a framework with the aim that in the future we an add dierentaspets of graded grammatiality, ranging from ne-grained graded uniation [Kim, 1994℄ to109
110more reent notions in syntax, suh as Optimality Theory [Smolensky and Stevenson, 1997℄.Modeling graded grammatiality has been negleted in muh of the past work, despitethe fat that Chomsky has attempted at various times (e.g. Chomsky [1964℄) to inorporateit into a model of linguisti ompetene. However, graded grammatiality is now a hallengefor any formalism and theory that wants to aount for the representation and proessing ofnatural languages. Is graded grammatiality part of ompetene, performane or both?Graded grammatiality and its interation with word order onstraints have been studiedfrom another perspetive in performane models for languages Hawkins [1990℄, Kirby [1999℄.But the main problem is that not muh signiant theoretial work has been done to in-orporate graded grammatiality in a unied model of ompetene and syntax. The lak ofmethods for gathering data and formal models of graded grammatiality has also ompliatedthe problem.Keller and Alexopoulou [1999℄ shows that grammatial judgments are repliated by dier-ent speakers of a language. Their work deals with grammatiality judgments, their eliitationand their use as evidene in linguisti theory. It is now possible to obtain and eliit thesejudgments by psyholinguisti tests. Computational methods are needed to take these gram-matiality judgments into aount.One of the pioneering works on graded grammatiality and word order is [Uszkoreit, 1985℄.He proposes a framework for representing the exible word order of German by introduingomplex LP onstraints that take into aount dierent levels of grammatiality of examplesin German with srambling. How graded grammatiality is implemented by omplex LPonstraints is not further disussed in the work. To ll this gap in researh in proessinggraded grammatiality and its eet on word order, we have implemented a parser that wewill elaborate on in this hapter.In our implementation, we are looking for a more eonomial representation and an al-ternative to omplex LP onstraints whih is suitable for proessing Persian and an takeinto aount grammatial gradedness [Rezaei, 2000℄. The study ontributes to a better un-derstanding of the problem of parsing and representing free word order languages.What makes the study more interesting is that there are dierent levels of gradednessand ambiguity in the grammar of Persian that interat together. As we explained in Chapter2 the subjet and objet in a sentene an be missing (i.e. pro-drop property) and subjet
111and objet marking is ambiguous in some ases. The notion of speiity whih is a gradednotion in Persian plays an important role in the disambiguation between subjet and objet inPersian1. The gradedness of speiity has also been investigated in [Kluender, 1992℄, [Keller,1996℄.So modeling graded grammatiality beomes essential and this interats with the wordorder rules. As we will disuss in this hapter, the interation between graded grammatialityand srambling in Persian an beome more omplex, espeially when one tries to deal withthe interation between ontrol and srambling.In our work we do not onsider the ambiguity arising from using Persian sript (e.g.lak of ezafe2), but some of the results of the work on modeling graded grammatiality analso be used to restrit that kind of ambiguity too. In our work, we also do not disussthe experimental methods for deriving linguisti aeptability using experimental methodsin psyholinguistis (e.g. Keller and Alexopoulou [1999℄). Our fous will be on designing aomputational arhiteture that inorporates these aeptability measures and future exper-imental work is needed to derive these values.In a omputational framework, one an model graded grammatiality as a form of ompe-tition among a set of alternatives with dierent degrees of grammatiality. In a ompetitionframework, the result depends on the entities that are taking part and violation of the prin-iples of the grammar redues the graded amount of grammatiality (i.e. aeptability) foreah. Competition in a grammar an arise for aquiring the highest degree of grammatialityamong a set of plausible interpretations, but ompetition an also arise for limited linguis-ti resoures. What are these resoures and are there spei priniples in languages thatput further restritions for aquiring these resoures? We will answer these questions in thespei domain of modeling Persian and the srambling in its word order.For the grammar of Persian, we apply reent ompetition-based approahes in suh a waythat the possible grammatial funtions whih ould be assigned to a onstituent ompete witheah other, while the srambling onstraints and their plausibility restrit the possibilities.But what additional mahinery is required to represent suh onstraints without sariingthe eÆieny of the proessing system? What kinds of frequeny data relevant to srambling1We disussed speiity and gradedness in Page 10 and Chapter 2.2See Chapter 2.
112do human beings keep trak of?The relevane of ompetition and srambling is not restrited to loal srambling and forlong distane srambling ases the possible word orders an also ompete with eah other.This is espeially true for languages suh as Persian and Japanese in whih pro-drop anour extensively and where subjets and other onstituents in a sentene an be empty. Foreah onstituent, the parser should take into aount that the onstituent an be attahedloally or non-loally and this adds more ineÆieny in terms of spae and time for a parsingsystem. Having a ompetition framework in mind to some extent solves this problem, but aslong as one doesn't have a set of riteria for restriting the possible alternatives in eah stepof proessing, the mehanism is doomed to failure.In this hapter we will look at these issues and by introduing ompetition and parallelismat the same time, we avoid some of the problems of baktraking and the ineÆieny thatit auses. We will further investigate linguisti limitations whih one an impose on theproessing arhiteture to restrit some of the possible alternatives. For this purpose we turnto reent proposals for adding resoure limitation strategies to the proessing [Johnson, 1996℄.Over the last few years a dierent oneptualisation onerning `resoure sensitivity' hasemerged in several disiplines onneted to the study of language. This idea has been exploredwithin ategorial grammar in [Carpenter, 1996℄ and [Morill, 1994℄. More reently Johnson[1997a℄ and Johnson [1997b℄ introdue a resoure-based oneptualisation of LFG. In [John-son, 1996℄ the approah is illustrated with a view of haraterising onstrutions in terms of`plugging'. A set of objets are onstruted and some of these objets need to ombine withother objets to beome saturated, and rules determine what an be `plugged into' what.Phenomena suh as argument attahment in natural languages are inherently resourebased and most linguisti theories use some mehanism of resoure sensitivity for argumentattahment. We will onsider ompetition for these grammatial resoures.The parsing model that has been implemented in this thesis is a parallel and onurrentextension of the parsing models that we studied in Setion 4.2 and Setion 4.3 of Chapter 4.It is another two-stage model, but the implemented parser is a parallel pipeline of two stages.We will rst investigate the appliation of tehniques in parallel proessing and parsingfor this purpose. Then we will explain the rules, the dierent types of onstraints for loaland long distane srambling and the details of the system. Finally we will disuss some
113of the major design issues for implementing the ompetition strategies and will ontrast ourapproah with more reent work in this area.We will delay the more formal motivations and the dynami infrastruture of the systemto future work (in the next hapter) after the general approah is illustrated in this hapter.6.2 Parallelism, Parsing and Linguisti Representation6.2.1 Parallelism: An IntrodutionThere has been a growing interest in using parallel proessing tehniques for implementationof programs to simulate the intelligent ativities of human beings.The reent suess of powerful hess mahines like Deep Blue in defeating Kasparov, theworld hess hampion, doesn't lie in the fat that these programs simulate the behavior of anintelligent hess player. Their suess lies in using massively parallel programs to defeat thehighly eÆient pruning and prioritizing mehanism of human brains.In proessing natural languages, humans are inredibly powerful in bringing all kinds ofinformation | phoneti, semanti, pragmati, syntati onstraints as well as knowledge ofthe world and the situation | to prune the huge searh spae of possibilities and disambiguatea sentene or utterane. The more onstraints are added to the piture the better a humanparser disambiguates an utterane.Using parallelism and ompetitive methods an be seen as an artiial ounterpart tothis eÆient natural mehanism for proessing languages. Here, our goal is not to presentjustiations from psyholinguisti researh for using parallelism, rather to use parallelism tohelp us in proessing languages by mahines whih lak that eÆient and natural mehanism.Nevertheless some of the tehniques that we use in a parallel ompetitive framework mightbe useful in onstruting psyholinguisti models.But at what level of representation should parallelism be used and at what level of detailshould we introdue parallelism in order to avoid unneessary omplexities? In other wordshow an we employ parallelism to be a help and not a burden in language proessing?
















Figure 6.3: Pipeline Modelto omplete. Max(P) is a funtion that returns the time for the proess that is the slowest (i.e.the proess that requires more time to omplete its work, ompared to the other proesses inthe pipeline). Hene reating smaller units an potentially inrease the speed, if at the sametime ommuniation time/ost an be dereased.These pipeline models an be extended to have feedbak from a stage bakward to theinput of an earlier stage in the pipeline. A good example for pipeline parallelism is asadedATN models proposed by Woods [1980℄, Christaller and Metzing [1983℄.So far we have onentrated on parallelism at maro-level. But one an also introdueparallelism at a ner granularity (i.e. miro-level) and introdue parallelism at dierent levelsof grammatial representation, suh as inside syntax and semantis.[Huang and Guthrie, 1985℄ is an example of a model whih mixes the two kinds of paral-lelism at the knowledge maro-level and the grammatial miro-level. In their model (Figure














Figure 6.5: Parallel GB
118Examples of this level of parallelism have been implemented in [Kuhn, 1990℄ and [Croker,1992℄. The introdution of parallelism does not neessarily introdue higher speeds and insome ases the unwanted omplexity of dealing with parallelism restrits the use of parallelismat miro-levels.Parallelism has also been introdued for grammatial rules. The set of grammatial rulesan be viewed as a network of agents or objets working onurrently. Eah ourrene ofa terminal or non-terminal symbol in the grammar rules orresponds with an agent withmodest proessing power and internal memory. The agents ommuniate with one anotherby passing subtrees of possible parse trees [Yonezawa and Ohasawa, 1988℄. Chart parsers anbe onsidered as serial implementation of suh approahes. Parallel implementations of hartparsers suh as [Trehan and Wilk, 1988℄ [Thompson, 1991℄ illustrate this approah.Finally, a ne-grained notion of parallelism is introdued in onnetionist or neural net-work (sub-symboli) approahes. Language proessing in this approah is oded into spreadingof ativation and onverging of ativation towards a pattern that represents the meaning ofthe sentene; ([Sharkey and Reily, 1992℄, [Jain and Waibel, 1991℄ and [Stevenson, 1994℄).In the following setion we will have a loser look at this issue and some examples of agent(proess) based approahes.6.2.3 Parallelism: What Granularity?In our model we have mainly onentrated on approahes whih do not require omplexoordination tehniques suh as Blakboards. Here, our goal is not to present justiationsfrom psyholinguisti researh for using parallelism, and instead we fous on approahes whihimprove the eÆieny of the parsing system. In the following we will look loser at dierentlevels of parallelism inside syntax. In some approahes words are onsidered as proesses,while in others ner-grained objets suh as features or more oarse-grained objets suh asphrases are onsidered as the appropriate level of parallelism.[Trehan and Wilk, 1988℄ is one of the approahes whih attempts to introdue parallelismin parsing. Trehan et al have implemented a hart parser in a parallel environment. Forthis purpose they treat inomplete phrases as ative proesses whih are looking for inativeproesses (i.e. ompleted phrases on the left-hand side of the rules or words). For example in6.1:
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(6.1) VP2 ! VP1. NPVP2 ! VP1 NP.The rst shows a VP1 proess whih is an inomplete edge and is looking for an NPto beome ompleted. After attahment of an NP to VP1, a VP2 will be generated as aompleted proess. This is illustrated by the seond rule. Trehan et al use Context FreeGrammar (CFG) rules for expressing the relationship between proesses. In their approahthe phrases are treated as proesses, but the hannels of ommuniations between proessesare not part of the linguisti theory and the existene of hannels in the implementation is animplementational issue and is spei to the parser arhiteture. The parallel implementingof a hart parser in this way does not improve the speed of the system very muh, and sinethe system is implemented in Parlog, it is hard to extend the rules with feature strutures.Trehan et al uses a notion of parallelism based on the ator model of omputation [Aghaand Hewitt, 1987℄. This model ombines objet-oriented methodology with onurreny anddistribution. The model assumes that a olletion of independent objets (ators) ommu-niate via asynhronous message passing. In this model a proess an be thought of as anobjet with a state that an be hanged by the proess. For hanging the state of an objeta message an be sent to that objet and an objet may send messages to other objets.Objets an reate instanes of themselves or dierent objets.ParseTalk [Broker et al., 1994℄ is a reent parser designed for analysing texts and based onthe ator model. In ParseTalk eah word evokes a proess, and hene a sentene evokes a setof ommuniating proesses. Eah proess is onneted with its neighbors through hannelsand may ommuniate with them. The system parses a sentene by establishing a dependenytree inrementally and attahment of the words to the tree is ahieved by message passing.ParseTalk uses a dependeny oriented framework as its grammar, whih is fully lexialised.But the distintion between proedural and delarative knowledge is not very lear and thesystem falls short in dealing with word order onstraints properly. While ParseTalk laimsthat it does not use any rules, but it argues that it uses ID/LP format for dealing withword order whih is very onfusing. In an ID/LP notation, one separates the dominane and
120preedene relations. Unlike CFG rules, in ID (Immediate Dominane) rules, the elements inthe right hand sides of the rule don't speify preedene relations and the order is speied byseparate LP (Linear Preedene) priniples [Gazdar et al., 1985℄. ParseTalk does not disusshow it an handle examples of long distane srambling and its onstraints.[Fujinami, 1996℄ is another reent proess based approah to language analysis. Fujinamiproposes another ator based model. He represents objets of situation semantis in -alulus. By using hannels of -alulus, he models dierent levels of grammar, from featurestrutures to phrase struture. He does not ommit himself to any spei syntati theory,but he uses onstituents suh as NP whih are reated as proesses in his model. One of themajor aspets of his work is that he tries to represent feature strutures as proess struturesand eah feature value in a feature struture is represented as a proess in parallel withother feature value proesses in the feature struture. In a hannel notation, he manages totakle the problem of shared strutures inside a feature struture, but his formalism is notgeneral enough and does not allow uniation of DAGs. It is not possible to unify two DAGsif the result of uniation adds new feature value pairs to the result. A general ritiismto representing feature value pairs as parallel proesses is that for uniation of two featurestrutures (DAGs) in parallel, we need a level of synhronisation and restrition of parallelism(e.g. by loks, monitor [Hoare, 1973℄) to ensure that the uniation of two proess-featurestrutures yields the same result as the uniation of two normal feature strutures. Thisadded omplexity makes the introdution of parallelism at the level of feature values veryunlikely.To sum up, we have looked at three dierent approahes for introduing parallelism in agrammatial framework. In Trehan et al, the level of granularity was phrase level (for ativeproesses) and the system used proesses that ommuniated through two general hannels.The hannels didn't orrespond to the grammatial entities. In ontrast in ParseTalk thegranularity was at word level and the word proesses ommuniated with their neighbors.Again the ommuniation hannels didn't orrespond to any notion in grammatial theory.Finally Fujinami introdued a ner level of granularity and features were onsidered as pro-esses and ould ommuniate with eah other. In addition, Fujinami regards (grammatial)relations as proesses.




Input Figure 6.6: Parser ModulesBased on the grammar of Persian and previous experiene in parsing Persian by PATR-II [Rezaei, 1993℄ and [Rezaei and Croker, 1995℄ we have implemented a two level parsingsystem, illustrated in (6.2).(6.2) Main Body:PAR (run in parallel)a. Parse-hunk(Pipe) to read a word and output a hunk on the pipe.b. Parse-lause(Pipe) to read a hunk from the pipe and output dependenies.Desription:Pipe is the Linda ommuniation pipeline linking the two modules.The rst level of the parser, whih is a variant to the PATR-II system, groups the words ofthe sentene into hunks: NP, PP, V and Comp using ontext free phrase struture rules. Assoon as a hunk is found (in a) it is passed to the seond level of parser (in b). The two stagesare run in parallel. Abney [1996℄ uses a similar notion of pipeline parsing. He refers to therst stage as hunk level and to the seond stage as the level of simplex lauses. Abney usesa nite-state asade and his system uses nite state models for grammatial representation
122at both stages. Instead of nite-state models we have used an extension to CFG rules in therst stage and regular grammars for the seond stage. CFGs are more exible and powerfulin representing onstituents with levels of reursion. We have also introdued a look aheadfor these rules at the rst stage.For representing srambling we have extended the regular grammar rules for lauses witha speial path set that keeps reord of possible interpretations for the arguments of the lause.This is in ontrast to our previous approah [Rezaei, 1993℄ where we used bottom up parsingwith extended ID/LP notation. This path set is used to represent ompetition for grammatialfuntions and baktraking is avoided. It is updated inrementally.For example if the rst onstituent an be attahed to the lause as SUBJet and OBJet,and if the next onstituent an be attahed as both SUBJet and OBJet, then the path setwill inlude all possible ombinations of: [SUBJ.SUBJ, OBJ.SUBJ, SUBJ.OBJ, OBJ.OBJ℄.Some of these possibilities are restrited by the use of word order onstraints. In this exampleSUBJ.OBJ is referred as a path. Eah path in the path set has an ativation or possibilityvalue attahed to it whih shows the plausibility of that partiular path relative to the others.The value orresponding to eah path in the path set is alulated based on word orderonstraints and the numeri values onsidered for eah word order onstraint.In other words in our framework, the word order onstraints are dened loally to alause and not for rules, and they speify the preedene relations between two grammatialfuntions. The preedene relations are probabilisti and eah possible word order has aprobability measure attahed to it.The word order onstraints are of two types: hard and soft. The hard onstraints annotbe violated, while the soft ones an be violated. The violation of a hard onstraint makesthe orresponding path inative, while the violation of a soft onstraint redues the level ofativity of that spei path. For simpliity we assume that the ativity level is the same asa probability number.In the following we will explain the details of the system and we will elaborate on hardand soft onstraints that put restritions on these alternatives (paths).
1236.3.1 First StageFor parsing the phrase struture rules of the grammar we have used a Prolog implementationof the standard version of PATR-II3. The extension is illustrated in (6.3) whih is a reursiveall to parse-hunk. Parse-hunk onsists of a set of alternatives.(6.3) Main Body:parse-hunk(pipe)If 3 top elements of the stak math the RHS of a rule:i. Replae them with a new edge (i.e. LHS) in the stak.ii. Parse-hunk the remaining sentene with the new stak.Else If 2 top elements of the stak math with the RHS of a rule:i. Replae them with a new edge (i.e. LHS) in the stak.ii. Parse-hunk the remaining sentene with the new stak.Else If the top element of the stak mathes with the RHS of a rule:i. Replae it with a new edge (i.e. LHS) in the stak.ii. Parse-hunk the remaining sentene with the new stak.Otherwise If a omplete hunk an be formed from top of stak:i. Remove the top of stak and output the new hunk to the Pipe.ii. Parse-hunk the remaining sentene with the new stak.If a new word an be shifted to the stak then shift and ontinue parsing.Else (end of sentene deteted) terminate.Desription:The parser either mathes the top of the stak with the Right Hand Side (RHS) of arule or it reads a new word or it terminates. The stak is initialised with the inputwords. We have extended the PATR algorithm with a part to output a hunk, whenthe hunk is formed.We will rst review a simple example of parsing with numbers and further details.The input sentene is ali seab xord.3See [Gazdar and Mellish, 1989℄ for further disussion on PATR.
124(6.4) aliAli seabapple xord.ate`Ali ate an apple.'1. Ditionary look up:Input: [ali, seab, xord℄.Output:Noun(ali,3,80), Noun(seab,3,20), Verb(xord,3,< Obj; Subj >).2. phrase hunking: (bottom-up)Input: Noun(ali,3,80), Noun(seab,3,20), Verb(xord,3,< Obj; Subj >).Output:NP(dp(ali),3, . obj:20 /, . subj:80 /)NP(dp(seab),3, . obj:80 /, . subj:20 /)verb(verb(xord),3, < Obj; Subj >, 100)Noun(ali,3,80) gives this information about Ali that is 3rd person singular (3) and hasa speiity of 80. . gram-fun:ativation / suh as . obj:20 / shows a pair of grammatialfuntion and ativation value. Eah onstituent (hunk) may have one or more numberof these pairs. The number indiates the plausibility of that grammatial funtion for theonstituent. The verb entry also shows that the verb has an objet and subjet and is thirdperson singular (3). We have used an ativation value of 100 to raise the ativation of lausesthat have verb, ompared to those whih lak one and are not ompleted. Note that we haveassumed no ambiguity for the verb and hene the ativation value here reets the notion ofpossibility of this interpretation.The dierene between an NP and DP is that NP is a fullled noun phrase (marked witha preposition or postposition or a null-marker4). At this stage we speify for eah marked NPthe possible grammatial funtions that it an aept. The numbers after the grammatial4In other words a phrase boundary is deteted.
125funtions orrespond to the possibility of that alternative. These numbers are derived from thespeiity value of a noun and the presene or absene of ra after the onstituent. For examplein the above Ali is a proper noun and, as disussed in Setion 2.2, it is spei. Sine it is notmarked by the ra speiity objet marker, its objet value is low (20%) and its subjet valueis high (80%). For NPs whih are not marked with ra we have onsidered subjethood equalto the speiity value and objethood = 100 { speiity-value. We have used a numerivalue for speiity beause speiity of a phrase varies over a non-disrete range. In theabsene of a orpus for deriving the probabilities of words and their o-ourrene we haveused this notion to initialise the ativation value, beause we mainly use it for subjet-objetdisambiguation whih relies on speiity.In ontrast seab `apple' is not a proper noun; and as it is not marked by ra, it an beeither subjet or objet. For objets like seab the subjethood value of 20% and objethood of80% have been onsidered. This is beause the orresponding speiity value for seab is 20.Note that one an onsider dierent numbers, but the hoie of numbers and their relationwith speiity and objet marking by ra should be taken into aount. We disussed this inSetion 2.4.3.In languages with a more xed word order, suh as English, syntati parameters are morerelevant, while for Persian and other free word order languages, the ombination of semanti,syntati, pragmati parameters should be onsidered from the beginning. We disussed thisissue earlier in Chapter 5.The Phrase Struture ComponentThe onstituents with internal rigid word order have been implemented by the use of phrasestruture rules of PATR-II (i.e. ! rules). This inludes noun phrases, prepositional phrases(and verbs).DP in our grammar is a noun phrase that is not `marked' yet. Its struture is shown next:In the above f...g shows zero or more number, and (...) shows optionality. There are threepossibilities for marking a DP : Marking a DP by a preposition to get a prepositional phrase:PP ! Prep DP
126DP/ \(Spe) N1/ | \N {AP} (DP)Figure 6.7: Struture of DP Marking a DP by a null marker5 to get a omplete noun phrase:NP ! DP Marking a DP by speiity marker ra to get a omplete noun phrase:NP ! DP raBy marking DPs we also assign possible grammatial funtions (suh as Obj, Subj) thatNPs an aept. We have onsidered numerial values for speiity of NPs in Persian. Aswe explained, the ombination of speiity and ra speies the possibility that an NP beobjet or subjet. Speiity was explained in Chapter 2. A summary of the phrase struturerules of the grammar is shown next. We disussed the struture of onstituents in Persian inSetion 2.3. For further details see Samiian [1983℄.5The absene of ra or ezafe is onsidered as a null marker. This is implemented by the speial look-aheadmehanism in our deterministi model for hunking.
127(ps-1) ADJP ! ezafe ADJ [ ℄(ps-2) ADJP ! ezafe ADJ ADJP [ ℄(ps-3) DP ! pronoun [ ℄(ps-4) DP ! N1 [~ezafe℄(ps-5) DP ! SPEC N1 [~ezafe℄(ps-6) N1 ! N [ ℄(ps-7) N1 ! N1 ezafe DP [ ℄(ps-8) N1 ! N ADJP [ ℄(ps-9) PP ! PREP DP [~ezafe℄(ps-10) SPEC ! Det [ ℄(ps-11) NP ! DP [~ra,~ezafe℄(ps-10) NP ! DP ra [ ℄(ps-11) V ! V [ ℄Our goal in designing the phrase struture (PS) omponent of the parser was to parsethe input string into hunks and pass these hunks to the next level of parsing. By using theparallelism onept of Linda [Carriero and Gelernter, 1989℄, the interfae between the twostages is implemented.Linda is based on tuple spae model of parallel programming. Proesses an ommuniatewith eah other by sending or reeiving messages as tuples through a shared tuple-spae. Inthis model a few tuple-spae operations are added to a base language (e.g. Prolog) to yield aparallel programming dialet. Due to sharing a single tuple spae, the approah is not veryeÆient for ases where dierent proesses want to ommuniate with eah other. But inthe ase of a pipeline oordination (one produer-onsumer pair), it is one of the simplestapproahes. In our model the hunks are transmitted as Linda tuples between the two stages.To restrit the reation of unwanted hunks, we have also added a look ahead item to theCFG rules. This makes the domain of the grammar that we have onsidered deterministi.For example in the PP rule we look ahead for one item, if the item is ezafe the PP will notbe generated until the next item is not ezafe. This is shown next:PP ! Prep DP [~ezafe℄The look-ahead list an ontain zero, one or two items. Unlike onventional use of look-
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Figure 6.8: Seond StageDepending on the inoming hunk, there are four dierent ases. The nite state modelof this module is shown in Figure 6.8. The detail is further illustrated delaratively in Table6.1 and the algorithm is shown in (6.5).In the rst three ases (in Table 6.1) the hunk will be added to the present lause andthe parser ontinues with reading the next hunk and adding it to the present lause. In
129PS rules(ps-12) Clause ! PP Clause(ps-13) Clause ! NP Clause(ps-14) Clause ! V Clause(ps-15) Clause(Export) ! Comp Clause(Import=Export)(ps-16) Clause ([℄=Export)! `.'Table 6.1: The Proedural Rules in the Seond Stagethe fourth ase, the parser spawns a new lause and initialises the variables of the lausewith hunks that an be exported into it. In this way the parser represents long distanesrambling and ontrol. When the parser reahes the end of the sentene, the work of theparser is ompleted. This will be illustrated in Setion 6.4.1. The proedure implemented isas in 6.6.(6.5) Main Body:parse-lause(Pipe)a. Initialise a new Clauseb. Input a Chunk from the pipe.. Do while Chunk not end of sentene.i. If Chunk is a omplementiser: attah-new-lause(Clause).ii. Else If Chunk is a phrase: attah(Chunk,Clause).iii. Input a new Chunk from the pipe.d. Call Commit(Clause,Export)6.Desription:Depending on the input hunk we will have three ases: (1) an embedded lause isformed. (2) a phrase is attahed. (3) end of sentene auses the termination of theprogram.Note that this does not neessary mean that proessing of a main lause is never resumedone attention shifts to a subordinate lause. Beause when the work of an embedded lause6Commit is alled to generate dependenies and is desribed in (6.11). At the end of sentene Export mustbe empty.
130is nished, the ontrol will be passed to the level that has spawned it, until it reahes the mainlause. Beause of this, it is possible to extend the parser to deal with embedded relativelauses. It is also possible to do some heking inside a lause, one we exit from an embeddedlause inside it.(6.6) Main Body: Attah (version 1)attah(Chunk,Clause)a. If Chunk is NP:i. Add grammatial funtions of the Chunk to the Path-set of Clause.ii. Use Apply-lter to impose word order onstraints on the new Path-set.iii. Update Export-set (and Import-set) for long distane srambling.b. If Chunk is PP:i. Add the grammatial funtion of the Chunk to the Clause.ii. Blok ungrammatial parses that violate the word order Priniples.iii. Update Export-set (and Import-set) for long distane srambling.. If Chunk is Verb:i. Add the subategorisation frame of the Chunk as subat-resoures ofthe Clause.Desription:The program adds new hunks and makes sure (by Apply-lter) that the ungram-matial paths are removed from the Path-set. It works in two stages of GENeratingall possible paths from ombining eah possible grammatial funtion of the hunkwith the Path-set, and then shrinking the Path-set to a smaller one whih respetsthe word-order onstraints and performane priniples (suh as RLP and RBP7).If the hunk is a verb, then the subategorisation frame of the verb is added tothe lause as the expeted resoures of the lause. The Export-set and Import-setare used for long distane srambling (LDS) and will be explained later in the LDSsetion.For representing loal srambling, we have used the notion of the path set. This notion7We will elaborate on these priniples later in Setion 6.4.1.
131allows one to have ompeting alternatives of plausible word orders and rank them aordingto some onstraints.Implemented Constraint ExplanationYes preede(obj,subj, 0.90) Subjets normally preede objetsYes preede(v,obj, 0.20) Objets in most ases preede verbsYes preede(v,subj, 0.20) Subjets in most ases preede verbsNo preede(obj,topi, 0) Topis always preede objetsNo preede(obj2,obj, 0) Objet always preede objet2No preede(obj2,subj, 0) Subjets always preede objet2Table 6.2: Preedene Constraints in the Seond StageThe word order onstraints that we have onsidered are listed in Table 6.2. The wordorder onstraints are designed to redue the ativity of those alternatives whih deviate fromthe anonial word order. A zero in the preedene onstraint imposes a hard onstraintto lter out illegal word orders8. A non-zero value imposes a soft onstraint to redue theativation value for non-anonial word orders.We will rst disuss examples of loal srambling and then we will deal with long distanesrambling and ontrol in embedded lauses.6.4 Parsing Loal SramblingThe onstituent rules in this stage are simple CFG rules. A lause an be generated as a resultof ombination of a lause and a onstituent, or it an introdue a new embedded lause, orby reahing the end of sentene, a lause an be terminated.These automata do not speify the preedene relations between the onstituents anda separate Linear Preedene omponent imposes the preedene onstraints. This is doneinrementally and as a onstituent is added to a lause, all the possible word order onstraintsare applied between it and the onstituents whih are already part of the lause. Note thatwe haven't onsidered any immediate dominane (ID) omponent and the binary preedenerelations are not imposed on sisters of an ID rule.8We introdued the notion of ltering in the algorithm (6.6).
1326.4.1 Examples of Parsing in the seond stageThe system parses a sentene by initialising a lause and attahes the inoming hunks tothis lause.For (6.4), repeated in (6.7), the rst hunk is Ali. As a result of inremental attahmentat this stage we will have:(6.7) aliAli seabapple xord.ate`Ali ate an apple.'np([0,1℄,. obj:20 /,. subj:80 /)Rule: Clause ! NP ClauseCandidates: . [0,1℄:obj / 44.72. [0,1℄:subj / 89.44We have kept the indexes for eah onstituent. For example [0,1℄ shows that this on-stituent starts at point 0 and ends at point 1 in the input string. We use these indexes ingenerating the output dependenies for the parser. The parser generates these after it reahesthe end of the lause (not sentene) whih it is parsing.The andidates also show the ompeting paths in the path set for eah lause. At thebeginning when the lause is initiated this path set is empty and after parsing the rstonstituent, the andidates (or path set) will be initiated. It is at this stage that the ativationvalues for eah path will be alulated. We have assumed 100 as the initial number for anempty lause and when it is ombined separately with 20 and 80, the results will be 44.72and 89.44.p20 100 = 44.27 and p80  100 = 89.44100 is the maximum value of ativation and the ativation value an range from 0 to 100.We will give the justiation for using square root funtion later in Setion 6.4.2.The seond hunk is seab and as a result of multipliation, we will have four grammatial-funtion pairs as potential andidates in the path set: subj.obj, obj.subj, obj.obj, subj.subj.
133np([1,2℄,. obj:80 /,. subj:20 /)Rule: Clause ! NP ClauseCandidates: . [0,1℄:obj /. [1,2℄:subj / 28.37. [0,1℄:subj /. [1,2℄:obj / 84.58At this stage only two of the four possible alternatives an pass the lters. Sine no sen-tene an have two objets or two subjets, the ativation values of those sequenes whihhave two subjets or two objets are redued to zero and only two will survive. Note thatp89:44  80 = 84.58 beause of ombining a subjet with ativation value of 89.4 with anobjet with ativation value of 80. The other alternative is the result of ombination of anobjet of ativation value of 44.72 with a subjet of ativation value of 20. Note that beauseof violating the default word order of subjet preedes objet the result should also be reduedby the violation fator 0.90 (see Table 6.2 for preedene rules and values). Hene we will getp(42:7  :90)  20 = 28:37:verb-omp([2,3℄,< Obj; Subj >,100)Rule: Clause ! V-omp ClauseCandidates: . [0,1℄:obj /. [1,2℄:subj / 28.37. [0,1℄:subj /. [1,2℄:obj / 84.58When the verb is added with the ativation of 100, those subjets whih don't agree withverb will be deleted. Sine both of the subjets agree with the verb, both alternatives willsurvive9. Finally for the attahment of the arguments to the verb, the path with the highestativation (aeptability) will be hosen and the arguments are bound to the verb. Sine noword-order onstraint has been violated the ativation value will be 91.97 = p84:58  100.Note that with the same onstituents and a dierent order, the onstraints will interat toyield a dierent measure of aeptability. For (6.8) the aeptability measure is 89.58. Thisis beause the example with anonial word order is onsidered more orret.9To avoid onfusion, we have not shown the agreement features in the examples.
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135(6.10) shows the dierent strutures for the sentene before the generation of the de-pendenies. INT-COM (INTernal COMmuniation) is onsidered for the loal dependenies,while EXT-COM (EXTernal COMmuniation) is onsidered for long distane dependenies.In (6.10), the path set whih aptures the non-PP ompetitions orresponds to INT-COM/RESOURCES/UNMARKED and INT-COM/RESOURCES/MARKED struture (i.e.the mark set) holds the PPs. The subategorisation expetations of the verb are also addedto a separate struture in our model (i.e. SUBCAT-EXPECT) and when the end of thelause is reahed the resoures and the expetations are mathed with eah other and thedependeny links are generated. In our model we hoose the path with the highest ativation(i.e. Best-path in (6.11)) and disard the other ones.The EXT-COM has two substrutures, the IMPORT and EXPORT for passing LDSonstituents. The subjet one is used for apturing ontrol.Note also the dierene in the order of items for subat resoures and the normal resoures(assoiated with NPs and PPs). In subat we have subj:[4,5℄ where [4,5℄ orresponds to theloation of the verb in the sentene, while in the unmarked resoures we have [0,1℄:subj (notethe dierene in the order of grammatial relation and the brakets in the two.). When theparser reahes the end of a lause, the highest ative path in unmarked will be seleted andthe mathing subj resoure and subat subj resoure10 are joined.As a result of joining these two a dependeny link with value [0,1℄:subj:[4,5℄ will be gen-erated. This depits a transation or ommuniation aross a subjet ommuniation link; inthis transation [0,1℄ is the produer and [4,5℄ the reeiver. Similarly two other transationsfor obj and pp(ba) links will be generated by this distributed approah to ommuniationresoures. The algorithm for generating dependenies is shown in (6.11).In this algorithm, the resoures assoiated with NPs (i.e. in path-set) will be rst mathedwith the subat resoures, then the resoures assoiated with the PPs whih are stored inmark-set and nally the resoures kept in import-set are mathed with subat resoures. Thispriority in laiming subat resoures also ensures that ontrol has priority over long distanesrambling.10In our model we onsider grammatial relations as pairs of links that attah NPs and Verbs. As we explainand illustrate in the next hapter, these links an be onsidered as ommuniation resoures between twolinguisti proesses.
136(6.11) Generate Dependenies: (version 1)Commit(Clause, Export)a. Get subat-resoures of the lause.b. Find the Best-path in the Path-set of the Clause.. Do while Best-path list not emptyIf head of Best-path mathes a subat-resourei. Generate the dependenyii. Delete the resoure from subat-resoureiii. If the resoure is marked as +ontrol11 then opy it as subjet inexport.Else add the head to the export.Remove head of Best-path.d. Get mark-set of the lause (ontaining the PPs in the lause).e. Do while mark-set list not emptyIf head of mark-set mathes a subat-resourei. Generate the dependeny.ii. Delete the resoure from subat-resoure.iii. If the resoure is ontrol then opy it as subjet in export.Else add the head to the export.Remove head of mark-set.f. Do while import-set not emptyIf head of import-set mathes a subat-resourei. generate the dependeny.ii. Delete the resoure from subat-resoure.iii. If the resoure is ontrol then opy it as subjet in export.Else add the head to the export.Remove head of import-set.11The ontrol ases are marked in the lexion for eah subat resoure (on verbs) by an extra +ontrolfeature.
137Desription:The program generates the neessary dependenies when a omplementiser or theend of sentene marks the end of a lause. ommit(Clause,Export) generates thedependenies and produes the exported onstituents to be passed to the next lause(or heked to be empty for the end of sentene). Control is imposed by initialisingthe embedded lause with an exported subjet.If some of the resoures in marked or unmarked parts ould not be unied by a orre-sponding element in the subategorisation frame of the verb, then these resoures are movedinto the embedded lauses. This is beause of long distane srambling in Persian in whihsome resoures might belong to other embedded lauses. It is also possible that some ofthe expetations of the verb might not be satised due to the nature of pro-drop in Persianfor the arguments of a verb12. The feature EXT(ernal)-COM(muniation) is introdued tohold these ases. As we will show later in (6.17) EXT-COM has two features \import" and\export".To sum up, in parsing loal srambling, as the unmarked arguments (subjet, objet) areadded inrementally to the lause, the parser reates a parallel set of the plausible paths.The paths are restrited by some onstraints. The onstraints on loal srambling an bedivided into hard and soft onstraints. The hard onstraints are strit preedene relationsand verb-subjet agreement whih ould blok a path by reduing its ativation value to zero.The other onstraints whih only redue or inrease the ativation values to a non-zero valueare soft onstraints. The aumulative result of these values ontribute to the possibility(ativation) of a solution. The most ative solution or path (i.e. among unmarked paths)will be hosen. Depending on the funtion whih we use we will have dierent results. Theonstraints an be summarised as: Word order restritions. These were illustrated in 6.2 and are used to penalize possiblealternatives whih deviate from the anonial word order. They also blok alternativeswhih violate obligatory word order rules. Verb subjet agreement. In Persian a subjet must agree with the verb of the lause.12The number of fullled expetations an ontribute to the ativation positively, but we have not onsideredit in our implementation.
138There is no instane of split ergativity in Persian, and tense-dependent agreement hasnot been onsidered. One example of eah resoure in the sentene or Resoure Limitation Priniple (RLP).(6.12) Resoure Limitation PrinipleNo two NPs an exist in a lause with the same grammatial funtions.In the rest of this setion we will elaborate on RLP13 . Consider example (6.13).(6.13) aliAli seabapple beto manme qol=dadpromise=gave-3S [ke[that beto aliAli bedahad℄.gave-3S℄`Ali promised me to give the apple to Ali.'In Persian it is not possible for two grammatial resoures with the same grammatialfuntions to appear in the same lause. Hene (6.13) is ungrammatial.(6.14) * amirAmir seabapple beto manme be alito Ali qol=dadpromise=gave-3S [ke[that bedahad℄.gave-3S℄`Amir promised me to give the apple to Ali.'This is despite the fat that from a ompetene point of view, as we disussed in Setion3.6, this sentene should be grammatial. But in Persian it is not possible to have two NPsin a lause with the same grammatial funtion. In other free word order languages suh asGerman, suh an example and the existene of two dative NPs does not reate a problem.This performane onstraint that we all Resoure Limitation Priniple (RLP) is not re-strited in Persian to datives and no lause an exist in whih two phrases (resoures) havethe same grammatial funtion. RLP has been implemented in our system as a general on-straint that a resoure annot preede another with the same grammatial funtion (as isimplemented in our system). We have used an extension to the bloking word order restri-tions. For example the onstraint that `no subjet an preede another subjet' implementsthe existene of at most one `subjet' marked14 resoure in a lause. Note that resoures areonly exported (not opied) if they don't have a mathing subat resoure.13See another performane onstraint RBP in (6.21).14Future work is needed to speify this onstraint based on ase marking and not grammatial funtions.
139One an use RLP to dierentiate and lassify the exibility of the word order and sram-bling in free onstituent order languages.6.4.2 The Choie of the FuntionThe previous numeri onstraints should be added together by a funtion to to yield a numberrepresenting the grammatiality/aeptability of an alternative. The hoie of the funtionfor ombining two ativation values is important. We have onsidered three funtions for thispurpose:1. Arithmeti mean: f1(a; b) = (a+ b)/22. Multipliation: f2(a; b) = a b3. Geometri mean f3(a; b) = pa bThese equations an be ontrasted with eah other by using the following skeleton axiomsused also for fuzzy intersetion in Fuzzy logi [Klir and Folger, 1988℄. In Fuzzy Logi, a for-mal apparatus for partial membership in a set has been introdued, this is in ontrast to thestandard notion of risp set where an objet an either belong to a set or not. The ativationvalues for eah path in the path set that we introdued earlier, uses a similar notion of partialmembership as in fuzzy logi15.Axiom 1. f(1; 1) = 1; f(0; 1) = f(1; 0) = f(0; 0) =0, f behaves as the lassial interse-tion with risp sets (boundary onditions).Axiom 2. f(a; b) = f(b; a); that is, f is ommutative.Axiom 3. If a  a0 and b  b0, then f(a; b)  f(a0; b0); that is, f is monotoni.Axiom 4. f(f(a; b); ) = f(a; f(b; )), that is, f is assoiative.15The word order onstraints that we introdued also use fuzzy relations and terms. Note that we useperentage in our notation. So 100 in our notation is equivalent to 1 here.
140f1 = (a+ b)/2 f2 = a b f3 = pa bBoundary NO YES YESCommutative YES YES YESMonotoni YES YES YESAssoiative NO YES NOContinuous YES YES YESIdempotent YES NO YESTable 6.3: Comparison of Funtions.Axiom 5. f is a ontinuous funtion. This axiom prevents a situation in whih a verysmall inrease in either a or b produes a large hange in f(a; b).Axiom 6. f(a; a) = a; that is, f is idempotent.All the three funtions listed above are ontinuous, monotoni and ommuniative (axioms2, 3, 5). f1 satises axiom 6, but it does not satisfy the remaining axioms 1 and 4 and is notuseful for representing bloking of onstraints.f2 satises all the axioms exept Axiom 6. In our model we have hosen f3 whih is notassoiative, but satises the rst axiom and the last axiom. It is beause the geometri meanof two numbers is a number between the two and even in ases when one of the numbers is 1,the geometri mean gives a better value ompared to multipliation whih returns the othernumber. The axioms in fuzzy sets are a good starting point for exploring the axioms that alinguisti fuzzy funtion should respet. In the fuzzy literature, there are a set of funtions[Yager, 1980℄ whih satisfy all the onstraints and in the future researh it is worthwhile toinvestigate their eet on ativation values.In the next setion we will examine examples of long distane srambling that we disussedin 3.6.5 Parsing Long Distane SramblingIn our model we have onsidered examples of long distane srambling for prepositionalphrases in Persian. The grammatial resoures in a lause might not be expeted by theverb and these resoures an be exported into embedded lauses. This reates examples oflong distane srambling. In (6.15) ba hangal `with fork' should be attahed to the embedded
141lause.(6.15) aliAli ba hangalwith fork goftsaid-3S [kethat seabapple bekhor-am℄.SUB-ate-1S`Ali told (me) to eat the apple with fork.'The following algorithm gives more details of parsing embedded lauses.(6.16) Main Body: (version 1)attah-new-lause(Clause)a. Derive the dependenies in Clause by Commit(Clause,Export).b. Initialise The Import-set of a New-Clause with the Export-set of Clause.. Input a Chunk from the pipe.d. Do while Chunk not end of sentene.i. If Chunk is a omplementiser: attah-new-lause(New-Clause).ii. else If Chunk is a phrase: attah(Chunk,New-Clause).iii. Input a new Chunk from the pipe.d. Call Commit(Clause,Export)16.Desription:This will generate an embedded lause. The Import-Set and Export-Set orrespondto the gap-nogap pair in the gap threading tehnique. But the word order onstraintsand ontrol onstraints an update the value of the Export-set. The value of Export-set will be determined by Commit whih determines the nal dependenies for thelause by hoosing the optimal alternative and ombines the resoures of the lause(i.e. subategorisation frame of the verb) with the possible grammatial funtions.After that it an nalize the value for Export-Set. When the parser terminates, theparser makes sure that the Export-Set is empty.6.5.1 Long Distane Srambling as Resoure PassingTo aommodate long distane srambling, we have added to eah lause an export struturewhih ontains the resoures whih are not mathed by the expetations of the verb. (6.17)16Commit is alled to generate dependenies and is desribed in (6.11). At the end of sentene Export mustbe empty.
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reation of a new embedded lause these resoures will be passed into the newlause and will be plaed in an import struture in the new lause. The import struture forthe main lause is initialised to null and for the most embedded lause the export struturemust be empty for the sentene to be grammatial. This is similar to gap-threading, withthis dierene that the export sets an be extended with ativation values in order to modelompetition and underspeiation. But modeling suh ompetition requires a orpus andwe do not have suh a orpus. In this setion we will onentrate on long-distane srambling(LDS) for non-subjets17. LDS for prepositional phrases are more ommon than the non-PPexamples of LDS. These examples of LDS also have less interation with disourse phenomenaof Persian that we have not implemented. Examples of ra marked LDS interat with the17In other work we have studied relative lauses and the long distane srambling of objets [Rezaei, 1993℄that we do not onsider here.
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3777777777777777777777777777777777775As we have illustrated, after reating the embedded lause the export value of the mainlause will be assigned to the import struture of the embedded lause. In the proess ofattahment of phrases to the embedded lause, the subat resoures will be mathed with thenormal resoures of the embedded lause and after there is no other possibility for joining,the imported elements will be tried18.If the imported resoure is not mathed or there are extra unmathed resoures insidethe new lause, again all the unmathed resoures will be exported into the next embeddedlause and this ontinues until the end of sentene is reahed. For (6.15), the pp(ba), whihis imported into the embedded lause, will join with the orresponding subat-resoure of the18See the algorithm for generate dependeny in (6.11)
144embedded verb and a dependeny will be reated.If an instane of a resoure is already present in a lause, then that resoure (e.g. pp(ba))will reate a barrier in front of the progress of an imported resoure ompeting for the samesubat resoure. The onit between the two will blok the parse. In a robust parsingenvironment this may ontribute to reduing the ativation of the lause and not blokingthe parse. As a result of this priniple the following example is ungrammatial.(6.19) * aliAli ba hangalwith fork goftsaid-3S [kethat seabapple bawith kardknife bekhoram℄.ate-1S`Ali told (me) to eat the apple with fork, with knife.'Here ba hangal will be imported into the new lause, but when ba kard is attahed tothe unmarked set of the embedded lause a violation will happen. This is implemented byheking that new additions to the marked set are not already present in the import set19.The previous algorithm 6.6 for attahing hunks should be extended for this purpose. Theomplete version for attahment of PPs is shown in (6.20).(6.20) Main Body: Attah (Final Vesion)attah(Chunk,Clause)a. If Chunk is NP:i. Add grammatial funtions of the Chunk to the Path-set of Clause.ii. Use Apply-lter to impose word order onstraints on the new Path-set.iii. Update Export-set (and Import-set) for long distane srambling.b. If Chunk is PP:i. If the gram. funtion of the Chunk is already present in the mark-setblok.ii. Else If the gram. funtion of the Chunk is already present in theImport-set then blok.iii. Otherwise Add the gram. funtion of the Chunk to the Clause.iv. Update Export-set (and Import-set) for long distane srambling.. If Chunk is Verb:19This is how we have implemented the Resoure Barrier Priniple (RBP) onstraint.
145i. Add the subategorisation frame of the Chunk as subat-resoures ofthe Clause.Desription:The program adds new hunks and makes sure (by Apply-lter) that the ungram-matial paths are removed from the Path-set. It works in two stages of GENeratingall possible paths from ombining eah possible grammatial funtion of the hunkwith the Path-set, and then shrinking the Path-set to a smaller one whih respetsthe word-order onstraints and performane priniples (suh as RLP and RBP). Ifthe hunk is a verb, then the subategorisation frame of the verb is added to thelause as the expeted resoures of the lause. The Export-set and Import-set areused for long distane srambling (LDS) and will be explained later in the LDSsetion.In this algorithm (b.i) implements RLP for attahing PPs and (b.ii) implements RBP forattahing PPs.Our approah for representing long distane srambling diers from GPSG, LFG and GB.For representing unbounded dependenies, some versions of GPSG allow empty ategories[Gazdar et al., 1985℄. In a highly pro-drop language suh Persian (and Japanese) whihallows dierent onstituents of the lause to be empty, this will ause problems and manyinstanes of empty ategories will be generated. HPSG and some versions of GPSG do notuse empty ategories. More reently, in psyholinguisti researh, the existene of emptyategories for unbounded dependenies has been questioned.LFG uses the mehanism of funtional unertainty for representing long distane sram-bling (LDS). The use of funtional unertainty provides a powerful mehanism to deal withlong distane srambling. Funtional unertainty also allows the onstituents to have multiplegrammatial funtions assoiated to them and the dierent priniples of LFG make sure thateah onstituent will have only a unique grammatial funtion. In ontrast, in our approahwe do not use funtional unertainty and the grammatial funtions are made expliit andompete against eah other. The addition of ompetition to LDS in our model is straightfor-ward and one an use an extension to path set for this purpose. But in LFG it is not lear howone an add ompetition to the underspeied grammatial funtions. It has been suggestedthat for addition of suh ompetition to LFG, one needs to make all grammatial relations
146expliit [Bresnan, 1996℄. This is in onit with the underspeiation notion of funtionalunertainty.Finally GB uses transformations and traes for this purpose. In our model we don't usegaps, traes or funtional unertainty and by introduing the notion of external ommunia-tion, instanes of grammatial resoures are imported from/exported into lauses.In the GB literature there are onstraints suh as Subjaeny or Complex NP Con-straint(CNPC) on movement of elements out of ertain lauses and phrases. We disussedexamples of these onstraints for Persian in Chapter 3. In our implemented model there arealso additional onstraints that restrit the possible instanes of external ommuniation be-tween lauses. For example the existene of a grammatial resoure inside a lause ats as abarrier in front of importing that resoure from higher lauses into the lause or into lausesdominated by the present lause. We all this onstraint the Resoure Barrier Priniple20(RBP) whih onstrains examples of long distane srambling. This onstraint bloks theprogress of examples of LDS whih are not grammatial in Persian.(6.21) Resoure Barrier PrinipleIf a resoure exists in a lause, it ats as a barrier in front of the resoures withthe same grammatial funtions whih want to sramble into lower level embeddedlauses from higher ones.Consider the sentene in (6.22) whih has two dierent meanings depending on whetherbe ali is attahed to the main verb or to the embedded verb.(6.22) manI [be[to ali℄Ali℄ qol=dadampromise=gave-3S [kethat seabapple bedaham℄.gave-1S`I promised to Ali to give apples to someone.'`I promised to give apples to Ali.'When another lause with a dative is added in the middle of the two lauses in(6.22), asillustrated in (6.23) then one of the interpretations are automatially bloked.(6.23) manI beto aliAli qol=dadampromise=gave-1S [ke[that beto hasanHasan begamtell-1S [kethat seabapple bedaham℄.gave-1S20See another performane onstraint RLP in (6.12).
147`I promised to Ali to tell Hasan to give apples to someone.'`* I promised to tell Hasan to give apples to Ali.'This is beause in Persian a Resoure Barrier Priniple (RBP) exists whih bloks theseond interpretation21. RBP is not spei to dative resoures (phrases) in Persian and itapplies to all resoures. This ensures that the examples of ross dependeny for the sameresoures in Persian are ungrammatial. RBP as a performane onstraint restrits longdistane srambling in Persian and it allows only serial dependenies for the resoures withthe same grammatial funtions.Like RLP one might use RBP to dierentiate and lassify the exibility of the word orderand srambling in free onstituent order languages. It should also be investigated to seewhether there is any language that violates RBP. If suh a language does not exist, thenthis performane onstraint an be regarded as a property of the arhiteture of the humansentene proessor.6.5.2 Control as Resoure CopyingThe notion of Control reates possibilities for export of resoures into embedded lauses andbrings forward hallenging problems.Earlier we dened soft and hard onstraints whih restrit the possible domain of loalsrambling. The word order onstraints imposed soft onstraints by reduing the ativitylevel of an alternative, while the resoure limitation equations ould blok the progress of oneof the alternative paths and at as hard onstraints for loal srambling.For long distane srambling we also have a set of soft and hard onstraints. In theprevious setion we saw that the presene of a PP in a lause bloks the srambling of otherPPs from higher lauses into it or into lower lauses dominated by this lause. This ats asa hard onstraint on long distane srambling. Another hard onstraint whih aets theresult of ompetition between two alternatives is the notion of ontrol in the grammar. Inour implementation we have onsidered the eet of PP ontrol on long distane srambling.(6.24) aliAli beto mohammadMohammad gofttold-3S [kethat seabapple bexorad℄.eat-3S21Note that still another ambiguity an our for the attahment of to hasan to the middle lause or thelowest lause.
148`Ali told Mohammad to eat the apple.'In this example when the verb goft governs the PP be mohammad, the PP will ontrol thesubjet of the embedded lause. The ontrol ases are marked in the lexion for eah subatresoure (on verbs) by an extra feature. The system will test this feature when it generatesa dependeny link for suh resoure. The feature that we have onsidered is +ontrol and-ontrol. If the feature is +ontrol, then the mathing resoure/hunk is opied into theexport/subjet of the lause. When the embedded lause is reated, the marked-set of thenew lause will be initialised by the export/subjet element and with subj role. The nalversion of algorithm (6.16) is shown in (6.25) with expanded b part.(6.25) Main Body: (nal version )attah-new-lause(Clause)a. Derive the dependenies in Clause by Commit(Clause,Export).b.i. Initialise the Import-set of New-Clause with the Export-set/nonsubj ofClause.b.ii. Initialise the path-set of New-Clause with the Export-set/subjet ofClause.. Input a Chunk from the pipe.d. Do while Chunk not end of sentene.i. If Chunk is a omplementiser: attah-new-lause(New-Clause).ii. else If Chunk is a phrase: attah(Chunk,New-Clause).iii. Input a new Chunk from the pipe.d. Call Commit(Clause,Export)22.Desription:This will generate an embedded lause. The Import-Set and Export-Set orrespondto the gap-nogap pair in the gap threading tehnique. But the word order onstraintsand ontrol onstraints an update the value of the Export-set. The value of Export-set will be determined by Commit whih determines the nal dependenies for thelause by hoosing the optimal alternative and ombines the resoures of the lause22Commit is alled to generate dependenies and is desribed in (6.11). At the end of sentene Export mustbe empty.
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3777777777777777777777777777777777775Upon initialisation of the embedded lause this subjet resoure will be opied into thepath set of the embedded lause. Control is ahieved by this mehanism. The interation ofontrol and long distane srambling reates interesting ases in Persian.6.5.3 Resoure Competition in LDSConsider the examples in (6.27) and (6.28):(6.27) aliAli beto mohammadMohammad gofttold-3S [kethat seabapple bexorad℄.eat-3S`Ali told Mohammad to eat the apple.'
150(6.28) aliAli be mohammadto Mohammad gofttold-3S [ke[that seabapple bedaham℄.give-1S℄`To Mohammad, Ali told (me) to give the apple.'In (6.27) Mohammad ontrols the subjet of the embedded lause and agrees with it. Inontrast in (6.28), Mohammad annot ontrol the subjet of the embedded lause, beauseit doesn't agree with the embedded verb. Nevertheless the sentene is grammatial and beMohammad is exported by long distane srambling into the embedded lause. Sine theresoure is not attahed to the main verb, it also does not at as a ontroller. It is an instaneof garden path in Persian where the ontrol and long distane srambling interat.Our solution for representing these ases is to onsider the PP resoures whih at asontroller as possible long distane srambling ases23 and for these ases if the resoureannot at as the subjet of the embedded verb, then we allow the srambling ase to our.The algorithm for generate dependeny is extended so that for PP subat-resoures whih are+ontrol (1) a dependeny is generated (2) a possible LDS ase is added to the export and(3) the export/subjet is also initialised with an alternative24. We also make sure that whenthe subjet ontrol is satised in the embedded lause, the LDS one beomes inaessible25The general priniple is that one annot use an entity or parts of it twie in the same lause.Algorithm (6.29) is the extended version of Algorithm (6.11).(6.29) Generate Dependenies: (nal version)Commit(Clause, Export)a. Get subat-resoures of the lause.b. Find the Best-path in the Path-set of the Clause.. Do while Best-path list not emptyIf head of Best-path mathes a subat-resourei. Generate the dependenyii. Delete the resoure from subat-resoure23Reall that we have limited our study to the implementation of LDS for PPs.24Note that the subjet ontrol one has the ativation value of 100 (ompared to 80) whih makes it the rstalternative among the two to win (of subjet ontrol and no subjet ontrol).25This is ahieved by onsidering an additional ag shared between the LDS resoure and the ompetingopied subjet. When the opied subjet an unify as the subjet of the embedded lause then this ag is set.
151iii. If the resoure is marked as +ontrol then opy it as subjet in export.Else add the head to the export.Remove head of Best-path.d. Get mark-set of the lause (ontaining the PPs in the lause).e. Do while mark-set list not emptyIf head of mark-set mathes a subat-resourei. Generate the dependeny.ii. Delete the resoure from subat-resoure.iii. If the resoure is ontrol theniii-1. opy it as an alternative path with a opied subjet and no opiedsubjet into export/subjet.iii-2. add it also to the export/nonsubj.iv. Else skip.Else add the head to the export/nonsubj.Remove head of mark-set.f. Do while import-set not emptyIf head of import-set mathes a subat-resourei. generate the dependeny.ii. Delete the resoure from subat-resoure.iii. If the resoure is ontrol then opy it as subjet in export.Else add the head to the export/nonsubj.Remove head of import-set.Desription:The program generates the neessary dependenies when a omplementiser or theend of sentene marks the end of a lause. ommit(Clause,Export) generates thedependenies and produes the exported onstituents to be passed to the next lause(or heked to be empty for the end of sentene). Control is imposed by initialisingthe embedded lause with an exported subjet.
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37777777777777777777777777777777777777777775In our solution we have onsidered that ontrol has priority over long distane srambling.But is this the only ase of ompetition? Consider the following examples:(6.31) aliAli beto mohammadMohammad gofttold-3S [kethat seabapple bedahad℄.give-3S`Ali told to give apples to Mohammad'`Ali told Mohammad to give apples (to someone)'(6.32) aliAli be madreseit to shool goftsaid-3S [ke[that beravad℄.go-3S℄
153`Ali told (him) to go to shool.'In (6.31) depending on the ontext of the sentene, two alternatives are possible in whihbe Mohammad either attahes to the main verb or to the embedded verb. In (6.32) thesemanti ategory of the noun rules out the interpretation in whih be madrese is attahedto the main verb. We have experimented with our model and have allowed this type ofompetition between the two verbs for one resoure to our. Our restrited solution wasto allow LDS to our for all PPs even if they an join to the main verb. In our extendedimplementation eah exported resoure has an extra value attahed to it whih by default iszero. This value shows the previous oer in the higher lause for this lause and eah timea higher bid for attahment is made in a lower embedded lause the value will be updated.The RBP limits the possible alternatives.Our solution is to keep trak of the most plausible attahment and when an attahment ispossible whih is more plausible than the previous ones, then retrat the previous attahmentand ommit to the new one. But resolving the ompetition onits ultimately needs semantiinformation also.For onsidering these examples we need to add an extra semanti onept to the model,in order to allow verb ontrol-type agreement and srambling to ompete with eah other. Infuture work one would need to derive semanti restritions of a verb and its arguments froma orpus of Persian to let no srambling ases ompete with srambling ases. Even addingsemanti information is not enough for disambiguating some ompetition ases and furtherinformation about world knowledge and ontext of the sentene is required.Note that this type of ompetition also needs an extra level of non-monotoniity added tothe system. This is required to keep trak of the highest bid for the resoure and to make theprevious bid invalid. We have not implemented this and it needs further researh. The non-monotoni extension an be onsidered as the evolution of the use of ag in the ompetitionbetween ontrol and LDS. Suh a parser that deals with all instanes of ompetition needs anadditional level of representation that assigns names (or numbers) to the potential paths26.26The paths in onit should be marked by assigning them to a set and the working memory of the parsermust make sure that one a path fails, another potential one will be seleted.
1546.6 Disussion6.6.1 Parallel Strutures and CompetitionIn Chapter 4 we disussed a verb-driven ID/LP parser/grammar system for parsing the gram-mar of Persian [Rezaei, 1993℄. The underlying formal automaton of this approah is an in-stane of a set based embedded automaton. But the implemented parser spends a lot oftime in baktraking. Sine the potential for baktraking is learly great for parsing Persian,non-baktraking ompetitive models are helpful.Another approah for parsing Persian under a ompetitive framework is [Rezaei andCroker, 1995℄. The parsing arhiteture suggests a parallel distributed model of parsing,where all possible interpretations are expanded and run in parallel together.The major problem with this approah is adding the neessary mehanism for ompetitionamong the dierent interpretations. This requires omplex notions of synhronisation suh asblakboards in a shared environment or barriers in Message Passing Interfae (MPI) [Groppet al., 1994℄.Our solution to this problem for running dierent interpretations in parallel is to pak allpossible alternatives in a stati data set. This was inspired by the use of the notions of fuzzysets. Some of the features that we used in our model ould have a range of possible valuesand a number assoiated with eah value. For example the grammatial funtions that weused in some ases ould be either objet or subjet. This is an example of a feature whihhas a fuzzy set as value. Kim [1994℄ proposes the use of suh fuzzy sets and introdues gradedUniation. In our approah we have extended this notion of graded uniation to yield anotion of graded grammatiality. We also introdued fuzzy word order rules that restrit therange of possibilities in a path set.The path set implements a mehanism for modeling ompetition among a set of paths.Corresponding to eah path we had an ativation value. By assigning a value to eah path, weimplemented a numerial notion for ompetition. Suh ompetition notion is robust enoughto apture soft and hard onstraints for word order rules.Eah word order rule had numeri value attahed to it. This gives the grammar writerthe exibility to model degrees of variation from anonial word order. Again we borrowedterms from fuzzy set literature for modeling always, most of the time numerially. Another
155alternative was to use onstraint ranking in optimality theory. But we will argue later thatthe numeri approah is more powerful than the optimality approah.In modeling ompetition numerially, one an easily represent bloking as redution ofthe ativation value to zero. Another advantage is that suh mehanism an be extended toallow robustness and degrees of ungrammatiality.These were some of the advantages of using features with fuzzy set values in modelingompetition. One an use feature sets instead of feature values for all instanes of under-speiation. Another approah is to use funtional unertainty as in LFG. If one wantsto add probabilities to funtional unertainty, then one needs to use a notion as fuzzy setthat we have used. This introdues a notion of funtional ompetition instead of funtionalunertainty.We have onentrated mainly on underspeiation in grammatial funtions in a verbnal language with exible word order. In many of the head driven approahes to parsing,the arguments of a verb are not attahed until the verb appears in the sentene. Theseapproahes are very useful in languages suh as English where most of the arguments of theverb appear after it, but for verb nal languages there is a level of ompetition among thearguments before the verb appears. In our approah we onsidered a path set for eah lause.As the arguments are attahed to a lause in a somehow inremental fashion, all possibleinterpretations of the argument with the degree of their ertainty is added to the path frameof the lause. Later when the verb appears, the verb's subategorisation frame restrits thepossible interpretations.We have speied the onstraints that a marked NP puts on another marked NP andhave derived some of the neessary onstraints that one argument imposes on another. Thesedefuzziation onstraints are examples of surfae word order onstraints and they an inludeother grammatial onstraints suh as ontrol.Unlike previous approahes, that speify onstraints on syntati strutures, we speifythem on the surfae word order itself. In the previous approahes the role of surfae wordorder has been aptured by using word order rules [Pereira and Warren, 1983℄ or priniples[Croker and Lewin, 1992℄. In the former the rules generate the possible strutures and thelatter the priniples are imposed on a set of phrase struture rules (e.g. X-Bar) to restritthe possible syntati strutures. For head driven approahes, the onstraints are mainly
156speied as onstraints between heads and their arguments. Again in absene of a ompletedhead, these priniples annot be applied and the proess has to be delayed until the headis projeted. In ontrast to these traditional approahes, in our approah, the argumentsontribute to the disambiguation proess of grammatial funtions as soon as they appear inthe surfae word order.Our approah is useful for apturing grammatial funtion ompetitions between the ar-guments of the verb in SOV languages. There are further performane restritions that areimposed on these path sets. For example no verb an have more than four arguments, orin Persian it is not possible for a lause to dominate two sisters with the same grammatialfuntion.In our approah, we used two distint levels of representations: one with xed wordorder(onstituent level) and another with exible word order (lause level). Phrase struturerules are used for the representation of xed word order omponent and proess strutureswith fuzzy path sets are employed for representing exible word order at the onstituent level.Finally PPs in Persian (i.e. phrases marked with preposition) an sramble freely and inparsing them we do not add them to the ompetition set, beause they ontribute the sameto all ompeting paths and instead of adding them to all paths we fator them out and storethem in another struture. For other languages this might not be the ase.6.6.2 Resoure LimitationsWe introdued a notion of limited resoures by the Resoure Limitation Priniple (RLP) forrepresenting loal srambling and long distane srambling in Persian. By using bloking wordorder rules we bloked the progress of paths whih ontained two instanes of a grammatialresoure. Not that these onstraints are in addition to the strutural onstraints and barriersthat we studied in Chapter 3.We also disovered another bloking onstraint, the Resoure Barrier Priniple (RBP) forlong distane srambling and export of resoures. The notion of limited resoures for longdistane srambling is a grammatial onstraint that hasn't been investigated for Persian.The use of import and export of resoures easily aptures this onstraint, while in theoriesand frameworks suh as LFG it is not lear how this onstraint an be enfored. This isanother notion of barrier whih might be true in languages with a limited notion of long
157distane srambling.Homan [1995℄ gives interesting examples of a similar phenomenon in Turkish. The ex-amples in (6.33)-(6.36) repeated here from (43)-(45) in [Homan, 1995℄ demonstrate this.(6.33) FatamaFatama [Ali[Ali ev-ehouse-Dat git-ti℄go-Past℄ san-di.think-Past`Fatama thought Ali went home.'(6.34) EveiHouse-Dat FatamaFatama [Ali[Ali eiei git-ti℄go-Past℄ san-di.think-Past.`To the house, Fatama thought Ali went there.'(6.33) shows a typial example of enter-embedding in Turkish. In (6.34) a dative markedelement Eve is srambled into the main lause and the sentene is grammatial. The sram-bling of Ali into the main lause as demonstrated in (6.35) is not possible beause in ourframework there is already an instane of subjet resoure (i.e. Fatama) in the main lauseand two instanes of the same resoure annot be present in the same lause.(6.35) ** AliiAli FatamaFatama [ei[{ ev-ehouse-Dat git-ti℄go-Past℄ san-di.think-Past.* `As for Ali, Fatama thought he went home.'Reall that in Chapter 5 we ritiised the appliation of lause union in CCG for apturinglong distane srambling for Turkish in [Homan, 1995℄. The CCG framework for Turkishover-generates for the above examples. Homan argues that there are exeptions to thisphenomenon (i.e. our resoure limitation priniple(RLP)) in Turkish and gives examplessuh as (6.36) as exeption where the two dative marked elements are far enough apart.Aording to her suh exeptions support the hypothesis that the restrition on unique asein long distane srambling is a proessing limitation rather than a syntati one. She arguesthat the intuition is that we have diÆulty proessing these sentenes with two NPs with the
158same grammatial funtion beause we annot easily disambiguate the prediate-argumentstrutures of eah lause and gure out whih NP belongs to whih verb27.(6.36) EsrayaiEsra-Dati AhmetAhmet [ben-im[I-Gen eiei yardimhelp et-tig-im-i℄,do-Ger-1S-ACC℄ FatmayaFatma-Dat soyle-di.say-Past.`As for Esra, Ahmet told Fatama that I helped her.'If we want to apply our inremental argument attahment strategy for Turkish, then theabove example auses problem. But one an argue that in an inremental way the rst NPis attahed after the introdution of its orresponding verb, and when the parser reahes theseond Dative NP, the rst NP is already attahed to the rst verb and the parser sees nounattahed Dative NP whih violates the Resoure Limitation priniple. But it might be thease that RLP in Turkish is only valid for a group of grammatial funtions and not for all.Regardless of whether our laim for appliability of RLP to Turkish is justied fully orpartially, the existene of RBP for long distane srambling further ategorises free wordorder languages into two groups: those suh as Persian whih obey RLP and RBP and thoseas German whih doesn't obey RLP. In onlusion, we agree with Homan that onstraintsas RLP should be onsidered as performane onstraints on srambling. The ooperation ofRLP and an inremental approah rules out examples whih might look like an exeption tothis priniple under a non-inremental approah to attahment of the arguments.6.6.3 Comparison With Classial Word Order RulesID/LP [Gazdar et al., 1985℄ an be onsidered as the lassial approah for representingexible word order. ID/LP uses a set of immediate dominane (ID) rules and a distintomponent for linear preedene (LP) whih speies the preedene relations between theright hand side sisters in ID rules.Unlike a phrase struture (PS) rule whih speies two distint relations of ID and LP atthe same time, the order of the onstituents in an ID rule is speied separately by LP om-ponent and in this way ID/LP format aptures word order generalisations. The advantages27We don't disuss the other exeptions whih involve subjet raising into objet position. Those examplesmay suggest a similar disourse funtion for ausative marker -i in Turkish similar to ra ausative marker inPersian whih hasn't been investigated for Turkish.
159arising from fatoring out of the ordering omponent from onstitueny rules are partiularlyevident in the ase of languages with a exible word order.The linear preedene relations in LP omponent are binary relations and they an onlybe speied for two sister ategories in the right hand side of an ID rule. As a result, nopreedene relation an be speied for two ategories whih do not our as sisters of asingle ID rule.Another restrition of lassial ID/LP rule is the prohibition against referring to theategories inside the internal struture of phrases, in the LP relations. In other words, theLP relations an only speify relations between two sisters in an ID rule and not relationsbetween one sister and another ategory dominated by the other sister.In our approah we haven't employed ID rules and instead have used regular rules whihallow dierent word orders. The possible word orders are restrited by a separate notion ofword order binary onstraints whih restrits the possible order of grammatial relations inthe paths.A general ritiism to binary relations (whih also applies to our method) is that therelative preedene relation of any two ategories in suh a relation must be interpreted asbeing independent of the presene or loation of a third ategory, i.e. ternary relations annotbe speied.There are dierent approahes for extending the lassial ID/LP notation, and the aboveharateristis an be relaxed or extended. For example the preedene relations an berestrited to be immediate preedene relations and not restrited to two sisters in the righthand side of an ID rule. In our approah, the preedene relations an be preedene orimmediate preedene and they are not restrited to the right hand side ategories of IDrules.Reape introdues word order domains to deal with word order in Germani. In his ap-proah, the word order domains of the onstituents that join with eah other are merged.Unlike the word order domain in Reape's notation, in our approah we only allow one in-stane of a grammatial resoure to be present in a word order path in eah domain and eahword order domain an onsist of a set of parallel ompeting word order paths. Correspondingto eah possible word order path in the word order domain, we have an ativation measure.The ativation measure for a spei word order path is redued if a word order onstraint
160is violated. The redution orresponds to the strength of that onstraint and the strongerthe onstraint, the bigger is the redution. In the ase of hard onstraints, violation of aonstraint makes the word order illegal and bloks that word order path.In this way relaxation of word order onstraints an be ahieved. A general restritionof lassial LP onstraints is that they annot be relaxed and they must always be satised.Uszkoreit [1985℄ proposes to extend these by use of omplex LP onstraints. In omplex LPonstraints, as long as at least one of the LP rules is satised the other LP rules an beviolated. Our approah is a numerial extension to LP rules whih allows the possibility ofrelaxing the LP rules. In fat our approah is more exible than omplex LP onstraints andthe degree of violation an be measured and a ertain level of aeptability be introdued.Similar to fuzzy logi sets, one an onsider linguisti measures for referring to dierentrelaxation possibilities for eah word order rule and a linguist an use these for enoding thestrength of the word order rules. Ideally, the relaxation of word order relations and theirstrengths should be derived from a orpus of texts, so that the most dominant word ordergets the highest ativation. In other words, these word order rules are statistially prevalentand are designed in suh a way that the less plausible word orders get penalized and theirativation gets redued.In our framework we have used the unmarked order as the most optimal path and de-viations from this unmarked order are penalized. This approah an be onsidered as anextension to a notion of optimal parsing introdued in [Hawkins, 1990℄ based on typologialresearh.6.6.4 Comparison With OT based Competitive ModelsSmolensky and Stevenson [1997℄ have reently proposed an extension to Optimality theory[Prine and Smolensky, 1993℄ for omprehension/parsing based on the GB approah. Theyonsider onstraints on the language proessor that orrespond to some of the grammatialonstraints in theories suh as GB and they speify a ranking of these onstraints. A majorshortoming of their approah for proessing verb nal languages is that they onsider thetheta-riterion as a onstraint with almost the highest ranking. For a language suh as Englishthis way of ranking the onstraints and pruning the searh spae might be appropriate butin a verb nal language suh as Persian their solution faes problems.
161In verb nal languages subategorisation information won't be available until the end ofthe sentene. Before proessing the verb of the sentene other low ranking onstraints of thegrammar might rule out the orret parse and applying the theta riterion in an inrementalfashion at the end of the sentene doesn't help with alternatives that have been already ruledout.For parsing free word order languages , the umulative sum of onstraints from Syntax,Semantis, Disourse and world knowledge determines the grammatiality of an utteraneand the preferene for one alternative over another. It is not lear whether one an ome upwith a onstraint ranking of these separate modules.A general assumption in using a ranking of onstraints in OT is not that the orderingof onstraints are neessarily the same for all languages, they an be dierent Tesar andSmolensky [1999℄. But if one language uses two onstraint rankings as grammatial at thesame time, then how OT an represent this multiple ranking? Does suh a language exist?The assumption of ranking faes problems in learning OT hierarhy of onstraints. OTommunity has worked on dierent learning algorithms for deriving the hierarhy of theonstraints Tesar and Smolensky [1999℄ that requires the learning mahinery to reorder thehierarhy of onstraints until it reahes the one that mathes a spei language. This isnot ompatible with the way that a human aquires the onstraints. If OT adopts a notionof aeptability measure for representing the hierarhy of onstraints (as we desribe in ourwork) the learning problem and the abrupt shift from one hierarhy to another will be removedand as we will desribe the `ganging-up' of onstraints an also be aptured in suh model.A reent example of a ompetitive approah based on OT is [Choi, 1996℄ whih tries toextend LFG with OT. This extension to LFG is in onit with some of the basi priniplesin LFG for apturing long distane srambling.Karttunen [1998℄ has shown that for implementation of OT in a nite state framework,one should restrit the OT model and a subset of it be onsidered. Another alternative is touse a umulative and weighted approah to ranking the onstraints28.A general ritiism to Optimality Theory (OT) is that the ranking of onstraints doesnot allow any umulative eet in whih a number of lower ranked onstraints an ompeteagainst a higher ranking onstraint. This so alled `ganging up' eet an be represented by28See [Gibson and Brienhier, 1998℄ for another disussion on optimality ranking vs weighted onstraints.
162using a numerial representation. In order to overome this problem one an implement OTas an exponential funtion of Cr [Rezaei, 1998℄. Here r stands for rank and orresponds tothe rank of the onstraint. In this model C is a onstant value for the model.By assigning dierent values to C, one an obtain dierent OT implementations. If Chas a small value, then a number of lower ranked onstraints an ounterat the eet of ahigher rank onstraint. If C is hosen to have a big value then the implemented model willorrespond to the OT model where no ganging up is possible. This algebrai implementationof OT is more exible but it has its own limitation and in its present form only allows alimited and uniform umulative eet for all onstraints.With a hange of ombination funtion in our framework, this algebrai notion of opti-mality an easily be inorporated into our framework. For example in our model, we anonsider an instane of Cr for the numeri values of the onstraints, where r speies theranking of the onstraint.A further ritiism to OT parsing model has been raised in the literature Hale and Reiss[1997℄. In OT model of parsing, only the most harmoni alternative will be seleted andthe algorithm does not allow for a number of alternatives with a lower degree of harmonyto ompete in parallel with the most harmoni alternative, so that if the most harmonialternative fails, one of the alternatives with lower degree of harmony be seleted and theparse ontinues. In our work, we have adopted a parallel ompetitive model that allows anumber of alternatives to be run in parallel, this also allows a degree of robustness to beinorporated into the parser in the future.6.6.5 Psyholinguisti AspetsIn this setion, we will highlight some of the aspets of the parser whih is relevant to psy-holinguisti researh. Reall that in (6.28) repeated as (6.37), we gave an example of agarden path sentene in Persian.(6.37) aliAli beto mohammadMohammad gofttold-3S [kethat seabapple bedaham℄.give-1S`To Mohammad, Ali told (me) to give the apple.'In (6.28), Mohammad annot ontrol the subjet of the embedded lause, beause itdoesn't agree with the embedded verb and when the parser tries to attah the embedded verb
163it disards its previous assumption and ommits itself to a new analysis of the sentene inwhih be Mohammad is onsidered as long distane srambling into the embedded verb. Thisis an example of reanalysis, whih has been the fous of muh study in psyholinguistis.[Gibson and Brienhier, 1998℄ is one of the works in psyholinguistis whih uses a restritednotion of parallelism in parsing. In our model we keep the two ompeting alternatives pro-gressing in parallel and when one is bloked we swith to the other. The majority of otherapproahes in psyholinguistis use a serial model of omputation, and when the analysisbreaks down they either baktrak to another representation, or they revise the present rep-resentation e.g. by lowering a phrase in the tree struture orresponding to the parse. Mostof the researh in psyholinguistis provides evidene for the serial model.In our model, we haven't used tree struture for representation in the seond stage ofparsing, instead the relations between phrases (i.e. linguisti proesses) are modeled by de-pendeny links between them. The parser generates new relations between hunks whihare produed in the rst stage as the parse progresses in the seond stage. Using this dis-tributed and exible notion of representation in the seond stage is reminisent of the notionof assertion sets proposed in [Barton and Berwik, 1985℄. Nevertheless we have used the treestrutures for representation in the rst stage and our approah therefore ombines the twomodes of representation.Another aspet of our restrited parallelism for both loal srambling and long distanesrambling is that the parser annot ommit itself to an alternative before the head of thelause (i.e. verb) is attahed. In this respet our model is loser to models in psyholinguistissuh as [Prithett and Reitano, 1990℄ whih fous on information about -marking rather thanthe position of a phrase in a tree struture as advoated by works suh as [Gorrell, 1993℄.Nevertheless, our approah does not exatly follow any extant proessing model in psy-holinguistis. As we have outlined in this hapter, the implemented pipeline model usesa restrited notion of parallelism whih is further onstrained by word order onstraints,subategorisation information of the verb and the Resoure Limitation Priniple whih wedisovered for Persian.
1646.7 EvaluationIn this setion we will look at the evaluation of the parsing system and ontrast it with theprevious systems for parsing Persian. A wide variety of parser evaluation methods have beenused and justied in the literature. Carroll et al. [1998℄ summarises some of these approahes.In general, these methods are divided into non-orpus and orpus-based methods. Sine noorpus of texts or speeh with srambling are available for Persian, we will use a non-orpusevaluation approah.One should also note that the parser is intended to reet graded grammatiality judg-ments of Persian speakers. Hene it annot be fully evaluated in the absene of appropriatepsyholinguisti data on grammatial judgments by Persian speakers.We will adopt a traditional approah to parser evaluation, by enumerating the onstrutiontypes whih are or are not overed by our parser. To improve this we will also disuss theinteration of some of these aspets in the parser.From a omputational perspetive, the parser is a ontinuation of previous parsers builtfor parsing Persian. The sope of the overage of parsers, their method of strutural repre-sentation an be ompared.PERSIS85 R. Ghasem91 Rezaei92 Rezaei93 Riazati97 SHIRAZ Our systemApproah Prodution Coneptual ATN ID/LP KIMMO feature PATRRule Dependeny PATR str/type path/LPParser Bottom-Up Proedural BUP BUP BUP BUP BUP(BUP) Top DownTokenisation NO NO NO NO NO YES NOMorphology NO NO NO NO YES YES NOExpliit Ezafe YES YES YES YES YES NO YESCoordination YES NO YES NO NO YES NOLoal Sram. V-nal unrestrited YES YES Limited V-nal YESComplement Cl. YES NO NO YES NO NO? YESRelative Cl. YES NO NO YES NO YES NOLong Dis. Sram. NO NO NO Fronting NO NO YESControl NO NO NO NO NO NO YESMultiple Parses NO NO NO YES YES YES NOTable 6.4: Comparison and EvaluationIn Table 6.4 we have ontrasted the implemented system with the previous systems forparsing Persian. The system was developed with the goal of omplementing the apabilities
165of previous systems and it has its limitations.The above lists the main onstrutions that the parser an analyse. We disussed themain features of earlier parsers in Chapter29 4. The present parser like most of those parsersdoes not handle either tokenisation or morphology levels of representation. Its strength, asis shown, is in apturing loal srambling and long distane srambling. In apturing loalsrambling, it has the advantage of taking into aount the graded grammatiality whihhas been negleted in Rezaei [1992℄ and Rezaei [1993℄ the two parsers that onsidered theonstraints on srambling. The parser has also taken into aount ontrol in Persian and itsinteration with long distane srambling.Note that in most examples that we onsidered, we justied the operation of the parserby appealing to the resoure limitation priniples and hard onstraints like ontrol. Thesehard onstraints have priority over the onstraints for graded grammatiality or the softgrammatial onstraints. This suggests that the graded grammatiality idea has limitedusefulness for a language like Persian where resoure based performane onstraints restritits word order. Nevertheless the approah an be employed for parsing free onstituent orderlanguages where the word order is not restrited by these hard performane onstraints. Evenfor Persian, this approah an be adopted in appliations like Computer Assisted LanguageLearning (CALL) to help the language learner with problems of speiity, objet markingand word order.We an also briey onsider the interation of some of these onstrution types in order toonvey further information about the implemented system, its apabilities and weaknesses.Loal and Long Distane SramblingThe parser an analyse a range of examples involving loal and long distane srambling(LDS). The implemented system is restrited to allowing LDS only for PPs. This limits theinteration of LDS and loal srambling to PPs. For these PPs, the ompetition between theverbs of a sentene (main and embedded lauses) is also onsidered in the parser, but furthersemanti information is needed.The parser implements for the rst time the two performane onstraints on srambling inPersian, namely Resoure Limitation Priniple (RLP) and Resoure Barrier Priniple (RBP).29See Page 90.
166These two onstraints redue the range of possibilities and over-generation drastially. Thisis an improvement to apturing long distane srambling (LDS) in the only parser that hastried to implement it, i.e. Rezaei [1993℄.Srambling and ControlThe parser an handle examples in whih loal srambling interats with the ontrol phe-nomenon. This auses no problem for the system, but the dierent possibilities of the inter-ation of LDS and ontrol ause more problems.In our study we have only onentrated on LDS for PPs, and the parser an handleexamples in whih LDS interats with the nite ontrol phenomenon in Persian. But as weargued a layer of non-monotoniity should be added on top of the system to allow the systemto revise its earlier deision when nite ontrol fails inside the embedded lause as a result ofdisagreement with the verb of the embedded lause. The eet of nite ontrol on this typeof ompetition is more straightforward. The evidene showed that syntati onstraints havethe nal say in suh a ompetition and the parser takes these issues into aount.6.8 SummaryAn important aspet of the parser is the notion of graded grammatiality in the parser. Oneparsing solution might be less grammatial than another solution. In some ases the onlyparsing solution might be below the aepted level of grammatiality. In this way robustparsing an be ahieved.This framework provides a method for adding the notion of graded grammatiality tothe priniples of the grammar. In traditional approahes to priniple based grammars apriniple an be satised or violated. In our view some of the priniples of the grammar anbe violated, but the overall relaxation of the priniples (when added together) should notredue the aeptability of the solution below a ertain level.The aeptability of a partiular solution is redued by a fator whenever a priniple ofthe grammar is violated. This fator depends on the ontribution and importane of thatspei priniple.At present we have hosen arbitrary numbers to model the relative grammatiality of
167dierent word orders and srambling in Persian. The exat value of these numbers andthe relative importane of dierent priniples of grammar in Persian is a topi of researhwhih needs to be omplemented by psyholinguisti studies and grammatiality judgment ofdierent Persian speakers.Some of the onstraints an be derived based on orpus analysis of large texts. Forfree word languages, where the order of arguments is exible, statistis about the order ofarguments an be used as a measure to weight the possible alternatives in the path sets, orto speify the most plausible parse so far.By adding features to the word order rules, we an introdue more omplex word orderrules to take into aount features suh as animay.We also studied the interation of ontrol and long distane srambling in Persian andwe introdued two performane onstraints in srambling: the Resoure Limitation Prin-iple (RLP) on loal srambling and the Resoure Barrier Priniple (RBP) in long distanesrambling. These two performane onstraints restrit the possible instanes of long distanesrambling in some free word order languages.
Chapter 7
Conlusion and Further Work
7.1 SummaryFree word order languages reate numerous problems for designing parsing and natural lan-guage proessing systems. In Chapter 4 we showed previous examples of systems for pro-essing Persian. These systems either do not deal with examples of loal and long distanesrambling, or if they have dealt with suh phenomenon, they suer from a great amountof baktraking. A possible solution to this problem is to use a mixture of deterministiapproahes and parallel proessing methods to avoid the problems of baktraking. So par-allelism ould be a solution for this problem.From another perspetive, the examples with srambling are interlinked with the level ofdisourse representation and a notion of graded grammatiality. Not all the permutationsof a sentene have a similar intonation and not all the permutations are as aeptable asthe others. In this thesis our fous has been on graded grammatiality and aeptability foronstraints on word order rules, in order to nd the major parameters and a way to implementthem in a restrited parallel and ompetitive arhiteture. We have also studied some of thedisourse marking of ra in Persian whih interats with its syntati marking, but our foushave been on syntati representation and syntax-based proessing.In order to analyse srambling in Persian we have looked at a dierent range of phe-nomena whih impose onstraints and restritions on srambling. These range from blokingonstraints to fuzzy notions of speiity in Persian, in addition to the ambiguities in sub-jet/objet marking in Persian. To develop a ompetitive framework that an adequately168
169apture and represent srambling in Persian, the notions of parallelism, graded grammati-ality, strutural and numeri onstraints have been studied in this thesis. In parallel thepossibility of developing an underlying formal algebra for suh ompetitive approah has alsobeen onsidered to provide a more solid foundation for researh in this area. The ontributionsof the thesis are in three areas of: Linguisti analysis of word order and formal analysis of srambling and movement on-straints in Persian. Computational study of using fuzzy word order rules Rezaei [1999℄and sets in a paral-lel/ompetitive language proessing framework.Linguistially, we have disussed in detail the onstraints on loal srambling and longdistane srambling in Persian word order. The interation between speiity in Persianand ra objet marking and the syntati/semanti proess of disambiguation of subjets andobjets add a further level of omplexity for analysing loal srambling whih needed to beinvestigated and formalised. Furthermore, other funtions of ra suh as a syntati/disoursemarking were analysed and ontrasted with analogous markings in Arabi and Turkish tohelp us analyse the dierent funtions of ra.In order to analyse onstraints on long distane srambling, the ontroversial anonialposition of omplement lauses was investigated and we argued for the extraposition of embed-ded lauses from a pre-verbal position. Based on this analysis we aptured the two dierentases of long distane movement i.e. long distane srambling and fronting. We proposed astruture for representing embedded lauses and their extraposition. This struture takes intoaount the existene of barriers in front of long distane movement, e.g. in relative lauses.In addition, this struture an represent examples of ase attration in Persian embeddedlauses.In Chapter 3 We have looked at the examples of ontrol in Persian in order to analysethe more omplex examples in whih ontrol interats with long distane srambling. Thispart of the analysis provides an insight to representing the onstraints on omplex examplesof garden path in Persian in Chapter 6. It is the rst time that the interation of ontrol andlong distane srambling is onsidered for suh analysis.Computationally, we introdued numeri word order relations and Resoure Limitation
170Priniple (RLP) in order to represent the onstraints on srambling and word order in aompetitive framework. We introdued a stohasti word order preedene relation and a setstruture for apturing ase ompetition and the omplex disambiguation proess betweenra marked onstituents and non-marked onstituents. The approah was ontrasted withother ompetition based approahes, and we laimed that the fuzzy word order rules an beextended as an algebrai and numeri version of Optimality Theory (OT) based model forrepresenting word order onstraints.The study argued for a resoure-based model of srambling and we introdued two prin-iples based on suh model for implementing onstraints on srambling in spoken Persian.The Resoure Limitation Priniple (RLP) is an example of suh a restrition on long distanesrambling in Persian that bloks some instanes of this phenomenon. We laimed that thisonstraint ould be used to distinguish between dierent types of free word order languages.The Resoure Limitation Priniple (RLP) has been a performane onstraint whih has beenmodeled by the use of stohasti word order rules. This priniple prevents the existene oftwo onstituents with the same ase marking in a lause. We have introdued another per-formane onstraint, the Resoure Barrier Priniple (RBP) whih restrits the possibilities oflong distane srambling.In order to use parallelism in the parsing arhiteture, we have implemented the parsingsystem as a two stage pipeline of hunking and argument attahment whih work onurrently.Another advantage of using a pipeline model has been the advantage of using two dierenttypes of grammar rules and onstraints in eah stage. The rst stage (hunking) uses ContextFree Grammar (CFG) rules, while the seond stage for argument attahment uses nite staterules and stohasti word order preedene relations. The implemented parser avoids theineÆieny of previous approahes for parsing Persian and employs fuzzy sets for resolvingonits and ompetition among possible alternatives.7.2 Further IssuesAlthough our omputational model has been useful in identifying basi mehanisms for rep-resenting the onstraints on srambling in Persian, our work in this area has been limited byour use of a small-sale grammar of Persian. The work an be extended in dierent ways inlinguisti, theoretial and omputational aspets.
171Head Order/Language Turkish Persian ArabiAdjetive Noun Adj-N N-Adj N-AdjGenitive Noun Gen-N N-Gen N-GenRelative Clause Rel-N N-Rel N-RelComplementiser Clause Comp-Cl Comp-Cl Comp-ClPre/postposition Po Pr PrVerb Position SOV SOV VOAuxiliary verb V-Aux V-Aux Aux-VTable 7.1: Phrases in Persian, Turkish and Arabimarker/Language Turkish Persian Arabimarker (-i,#) (ra,#) -o/-onSyntati marker Objet Objet SubjetSemanti marker Spei/Nonspe. Spei/Nonspe. Denite/Indef.Disourse marker ({,/Fous) (Topi2,{) TopiTable 7.2: Disourse and Syntati markers7.2.1 Syntax and PragmatisIn our study we explained some of the similarities between the grammar of Persian and thegrammar of Turkish and Arabi. This is summarised in 7.1.It will be useful to study the presene of the Resoure Limitation Priniple for Turkishand Arabi. A general examination of the role of disourse markers in these languages wouldhelp to build a better understanding of the way that they ompare with grammatial markers.This would be espeially beneial for analysing the behavior of ra in Persian whih has botha disourse and a syntati funtion. Table 7.2 summarises preliminary ndings. In thistable, a (ra,#)1 pair ats as a spei objet marker in Persian, but only the former (i.e. ra)ats as a seondary topialisation disourse marker. In Turkish, a (-i,#)2 pair ats as speiobjet marker, -i but unlike its ounterpart ra does not play a Topialisation role. But thenon-marked pre-verbal position for objets in Turkish exhibits a fous marking whih has notbeen investigated in Persian. In the Arabi ase the same morpheme is used to mark subjetsand topis.These onstraints and their role in loal and long distane srambling is independent ofthe implementation that we hoose for parsing or analysing these languages.1# is used to show the ases when ra or the other alternative is missing, i.e. empty marker.2# is used to show the ases when -i or the other alternative is missing, i.e. empty marker.


























Figure 7.1: Pipeline Transfer MTOther future possibilities are to use the system as the parsing stage in a pipeline mahinetranslation (MT) system. The output from the two stages in the pipeline an be fed into theinput of a 3 stages transfer pipeline to onstrut a translated sentene orresponding to the
173input sentene. Figure 7.1 illustrates the transfer modules for word, hunk and lause andtheir onnetions with the present parser in suh a model. Note that eah of these units inthe pipeline an have one (or more) look-ahead hunk. So this does not imply that words aretransferred without onsidering their ontext. One of the preliminary long term goals of thisresearh was development of a parser to be used in an MT transfer system for Persian.Another area to look at is the psyholinguisti studies of Persian language and developmentof a psyholinguisti based parser for parsing Persian. Some of the results of this study analso be tested and used as a starting point for suh a researh.7.2.3 Towards a Channel AlgebraIn our study we represented grammatiality as the result of ompetition between ommuni-ating proesses. These proesses ompete for the limited grammatial resoures. The natureof ompetition and the role of semantis is another area whih need to be investigated. Theperformane/ompetene distintion and models that inorporate these two in an appropriateway needs to be investigated. And we should move towards developing a formal foundationfor this.In the rest of this setion we will have a loser look at a possible diretion to derivea formal algebra for suh a model. In this proposal (for future researh) we show thatlinguisti proesses an be dened and these proesses an ommuniate with other proessesvia grammatial hannels Rezaei [1997℄.IntrodutionThe dominant approah in Computational Linguistis divides the problem of language pro-essing into developing a grammar for the language in terms of a set of rules (or onstraints)and developing a proessing algorithm (or parser) in whih rules are seleted and appliedin bottom-up, top-down or a ombination of the two strategies [Joshi, 1987℄. The rules andstrutures are \statially" used by the parser.Extensive researh has been done on the formal speiations of these grammars and prop-erties of dierent parsers. Reent researh has been attempted to extend these formalismswith probabilities extrated from a orpus and to develop a stohasti model of language[Brew, 1995℄. In other words, suh approahes have the goal of adding \performane" mea-
174sures into the \ompetene" grammar.Many of the attempts in this area have tried to add a layer of probabilities on top of theexisting rule based formalisms and these have raised new interesting problems. In some ases,some of the fundamental mehanisms in urrent theories annot be simply extended by theaddition of probabilities. For example in LFG, the * under-speiation auses problems indeveloping a stohasti model [Kaplan, 1996℄, [Rezaei and Croker, 1997℄.A radial departure from these approahes are \dynami models" for language proessing[Milward, 1994℄. In these approahes the interpretations are built inrementally from left-to-right. A word introdues a hange or transition from one state to another. The probability oftransition to another state is dependent only on the urrent state and urrent word and thegrammar is in the form of a Markov model [Tugwell, 1995℄. These probabilities are alulatedbased on a orpus of a language and dierent fators suh as lexial frequeny, o-ourreneprobabilities.A dynami model speies the possible states and state transitions. In some of thesedynami approahes, e.g. [Philips, 1996℄, the relation between parser and grammar in themodel is not very transparent and \the parser is the grammar". These nite state models forlanguage modeling have been extensively ritiised for their inability to desribe strutureswhih involve an indenite amount of nesting. These models also do not take into aountthe possibility of srambling and free word order, and issues suh as syntati ontrol in theorpus.An intermediate approah is to use two levels of modeling and use the previous stohastiand dynami approahes for the onstituent level, and at the lause level introdue and usea riher notion of dynamism whih takes into aount srambling and syntati onstraintssuh as ontrol. This enrihed dynami model an be an extension to the present formalismssuh as LFG.In the Computer Siene eld, a series of developments in dynami modeling and proessmodels have also been investigated. In the rest of this thesis we will look at one possibleattempt for using suh dynami models and notions in Computational Linguistis and willinvestigate its appliation for proessing syntax. This hapter is an attempt to introdue suhdynami framework for the language proessing system that we desribed in the previoushapter.
175In our work, instead of \state", we onsider and use a riher notion of dynamism alled\proess" and we speify the internal struture of these proesses. For speifying an algebraand language for these dynami proesses, we will turn to researh in \Proess Algebras"[Abramsky, 1996℄, where dynami systems are modeled as ommuniating proesses. Themain obstale in this regard is the development of the notion of ommuniation among lin-guisti objets.[Fujinami, 1996℄ is another approah whih looks at omputational linguistis from aproess algebra view point. Fujinami is mainly onerned with utteranes and gives a proessalgebrai aount of disourse and dynami semantis. He uses an extension to -alulus[Milner, 1993℄ for this purpose.Our work is a syntati omplement to his model and it is onerned with looking atompetene theory and dynami syntax from a proess algebra perspetive. We introduethe essential priniples for a formal proess algebra for suh purpose and will ontrast ourswith the proess algebra proposed by Fujinami. We look at the problems of extending suhframework with probabilisti operators and notions. We have developed a framework thatdeals with dierent notions suh as ontrol and long distane srambling in a ompetitive,ommuniation based approah. The dynami notion of ommuniation in ommuniativebased models, suh as proess algebras, an be ontrasted with the notion of uniation inonstraint based approahes. Uniation and feature passing in onstraint based approaheshave also a dynami aspet. But ommuniation and uniation dier in respet to \resouresensitivity". In Setion 6.1 we introdued the notion and in the previous hapter introduedtwo resoure based performane onstraints.The phenomena suh as argument attahment in natural languages are inherently resourebased and most linguisti theories use some mehanism of resoure sensitivity for argumentattahment. One important aspet of the notion of ommuniation is that it is \resourebased". When a proess ommuniates a value, it will be onsumed by another proess. It hasbeen shown that the proess algebras whih are built on top of this notion of ommuniationare mathematially ompatible and onsistent with Linear Logi (see [Miller, 1992℄,[Fujinami,1996℄). In our study we use the notion of ommuniation and apply it as a mehanism forargument attahment.One of the aspets of using a proess algebra for linguisti modeling is that it will provide
176a solid framework built on top of linear Algebra. Another advantage of suh a model is thatthere is already a large amount of researh on the formal and mathematial modeling ofdynami systems; language will be onsidered as another system for analysis.Work suh as [Johnson, 1997a℄ try to introdue a omplete resoure based notion inorder to replae uniation, and re-express all feature well-formedness onstraints in termsof suh feature resoure dependenies. In our work, we restrit the domain of our study tousing resoure based notion of \ommuniation" and use this notion only as an alternativeperspetive to feature interation for argument attahment, loal srambling and long distanesrambling. It is to be demonstrated in future researh whether ommuniation an be usedas an alternative for apturing all properties of f-strutures and the mehanism of uniation,but we have not studied this in our work.Speifying srambling in terms of ommuniation provides a basis for development ofa formal foundation for long distane srambling. In onstraint based approahes suh asLFG, long distane srambling is added on top of the theory, without muh onsiderationfor speifying a formal basis for it or for the theory and notions suh as barrier over themovement of onstituents are not fully onsidered. Developing a formal foundation for longdistane srambling and loal srambling, based on ommuniation-based models helps tobridge this gap.Another motivation for our work is that the appliation of proess algebras for linguis-ti modeling will also ontribute to the development of new models whih are tailored forlinguisti analysis. The dierent onstraints in language modeling provide a limited domainand a new diretion for development of stohasti proess algebras and this will open a newdiretion for the theoretial researh in foundations of omputer siene and proess algebras.Finally, our inremental, resoure based approah, shares in spirit some similarities withtheories suh as LFG (Lexial Funtional Grammar), but our main fous is on dening thenotion of \grammatial hannels" for ommuniation between proesses. We have investigatedthe possibility of representing grammatial relations in terms of resoures and ommuniationof resoures.In the rest of this setion we deal with the oneptual and theoretial aspet of the work.We attempt to provide a part of the neessary oneptual framework by attaking the question:what sort of linguisti objet is a proess? what should be the domain for interation of these
177proesses and what is the medium for their ommuniation? Is there any notion in linguistitheory that an be used as ommuniation hannel?Proess Strutures and Grammatial ChannelsThe major building blok in our model is proess struture. We assume that strutures oronstituents like NP or PP exist in languages. One simple approah for representing this interms of proess algebra is to use the reursive denitions to speify grammars.(7.1) NP def= NNP def= ADJ.NPOr alternatively with hoie operator:(7.2) NP def= N + ADJ.NPThe rst problem that arises is when one wants to add features to these proesses. Onepossible solution for this is to represent ontext free grammars by ommuniating proesses.The previous example an be reaptured by (7.3).(7.3) n(x).np(y) j adj(z).np(w).np(w)Now for eah phrase we have onsidered a hannel and the feature values and annotationsan be passed as ommuniated values. In our notation the hannel for ommuniation mightbe a telephone line or open air. One proess emits a value or message over a hannel and theother proess having aess to the same hannel will reeive the message3. When the sendersends the message m over hannel  by (m), the reeiver will reeive it by exeuting theproess (x) whih will reeive the message and upon reeiving the message, will bind its freevariable x to it, that is fm=xg. The sender hannel is marked with a line over it marking itas negative polarity, that ommuniates with a positive polarity hannel with the same name,3The reader is assumed to be familiar with -alulus and basi parallelism notions in onurreny. For ageneral introdution see Milner [1993℄ or Fujinami [1996℄.
178but no extra marking. But we need to onsider additional mahinery and general joiningproesses that aept two feature strutures and give bak the result of joining/omparingthem together.Note that this hannel based notation is more powerful than the previous reursive notion.In this notation we an also express type 1 and even type 0 grammars. We only need toonsider a minus (-) polarity ommuniation for eah terminal or non-terminal in the lefthand side of a rule, and a plus (+) polarity ommuniation for eah terminal or non-terminalin the right hand side of the rule. This new hannel based perspetive orresponds to abottom up realisation, while the former reursive one orresponds to the top down realisationof a grammar.In this way we an represent onstituents or strutures as proess strutures. And wean view them dynamially and assoiate time-period, loality, ativation and other measureswith them. The main issue is that these proesses should be able to ommuniate with eahother and interat, and hene we an have ommuniating and interating proess strutures[Rezaei, 1997℄.Another problem that arises is when one wants to apture srambling and free word order.We an simply onsider ID rules by using the parallel operator \ j". For example anotherway to represent example (7.4) is illustrated in (7.5).(7.4) np(x).v(p).vp(y) j v(z).np(w).vp(w)(7.5) (np(x)jv(p)).vp(y)The problem that will arise is when we want to introdue the linear preedene rules torestrit some of the possible word orders. One solution is using guards. Fujinami [1996℄onsiders an extension of -alulus with guards: a guard operator \" an be onsidered asa generalisation of the prex operator.(7.6) (m).p(y) j (x).p(n)(7.6) an be deomposed into a set of primitive proesses and the onstraints on them. Thetwo preedene onstraints (m)  p(y) and (x)  p(n) an be separated by a guard operator
179and be written as (7.7) as pointed out in [Fujinami, 1996℄.(7.7) [(m), p(y), (x), p(n)  (m) p(y), (x) p(n)℄In other words guards provide the neessary notion for abstrating away the preedeneonstraints on the proesses. This is analogous to the notion of separate Linear Preedene inID/LP notation in omputational linguistis, where one abstrats away the notion of pree-dene and separate it from the dominane in CFG rules. Two parallel proesses an happenin any order, the same way that two phrase on the right hand side of an Immediate Domi-nane rule an appear in any permutation. The LP onstraints put onstraints on the possiblealternatives and for proess models the guards an be used to restrit the possible order ofexeution of proesses, but implementing guards might fae some theoretial problems.In addition to using ID notation, one an also use another oneptualisation for expressingloal srambling. Turning to nite state models we an represent the previous example byusing a at struture suh as (7.8) and then speify the linear preedene relations for eahlause and its onstituents. This is in ontrast to ID/LP notation in whih the LP onstraintsare speied for the right hand side onstituents of an ID rule.(7.8) vp(x).v(p).vp(w) j vp(x).np(p).vp (y)If we want to oneptualise LP onstraints aording to this new idea for representing loalsrambling, then we need to introdue a notion of loality for imposing the linear preedeneonstraints.Grammatial Channels and MobilityWe also need to elaborate on the grammatial relations and the way we oneptualise them.In the previous example we an hange our fous and identify eah NP by the grammatialrelation that it an play. Then (7.8) an alternatively be represented as in (7.9).(7.9) vp(x).v(p).vp(w) j vp(x).subj(p).vp(y) j vp(x).obj(p).vp(y) j
180One an go one step further and look at eah grammatial relation (suh as subj, andobj) as a linguisti resoure. Under this perspetive eah nounphrase introdues a positiveresoure (e.g. subj()) whih will be onsumed or anelled by the orresponding negative re-soure of the verb (e.g. subj()). This shows that the grammatial relations an be representedas ommuniation between verbs and nounphrases in a sentene. Neither of the examples in(7.8) and (7.9) demonstrates this aspet. In (7.8) we have hidden the notion of grammati-al relations as a feature in the feature strutures of the verb and np. Unlike grammatialrelations other features doesn't have this omplementary (positive and negative) harater-istis whih is suitable for a resoure sensitive oneptualisation. In (7.9) the grammatialrelation orresponding to the nounphrase is used as a hannel name, but the orrespondinggrammatial relations or resoures of the verb are represented as features. What we need is away to introdue a notion suh as lause in whih these ommuniations an happen loally.If we adopt this framework, then we an also express linear preedene relations over theserelations and express for example that a subj resoure should preede an objet resoure. Theintrodution of loality for imposing linear preedene relations will also provides us with anotion of loal domain for loal ommuniations over hannels suh as subj and obj.Another advantage of introduing a notion for loality is that we an impose barriers infront of onstituents whih want to enter or exit the loality. Then one an express longdistane srambling in terms of movement of onstituents by using mobile hannels (in pi-alulus) or mobile proesses.One problem with  alulus is that it does not allow suh a notion of loal ommuniationto be represented diretly. We need a notion whih allows us to introdue a new abstration,a notion whih speies a boundary enlosing a group of loal ommuniations. Reentdevelopments in Proess algebras have extended -alulus to aommodate suh property.One suh abstration is ambient [Gordon and Cardelli, 1998℄.The notion of grammatial hannels for modeling grammatial relations as primitive ele-ments in the theory an be used and further onstraints on hannels an be introdued. Inthe last hapter we introdued some fuzzy binary word order onstraints that an also beinorporated into a hannel algebra.
































Figure 7.3: After exporting and loal ommuniationThe basi abstration that we use for representing lauses is ambient. Aording toCardelli and Gordon [1997℄ an ambient is written as n[P℄, where n is the name of the ambient,and P is the proess running inside the ambient. n[P℄ is understood as an ambient or loality,in whih P is atively running, and P an be the parallel omposition of several proesses.An ambient provides us an abstration for apturing loality inside onstituents suh aslause. Another interesting property of an ambient is that it an also inlude a set of ambients.This notion allows one to model the embedding of lauses inside other lauses. The otheruseful abstration relevant to our researh is that in ambient alulus there are notions alledapability for allowing entrane into or exit from an ambient. We an use these notions tomodel barriers in long distane srambling. Finally an ambient an move as a whole.The notion of hannel makes the ommuniation medium expliit and gives a name to it,while the notion of ambient provides a loal boundary for suh ommuniation to take plaeand gives a name to that loality. The word order onstraints on loal and long distanesrambling an be represented for these ambients.
183Note that for representing the internal struture of phrases one an use the sequeneoperator and there is no need to onsider ambients at lower levels of linguisti representation.This is analogous to the two level modeling of phrases with xed word order and phrases withexible word order in the previous hapter.In the last hapter, we illustrated some of the word order onstraints that an be denedfor Persian word order. The possible hannel ombinations are restrited by hannel orderonstraints whih are imposed on hannel pairs. They are of the form:(7.10) hnl1 no hnl2The no ontributes to lowering the ativity of a path. Another onstraint on hannelsare that they an only be alloated one. This is the -riterion. We represent this in ourframework as a hard preedene onstraint. e.g. subj  subj. Violating a hard onstraintmakes the andidate inative and hene losed. This ontributes to losing down of somepaths and reduing the number of alternatives.The long distane srambling onstraints an be applied as barriers in front of ommuni-ation of mobile hannels.The hannels in our model are binary ommuniation links and hene are more restritedthan -alulus hannels. In addition an unertainty number is assoiated with eah of themthat shows the level of ativity of the hannel (path). We have used sequene, parallel andhoie operators for onstruting proess strutures. The sequene operator is needed foronstruting a sequene of proesses and the parallel operator is needed for apturing paral-lelism among proesses. We need to have a hoie operator to represent the hoie betweentwo ompeting alternatives. In addition, we have used a time preedene binary operator torepresent the hannel preedene onstraints.In this setion we were mainly onerned with the strutural and ommuniative aspetof a grammatial proess model or algebra. Another important aspet that we didn't disusshere is the resoure ompetition and ommitment strategies that interat with the ativation
184measures. Some of these were highlighted in the implementation that we disussed in theprevious hapter.As we explained, a hannel resoure annot be alloated twie in a hannel sequene. Weelaborated on a struture alled path set (or hannel set) whih provides an eÆient meh-anism for a proess to ompete for one or more hannels at the same time. This strutureallows a set of paths or threads to progress in parallel. The ompetition strategy that we haveadopted is a partial ommitment strategy. We are following neither ommitted hoie norinremental ommitment strategies. In ommitted hoie strategy (e.g. in Parlog), a proessmust ommit itself to one of the suessful hoies and disard (de-ativate) the others, whilein inremental ommitment strategies (in NLP) a single hoie is ommitted to and in aseof deadlok or failure, by baktraking or reanalysis another hoie an be adopted. As weexplained in the previous hapter, we have used a partial ommitment strategy, and all ativehannel paths are partially ative at the same time, but the most ative path will win at theend.The hoies for possible hannel paths are restrited by hannel order onstraints and re-soure limitation onstrains. Hene these ontext dependent onstraints redue the range ofpossibilities and make the strategy deidable. Put another way, we have introdued a notionof partial and soft ommitment, whih is tted into the general model.We will let all ompeting paths be ative in parallel and will ommit to one path as lateas possible5. The path with highest ativity will be the winning path, if its ativity leveldoesn't go down.It is worthwhile to investigate the possibility of developing a proess algebra for thisframework in the future. This will be an instane of disrete time probabilisti proessalgebras.
5This is the lause boundary position, where a hoie is ommitted to.
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